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CHAIRPERSON Just two minutes after half past eight, I think we
are ready to start.

Is this the Improved Clinical Pathio Services?

Yes, okay for the record would you indicate to us what your names
are and who is going to lead the discussion.

GRANT REX No problem, Grant Rex, Chief Executive, ICPS and I
10
will be leading the discussion.

MONICA SPRINGFIELD Hello I am Monica Springfield, I am the
clinical governance lead for ICPS.

CHAIRPERSON

Okay, for communi cation to be easy, only one

mike must be on at a time, so if you speak the other one must have
20

her mike off, just like we will do as well.

Very well.

Are you

ready to proceed?

GRANT REX Yes, they should have this system in Parliament then
only one pers on can speak at a time there.
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Right, I am going to, what I thought we would do is just present
very quickly what my company is doing and what has been
achieved and then I think there will be quite a few questions so we
will go through the slides fairy qu ickly and then just rather deal
with the clarification questions and the cross -questions after that.
Okay.

10

Right, standardised care pathway is an attempt to create an
evidence based recipe for want of a better word, for doing common
procedures that are n ow routine and it is used increasingly around
the world to address costs and quality. So to try and improve
quality or bring down costs while maintaining quality or both.
Often there is an opportunity to bring down costs and improve
quality simultaneously which is counter -intuitive; it not common

20

sense but it is quite often the case in healthcare that the better the
surgeon, the quicker they are, the less the blood loss, the quicker
the patient gets out of theatre and out of hospital, the cheaper the
procedure and the better the results.
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So it is kind of a truism in particularly surgery that costs and
quality move in opposite directions. Standardised care pathway is
also

known

as

second

level

technology

in

that

it

is

using

management processes and looki ng at the whole pathway from
diagnosis to discharge from the health service to re -engineer that,
to re-look that and look at ways of making improvements all the
way along a pathway. So it is not about a new drug or a new bit of
10

equipment or a new inventio n that has been patented, it is about the
management of the process that the intervention is taking place and
it is coming about largely because of the internet and you know the
spread of information so that best practice and the best ways of
doing things is being spread much more quickly in the last ten
years around the world. So it is a new way of advancing healthcare
in particular.

20
Right, we started three years ago quite small and we decided to
target the most expensive items that the medical aids ar e facing
which is hip and knee replacements.

It is the biggest single cost

item because of both the fact that the unit cost is quite high and the
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volume of hip and knee replacements done is very high.

So it is

always one, two or three in the total spend of a medical aid, just to
give you an idea and we targeted that because we thought that we
could produce the biggest benefit; both in the medical aid and
hopefully to government hospitals at that stage and that is in fact
how it has turned out to be.

So, we started with in fact three

surgeons who did pilot cases for us and we then got another three
10

surgeons involved in different centres around the country and soon
we got an interest from a medical aid that was not offering hip and
knee replacements; it was just too expensive for them and their
members were forced to go to government hospitals which had two
problems.

First it was increasing the waiting list in government hospitals and
20

secondly the waiting list was up to eight years in some of those
hospitals. So these patients were often older and they were dying
before they got their hip or knee replacement.
problem

for

them and they

immediately

So it was a big

decided to try

our

standardised pathway which is now only being done by six surgeons
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in the country. Fortunately in all of the major centres and that was
TransMed who are administered by Momentum.

So it was quite a

courageous sort of stance given that we had not had, we had done a
very small pilot with Discovery of just a few cases, twenty odd
cases and however we had brought the experience from the UK
where I was the Managing Directors of Partnership Health Group
which did contracts for the NHS.
10

So we did twenty thousand hip

and knee replacements over a five year period in the UK and that is
where we got the whole concept and got the ideas from and decided
to bring it back and translate it into the South African context.

Since then we have now, MedScheme embraced the process quite
enthusiastically after we had done enough cases to prove the
concept, so after about two hundred cases, they signed up. Bonitas
20

were the first to sign up and subsequently we have got over a dozen
medical aids involved and essentially forty five surgeons are now
participating and we in all nine provinces and you know it is going
from strength to strength. We have done over a thousand cases and
that is the breakdown, 68% knees and 32% hips.
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Okay, next slide. Okay so the things that you are trying to tackle,
the key cost drivers in the private healthcare context, oh t he other
thing worth noting is that we were selling as a private company
making profit in the UK, hip and knee replacements at the NHS at
that stage for about £5 500 and at that stage the Rand had almost
gone down to R10 to the pound so it was about R55 000 and the
10

reason this business became an opportunity is because the average
price that the medical aids were paying at that stage in 2010 was
about R100 000 so we were doing it at half the price in the UK
where doctors generally earn more in government hos pitals and
where the cost of things and nurses certainly earn a lot more than
they do in South Africa so you know your key cost drivers in the
hospital context are much higher in fact and we delivery it at half

20

the price. So I just thought there has got to be an opportunity here
somewhere and an important contribution to make in the South
African healthcare environment.
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So the key cost drivers here in the private sector as well as the
government sector are theatre time, length of stay, level of care
which refer to a normal ward, high care or ICU, your surgical
consumable utilisation you know what is being used in the
operation,

your

drug

utilisation,

the

clinicians

costs,

the

anaesthetist, surgeon, the physio and then radiology and pathology
costs.
10

However you cannot just cut costs without thinking about

the next block which is quality. So any attempt in healthcare to cut
costs, you have to start thinking about quality and unfortunately in
South Africa in the fee for service environment there are no
measurement of quality really being used to any great degree. It is
virtually non-existent and it is true all over the world – until quite
recently it just was not on the agenda. In the government hospitals
it was just about getting the volume through, there was a little bit

20

of quality control in government hospitals internationally, but not
much in the private sector which is fee for service and people just
assumed the more they paid the better the quality is going to be –
there has just been a misassumption .

And so the whole value

proposition has not been in healthcare internationally and the
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difficulty, the reason is basically that quality is very difficult to
measure and just by way of illustrating that you know your better
surgeons for example might attr act the more difficult cases, might
get a reputation for being good so they attract the more difficult
cases and therefore they may have more complications than a
surgeon who is not as experienced or who is worse.

So at a very

simple level it is a difficu lt problem to solve.
10

However since the advent of the internet there is now so much
information emerging and so much experience emerging around this
and it is such a key area for healthcare internationally that there are
now a whole lot of quality measures that are increasingly well
established.

So patient reported outcome measures which are

surveys of patients about how you are feeling before the operation
and after in terms of pain, mobility, your function, you know your
20

ability to work, get around, drive a car, have a bath, blah blah blah.
So it is common [inaudible], but it is genuinely regarded as a pretty
good start to establish is the operation making a difference and is it
positive.

One of the ones that is used in the case of major joint

replacements like hip and knees is the [inaudible] score, which is
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the Western [inaudible] McMaster Orthopaedic Assessment, it is
internationally accepted and it has been assessed and found to be a
reliable measurement tool.
The other concept that has emerged is t hat there are established
ways of doing procedures. So for example if a patient has been on
anti-inflammatory and has had a bleeding ulcer and has got low
[inaudible], the oxygen carrying part of the blood, they are called
10

anaemic and you should not opera te on an anaemic patient in a
planned operation, you should got their [inaudible] to the right
level and then do the operation.

So there are a set of agreed

standards that you should use that go up towards making a pathway,
a standardised care pathway.

H owever particularly in the private

sector where independence of practitioners is highly cherished and
a lot of private sector attracts doctors who like the independence
20

and like to have the freedom of their own practice, there is a lot of
resistance to thi s idea of a standardised pathway.

However you

know the scientific case for it is now so strong and so established,
you know certainly at a high level no one can argue with it any
longer and yet it is not being used at all, or it was not being used at
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all in the South African context until we introduced it here three
years ago.
And so one of our quality indicators is compliance with the
pathway so we monitor how hospital bills and just get an
assessment of whether the team; the surgeon, the anaesthetist, th e
physio are sticking to the guideline; they might sign up to it but
they might not be using it.
10

So we monitor compliance to the

pathway and the pathway is evidence based and it is updated
regularly

by

you

know

very

experienced

clinicians, as well as by the whole network.

professionals

and

You know if they

become aware of new evidence emerging that is published in the
scientific journals they let us know and we update our protocols
continuously essentially.

So adherence is a key quality indicator

and then a very small thing is really in the private sector it is
20

unusual for anaesthetists to see a patient before the operation, and
by before I mean you know two or three or four weeks before in
order to give time to optimise that patient for the operation. S o if
they are anaemic or if their diabetes is uncontrolled or their blood
pressure is uncontrolled they should be sorting that out before the
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operation, not after a massive assault on the body and then try and
sort it out post -operatively. The vast majori ty of planned elective
surgery in South Africa the anaesthetist sees the patient on the red
line which is as the patient is being wheeled into the theatre for the
operation and there is no time to optimise them and that is causing
in our view a much higher complication rate and one of the big cost
drivers in the system currently.
10

So we have just insisted on what

is, no one can deny that this is an established scientific and clinical
practice all over the world, including in government hospitals in
South Africa – the patient must be assessed by an anaesthetist with
enough time to sort out or postpone the operation in order to sort
out the things that can be sorted out. So that is a big change that
we have made in the private practice in this network.

20

And the other big thing we are doing is we are monitoring adverse
incident reporting, we are monitoring adverse incidents.

So there

is a categorisation which I will ask Dr Springfield to take you
through just now and essentially is a patient has a heart attack or if
the patient slips and dislocates their hip within the first thirty days
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after the operation or the first ninety days you should be recording
that and giving the feedback to the surgeons and getting a bit of
peer review going, do root cause analysis, get them to understand
why these problems are happening and so that is a very critical part
of improving quality – continuous quality improvement. Of course
it happens in government hospitals generally speaking, they do case
review and they do review of x-rays after the operation for example
10

as a team and then they learn from the mistakes that they see – it is
called peer review.

Non -existent in the private sector in South

Africa, so people have no idea how good or bad they are, there is
no measurement o f outcomes, they have no idea how good or bad
they are and I mean it is shocking but that is the situation.

So none of these innovations are rocket science – they are things
20

that McDonald’s burgers would have introduced thirty years ago,
but our healthcar e is really very resistant for the structural reasons
that I am sure you are quite familiar with by now.
reverse, hey. Okay. Go forward one, okay.

Let me just
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So the first innovation is that we are getting the pre -operative
assessment.

At the moment 87% are being done by anaesthetists

which we also regard as a clinical quality indicator because the
anaesthetist

is best placed to judge the risk of that patient for an

anaesthetic and it is quite good if the anaesthetist sees the patient
post-op as well to just see that the type of anaesthetic they gave,
what the consequences were for the patient for that profile. Where
10

in parts of the country where there are not anaesthetist and they
just do not have time to do the pre -op assessment we get a
physician to do it, but in 100% of cases going through our pathway
patients are being pre -assessed and they are being optimised for the
operation and we regard this as a significant innovation, that 87%
of them are being seen by anaesthetist actually and we have see n
results from that which we will show you. Next slide, yes.

20
CHAIRPERSON

Now how long, when should this pre -operative

assessment be done? How long before the operation?
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MONICA SPRINGFIELD So ideally it should be done to give the
patients enough time to be optimised .

We in our pathway we ask

that the anaesthetist or that the pre -operative assessment happens at
least two to four weeks pre -operatively. So we feel the surgery is
elective surgery, there is never a reason why it should be rushed
and never a reason why it needs to be done on an un -optimised
patient. So we have in our pathway that these patients be seen two
10

to four weeks to be optimised and then we have a second person
reviewing that optimisation and reviewing that assessment.

CHAIRPERSON

I mean I can understand in an emergency

situation where it has to be done now, something that was never
foreseen but where you know the specialists knows that in about
four weeks time you would be undergoing an operation that is the
20

case that you are tal king about?

MONICA SPRINGFIELD

Yes, so these patients have been

walking around with their wonky hips and knees for a while, it is
never an emergency so there should always be enough time to make
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sure that the patient is in the best possible condition to have the
best possible outcomes of the surgery and that is why there is never
pressure to do a patient urgently on our programme.
CHAIRPERSON You get a phone call from a nursing sister saying
do not eat after ten o’clock in the evening, that is it.

Now do

doctors know about this?

10

MONICA SPRINGFIELD

Do they know about the pathway or do

they know about pre -op assessment of a patient?

CHAIRPERSON About the need for pre -operative assessment.

MONICA SPRINGFIELD

It is well evidenced and it is best

practice, internationally it is best practice particularly in these
20

patients that very few, round about 10 to 12% have got no other
medical problems and are fit and healthy – it is very small
percentage and the majority of these patients are older than sixty.
So that puts them in a category that inevitably they will have a
health problem or they will be on medication for other health issues
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so they need to be seen.

So it is well documented and it is well

evidenced and it is best practice and internationally it happens.
Unfortunately in the South African context for me for varied
reasons this does not happen so patients are seen on the day of
surgery or on the red line just before theatre or they are admitted
the night before at a cost to medical funders just to be seen by the
anaesthetist and even then it is still too late, the day before can
10

still be too late because to optimise a patient then.

Also the patient is then prepared for the operation, you know they
are prepared, they have taken time off work, the y have starved,
they are lying there waiting to be done and then to be seen on the
day or surgery and not getting proper informed consent because I
do not really believe that informed consent can happen on the day
20

of surgery.

CHAIRPERSON

It probably is too late when the theatre room is

already prepared and everyone is ready to cut you. Know but why
do doctors do this? If they know that this has to be done, why do
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they do it? Is it because they do not care, or is it because they are
not taught these t hings at school, why do they do it?

GRANT REX

Look there are structural reasons.

In the case of

anaesthetist , the vast majority are single person practices.

They

are in theatre from 7am or earlier until 7pm or later, five or six
days a week and that is where their revenue comes from.
10

The

medical aids do not pay for operative pre -assessment so for them to
put aside a morning to do pre -op assessment clinics is just not
financially viable – so there are structural problems.

One of the

reasons why it is done uniformly in the UK in a system like the
NHS is that the anaesthetist are employed so they get allocated to
do a operative pre -assessment clinic.

20

Everyone knows this in South Africa, everyone knows that is the
gold standard and that is the correct standard and I mean there are
places where it is done.

So there is a big group practice

interestingly enough in Durban called [inaudible] Associates who
do do pre-operative assessments and have done it for ten years
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because they know it is the right thin g to do and because they are a
practice of thirty plus anaesthetist they can allocate their members
to do this sort of thing, but there are real problems establishing
group practices in South Africa, you know there are so many
regulations pertaining to sha red income. Firstly empl oying doctors
is everyone feels pretty much impossible and it is basically illegal.
A lot of doctors would be prepared to be employed and therefore be
10

used more correctly, be able to practice better medicine, but it is
simply a very difficult thing to do, there are a few mine hospitals
that

have

employed

doctors

and

obviously

the

government

hospitals, but in the private practice it is really regarded as
impossible to do. So there is a big structural problem and then the
other structural problem we are going to touch on which is where
you
20

have

an

alternative

reimbursement

mechanism,

payment

mechanism for doctors where you can incentivise them to take
quality into account and that there also are difficulties with the
regulations, whi ch we will take you through.

CHAIRPERSON Sorry, does it all come down to money?
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MONICA SPRINGFIELD The irony is that anaesthetist have said
look we are not paid extra for a consultation, our remuneration is
based on time units and that is when the pa tient gets clocked in to
go to theatre and when the patient gets clocked out, that is the time
that the anaesthetist gets remunerated for and so there are no time
units
10

for

a

pre -operative

assessment.

However

when

an

anaesthetist bill for this, medical ai ds do, there is a code for a pre operative assessment so anaesthetist do get paid for doing a pre operative assessment. It is not time based, it is just a code called
pre-operative assessment and then there is remuneration attached to
that.

So there is r emuneration for it but anaesthetist feels that is

the assessment that when they see the patient pre -operatively on the
red line that gives them enough time to assess the patient.
20

I

personally do not think that is enough time.

GRANT REX I think we must keep in mind that the optimisation is
the important part here.

So in other words seeing the patient and

assessing them is one thing and I guess most anaesthetists in South
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Africa could claim that they are assessing the patient, but if it is
being done half an hour before the procedure or the day before or
the morning of the operation, there is no time realistically in most
cases to do the necessary optimisation.
So going back to your you know how much time is required we just
as a guideline suggest to t he surgeons do not book the patient
sooner than two weeks from their anaesthetist pre -assessment
10

because you might need time and you cannot build up the patients
expectations

and

then

delay

them,

it

is

tough

on

them

psychologically. So the key thing is yo u just need to give yourself
enough time and in fact we do not authorise the operation until the
patient is optimised.

So in fact we give ourselves an infinite amount of time, you know,
20

we just say do not book it sooner than two weeks but they have to
get authorisation and to get authorisation from us we require the
[inaudible], the proof that the diabetes is well controlled, the blood
pressure, a whole lot of things – measurements that we use to
ensure that the patient is at least nominally optimised yo u know for
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the procedure and that means you know that if they are struggling
to get the diabetes sorted out they can just delay the operation until
it is sorted out and explain to the patient because they have seen
the at a pre-operative assessment clinic and they have got the time
then to sit and actually have a proper discussion and so on. So it is
a very small change but it has a massive difference as we will
demonstrate.
10
PROF FONN Sorry can you, when you introduced yourselves you
told us your names , but could you just a little, like why do you
know this stuff.

Can you give us a little bit of your training

background and what you are?

MONICA SPRINGFIELD
20

So I am a South Africa Wits trained

anaesthetist, I did my training largely at [Baragwanth] hos pital and
then I moved down to Durban and there I joined a private practice
[inaudible] which was unique in that it was then the biggest
practice in South Africa – we had fifty seven anaesthetist and the
support that came from being in such a large group. I them moved
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to the UK and there I got involved, I first worked in the NHS and I
got a substantive post in the NHS which meant that I could be
employed as a consultant in the NHS and then I started doing work
for CareUK, PHG and CareUK, it was a company that formed a
joint venture with Life Healthcare and they developed clinics which
provided treatment for NHS patients but in a private setting. So the
management structure was private, but it was NHS patients so it
10

was not fee for service – the government instead of paying NHS to
do the patients, they paid CareUK to do the patients. So I started
doing a lot of development work for them, developing policies,
setting up programmes to do, they were given a small basket of
surgery like hip and knee replacement s, cataracts, so I developed
pathways for this independent treatment sector it called and there
were about ten hospitals nationally and out of that two thousand

20

cases were done over a five year period of just hip and knee
replacement surgery and we develop ed, started playing around,
reading the latest literate and started putting in, developing this
pathway. So that pathway slowly happened over a five year period
– evidence based.
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The UK at that time started looking at standardised care pathways
which was first started for surgery on the abdomen where they
showed that if patients are done in a certain way and optimised and
if a pathway gets followed and measured that the outcomes, the
adverse event rate afterwards are a lot lower and the patient has a
better quality outcome. And then they started doing it in Europe
10

and in the UK they started doing it on hip and knee replacement
surgery and because I have been involved anaesthetising myself,
developing pre-operative assessment clinics, when I relocated bac k
to the UK Grant worked in the UK, he was the medical director of
CareUK and together we came back and we put this process in
place in South Africa. So that is my background.

20

GRANT REX

I am also qualified as a doctor , but practiced very

briefly at Alexandra Health Centre at a time in the early nineties
when there were very experienced managers who had worked in the
UK and were trying to develop cost effective care and making sure
that the quality was retained even though there were very few
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resources in that environment. So whole concept of cost effective
medicine while retaining quality was what that whole organisation
was about and the whole notion of the unit based costing was well
established, quite uniquely in that environment where they were
trying to assess what does it cost to treat a pneumonia or a middle
ear infection of a child and there were coding conditions and trying
to establish the costing down to unit based level.
10

Not very

successfully because they were not doing itemised billing or th ey
were not capturing costs in an itemised way so. I them worked as a
superintendent at [Baragwana] hospital for a couple of years and
got insight into how, when you employ doctors what you can
achieve if they are correctly motivated and in those cases it was not
monetary incentive, it was really just appealing to their morality
and their scientific excellence, their academic excellence and then I

20

moved on to the private sector where I was exposed to fee for
service billing which has an important strength namely that you can
track costs in a lot of detail, every single thing used is captured on
a system and that allows you to be able to develop unit based
costing which is lacking in the government services. So you know
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that background gave me and then of c ourse I was involved as the
Managing Director, not the medical director, of Partnership Health
Group and CareUK secondary care where again we employed the
doctors and were able to try out a lot of things to improve quality
and control costs.

Right, the second innovation I think we have dealt with so I think
10

we can oh the important thing to note here is the introduction of the
American Society of Anaesthetist Assessment Scoring – they have
got a standard scoring system for assessing the risk of a patient
pre-operatively or for assessing a patient and that is an indicator of
the risk that that patient poses in an operation, the risk of
complications and that sort of thing.

So that is a system that we

are using to score all the patients and that is quite in novative.
20

I

will let Monica add a little bit to that.

MONICA SPRINGFIELD So we have a, we call it a minimum data
set of data that we require from the doctor when he registers the
patients onto the ICPS pathway. So we look at, we would like an
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assessment of the patient – we look at x-rays and part of the
assessment and then also there is some blood tests that we require.
So we have a look and we have an inclusion and exclusion criteria,
it is a line in the sand that the patient is scored and assessed
against.

So we look at things like Grant said the patients

[inaudible] and there is lots of evidence to show that a low
[inaudible]
10

complications .

predisposes

the

patient

post -operatively

to

If it is a frail granny and now she does not have

enough oxygen c arrying capacity her heart might struggle and then
she might develop a heart attack.

So we look at the patients

[inaudible] and we look at the patients kidney function, we make
sure that we look at some parameters to make sure that their
diabetes is under control and then part of this is this categorisation
where we have the anaesthetist scoring the patient.
20
If there is a GP or a physician involved they know about the
scoring system but we also have an independent sort of clinical
committee that looks at every single assessment together with the
blood results and comes up with a scoring system of the patient
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because anaesthetist even when they do see the patient may not see
the patient with their blood results.

So we are in the unique

position to get t he blood results plus the assessment and come to a
conclusion of the patients ASA score. We do have a cut off that we
will see ASA patients one to three, so that is – ASA1 is they are fit
and healthy and they do not have any diseases.

ASA2 is they do

have a disease but it is well controlled, like for example high blood
10

pressure but it is well controlled.

And then ASA3 there are two

categories; those with now they have longstanding diseases and
they have other organs that are being affected because of tha t so if
a patient has got high blood pressure putting a strain on their
kidneys and their kidneys begin to slowly dysfunction. So we look
at that grade of kidney dysfunction. So ASA3 is they have what we
call end organ dysfunction but it is still control led and then ASA4
20

is when their organs are so damaged that now it begins to fail.

So that is just degrees of how compromised that patient is. So we
will operate and grant authorisation on patients ASA1 to ASA3,
from ASA3 they have got to be sent back a nd they got to be
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investigated because a lot of these things are missed – it has got to
be investigated and it has got to be managed.

And we have had

very good results from having that line in the sand.

Next slide

please.

GRANT REX This is just showi ng that the majority of our patients
are in the ASA2 category so they are well controlled but there are
10

14% who are in the uncontrolled category and need to be optimised
and that I think is where we are making a difference – to that group
of 14%. Next sli de.

CHAIRPERSON You do not have ASA4?

MONICA SPRINGFIELD
20

So like I said in our criteria, our

inclusion criteria it is ASA1 to ASA3 and ASA3 is that it is a
patient with co-morbidities, they have got longstanding disease,
they do have some end organ d ysfunction but it is still under
control, they are well controlled for the disease but they do have
some of their end organs affected but it is not compromising the
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patient.

And then ASA4 is when, like I say when they begin to,

they are quite ill and they have unstable disease or their end organ
function is bordering on failure and it needs to be managed. So we
do not operate on ASA4 cases, it does not mean they are excluded
from the programme, it just means that they are optimised. So they
do, once their hypertension is under control and their diabetes is
sorted out and they have been taken off drugs that are damaging to
10

the kidney these patient parameters do improve and then they move
from an ASA4 to a ASA3 to withstand the surgery and have good
outcomes after the surgery.

CHAIRPERSON

So the categories that you have just mentioned

are the ones that is up to three are the ones on which you can
operate – is that it?
20
GRANT REX Ja, you should not operate on patients ASA4, the risk
of dying is quite high.

So you know the aim is really to, a lot of

patients really just are not fit enough for a hip or knee replacement
but you know it is seldom the case that...
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CHAIRPERSON

They require some kind of attention before they

can get into the theatre – is that h ow it works?

MONICA SPRINGFIELD Would you just repeat that again?

CHAIRPERSON
10

Maybe I am misunderstanding what the whole

process is about. Now I thought that this is about a pre -operative
assessment right, now one to three as I understand it are the o nes
that can be operated upon – is that right?

MONICA SPRINGFIELD Yes.

CHAIRPERSON
20

Then four

is

the category

that cannot be

immediately because they require attention before they can be
ready for an operation.

MONICA SPRINGFIELD

Yes, so all patients on the assessment

we are just showing with that slide is that the majority of our
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patients have one or two more diseases other than just their osteo arthritis or their problems with their hip or knee.

So they have

medical problems that need to be seen to and even in, ja.

So we will only operate on ASA1 to ASA3 and the definition of
that category that these patients have diseases, but it is optimised
enough for them to have surgery.
10

So in ASA4 that patient is not

optimised – by definition they have unco ntrolled disease that needs
to be managed, they are uncontrolled diabetic not on medication or
not enough medication and they need to be put on medication and
then stabilised for three to six months before we accept them back
on to the programme.

GRANT REX
20

Okay, next slide.

Okay, the third innovation we

have really discussed already that is the [Wormex?] score which I
think is you know worth noting. Next slide. So this is the outcomes
of our [Wormex?] scores, okay Monica will just take you through
that.
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MONICA SPRINGFIELD So what is unique to our programme as
Grant said is the fact the we do patient reported outcomes. So this
is a self-reporting measure where patient reports on their level of
pain, their level of stiffness and their level of function a round
climbing stairs, putting on socks, walking, getting up from a chair.
So it is done independently by the physiotherapist which sees the
patient pre-operatively.
10
That is also another unique thing that we do, is that we have a
physiotherapist assess ing the patient pre -operatively to assess their
level of pain, stiffness and function and then does a lot of
education with them and does this [Wormex?] score. We then, the
physiotherapist sees the patient in hospital and they do exercises
and rehabilitation and then post -operatively there is another visit
20

which happens in that three months where the physiotherapist does
another

[Wormex?]

physiotherapist.

score.

So

this

is

all

done

by

the
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At six months to a year we have an independent person, so it is
blinded to who the surgeon was or who the physiotherapist was,
they just call the patient and they take them through this scoring
system then the patient scores post -operatively, the patients pain,
stiffness and function again and we collect this data. So this is the
pre-operative scores, the range is as low as 16, it is out of a
percentage, as low as 16 and we have had patients who have had
10

pre-op scores of 86.

The good thing, the important thing about

doing this as well is that the x -ray may look really bad okay and
everybody says never operate on an x -ray. So you have to look at
the x-ray because some patients have really bad features on x -ray,
the joint looks completely destroyed but they motivate it and they
have higher pain thresholds and they are a ble to do a lot more
despite that x-ray looking really bad or you may have patients with
20

hardly many changes on an x -ray, but their tolerance is a lot lower
so they complain a lot more of pain and stiffness and they find that
a lot of de-abilitating.

So w ith us having both these measures it

gives us a better sense that there is not really an over -servicing by
the surgeons, that the patients are getting the operation because
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they need it and so we do this pre -op and post-op scores that is the
range and then we also looked at it between hips and knees, pre -op
and post-op. So every single patient has a scoring that gets done.

GRANT REX

And as you can see from that, the post -op score is

much higher than the pre -op so the operations are making a big
difference to these patients as reported by the patients.
10

Any

questions about this score?

CHAIRPERSON I think you can proceed.

GRANT REX Next slide. Okay, so the fourth one is that we have a
formulary, so there are currently thirty plus suppliers of joints in
20

South Africa and you know a hip joint is fairly similar, they have
been around for the last forty years, everyone has established more
or less what the parameters are.

So often there is not much

difference between these products and we are able to limi t it
essentially four of our main suppliers where we managed to limit it
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essentially to those from the thirty plus suppliers and as you can
see, about six of them do most of it and four of them supply most
of the joints. So you are able to start negotiati ng a volume based
discount which can also be quite significant because of being able
to direct surgeons to a limited range.

The criteria for being on the list are you know being on a joint
10

register elsewhere in the world, that is respected and having
acceptable survival rates over a ten year period or longer. So they
also need to be registered with the Europeans or the Americans and
essentially they need a CE marking, which is an indicator of
quality. So there is no compromise on the type of prosthesis used
even though you are able to standardise it and bring the cost down,
you ensure that there are criteria to maintain the quality for the

20

prosthesis that is used. And as you can see we are using reputable
suppliers with massive international companies with good track
records. Next slide.
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Okay we have discussed the clinical, the guideline adherence. I do
not think I am going to go into more detail unless you are
interested in anything there?

MONICA SPRINGFIELD
imposed on anyone.

So we have a guideline – it is not

The clinicians still sees the patient and it is

the clinicians’ prerogative to do what they feel needs to be done.
10

So we just have a guideline that is evidence based and it is based
on best practice, both in the UK, the States, Australia, D enmark, so
where ever there are big orthopaedic registries, we have looked at
their practices and it is well evidenced in the literature as well. So
based on the evidence out there we have drawn up a guideline, we
have also gotten the buy -in of our anaest hetists and doctors who
use it where we fly the guideline past them. Because South African

20

practice might be slightly different so we make sure that it is in
line with the South African practice and so the guidelines are there
and all we require is that i f the practice is different to our
guidelines, they have to provide evidence as to why they are using
that and we have a discussion a round it.
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GRANT REX Next slide. Right, now the crux of the matter is that
the outcome measures that we use are length of stay, and ours has
dropped

from

the

average

in

the

industry

6,9

days

for

an

uncomplicated primary joint replacement, we have got that down to
3,8 days.

That is much less a cost cutting objective than it is a

measure of quality. The patients are not force d out of the hospital,
10

they only go when they are ready to go and when they can prove
that they can get to the toilet unassisted and walk up stairs
unassisted and bend their knee sufficiently to perform their daily
functions or their hip. So that is an in dication of quality that our
patients are getting to that point quicker than the average.

High

care utilisation is also another quality measure because patients
should only really go to high care when they are sick.
20
CHAIRPERSON Can we just go back to ho w do you know, how do
you tell that but for your intervention the patient would have stayed
longer?
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GRANT REX Generally the surgeons who joined the network their
length of stay is reduced after joining the network and often some
of the surgeons in our ne twork are using the pathway only for the
ICPS contracted patients and the length of stay is shorter for those
patients than for other patients, where they are not using the
pathway.

10

CHAIRPERSON

How do you know that but for you intervention

this particular patient would have stayed longer?

MONICA SPRINGFIELD Well if they are not optimised they will
stay longer. So what has been happening because patients are seen
before the time on the red line on the day or surgery or the day
before, they are not optim ised.
20

Inevitably they have disease

processes that need to be controlled to these patients inevitably
then go to high care or go into ICU and we have shown that when
that happens ICU and high care patients are treated in very similar
way – they all get uri nary catheters because if you are going to
measure how are you going to measure without putting in a urinary
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catheter and then they have drips put in and they have intravenous
medication and they are not getting up and they are not mobilising.
So the result of that is that there tends to be a higher adverse event
rate, patients get confused, they develop deep vein thrombosis
because they are not moving and their length of stay then increases.
So we have shown that it was not dictating to anybody, we just said
start with pre-optimising your patient and then let us have a look at
10

the outcomes and start with active rehabilitation.

So instead of that patient lying there post -operatively, being
completely zonked out on medication, feeling nauseous, not movin g
for at least a day or two then start moving, then start exercising – it
pushes, it increases that length of stay.

So our patients are well

optimised, are hydrated, the anaesthetic is done in a particular way,
20

post operatively these patients are sent bac k to the ward, they are
eating and drinking within an hour of the surgery, they are getting
up within four to six hours after the surgery so that means that they
being to rehabilitate on the day of surgery instead of traditionally
two days post operatively .

So by the time they are reaching the
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milestones which is a set criteria that they have to be able to bend
their knee to ninety degrees because that means they can sit in a
chair and get out of a chair, they have to be able to climb stairs and
so they reach those milestones sooner than a patient who has been
lying around for two days. And then the other important things that
we do is we do what is called discharge planning, so we plan
beforehand and this is the role of the physiotherapist to make sure
10

that patient is able to be discharged.

So they look at the patients home circumstances, will the patient
have care, what is the patients ability to rehabilitate in this quick
fashion and will there be someone to look after them or do they
need to go into a aftercare facility for day or two or three just to
help them along.
20

Because what happens is patients are now in

hospital, they get their rehabilitation and then it is discovered that
well they do not really have anybody to look after them at home so
they cannot go home on their own and now they have to go to a
aftercare facility – that takes a week to organise so the patient
length stay, instead of it being three days is now five days without
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needing the post operative care facility and then to try and o rganise
that, another five days and that is why you have length of stay that
can go up to fourteen days, unnecessarily with the patient waiting
to go into a post operative care facility. So that is what we try and
avoid. We try and we plan for discharge pre-operatively, so we say
to the patient look you got to have, is there someone to take care of
you, your daughter who lives a distance away has got to come and
10

live with you or that kind of thing.

CHAIRPERSON I fully understand how it operates but what is not
clear to me is how can you tell that but for your intervention,
Ncgobo would have stayed longer in hospital.

GRANT REX Look this is based on over a thousand cases and the
20

data we are comparing it to is on many thousands of cases so it is a
statistically valid set of figures that we can subject to various
statistical things that shows that our programme is differentiated on
these measures.

So you know the chances of a patient ending up

with a lower length of stay not needing intensive or high care is
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much higher coming through this side than going the normal way.
That is really the way of looking at it I think.

MONICA SPRINGFIELD

And let me just add as well, what is

unique to our programme is that we as an independent body has a
relationship

wit h

the

funders,

so

patients

if

they

have

a

complication, the tendency particularly in South Africa is that they
10

do not go back to that doctor who they perceive as messed up, but
it is still the same medical funder. So the medical funder will have
information that this patient did not go back to that surgeon so his
stats may look good, but the patient has gone back to someone else
because of the surgery.

So we at three months, we get the stats

every six months we sit down with the funders and we get those
stats, their thirty and ninety day re -admission rates and we have a
20

look to see why – did that patient come back to the same surgeon,
to another surgeon, to another physician perhaps and could it have
been related to that surgery and then we manage the pati ent along.
So in that patients key performance indicator would be well
actually your thirty day re -admission rate is quite high or your
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ninety day re-admission rate is significant and what is happening in
your practice that allow this to happen.

GRANT REX

Okay, the high care utilisation and ICU utilisation

are also indicators of the fact that the patients are doing better
post-operatively and do not need those levels of care.

So any

questions around that?
10
CHAIRPERSON Same question that I had in relati on to the others
because it does seem to me that – is it perhaps based on the
assumption that because you have gone through this process
therefore your stay is shorter because of the process.

Let us say

you go through the process, you stay fourteen days, the assumption
would be but for the process you would have stayed twenty days.
20

Is that how it works?

GRANT REX

Look, the pathway is an attempt to improve quality

and reduce costs. Fortunately those things are not in conflict with
each other so the quic ker the patient recovers the better the quality
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by definition and the lower the cost.

We have a lot of technical

things we have not gone into in the pathway, so there is a lot of
detail on the anaesthetic, the correct sort of anaesthetic to use for
different kinds of patients, the preparation pre -operatively and post
operatively, there is a lot of detail that goes into producing these
results, that is really in the pathway where we have given you the
headlines in previous slides. So you know it is I guess you can say
10

an assumption but it has got a lot of statistical strength in the
evidence that is emerging now and it is replicable, we have done it
not in two thousand cases in the UK, in twenty thousand cases.
Same pattern where their average length of st ay was in fact 7,3
days and our was 3,9 days so quite similar in that context using the
same pathway essentially – it is slightly modified for here. So you
know increasingly it is clear that the pathway is the thing that is

20

making the difference.

If it w as successful in the UK and here

producing the same results, then you can assume – our assumption
is fairly strong I think. It is fairly strongly evidenced.
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Okay, this is really the most important slide and I am going to let
Monica just take you throug h it briefly, but I think we should really
just focus on questions for clarification and maybe that is where we
should start, have you got any questions about this slide?

I mean

broadly speaking we have got three groups there – the ICPS is the
grey, vario us funders that we deal with are the orange and then we
have got a particular study that was published on one thousand
10

three hundred cases over the last sort of, it was about four years
ago, done by MSO who are one of the administrators in Healthcare
in South Africa. So the adverse incident event rate or complication
rate are categorised using the MediCare definition from the United
States and there are three categories. One, two and three and then
we have put those in those columns – type 1, type 2 and t ype 3. As
you can see the total ICPS adverse event rate is 5,7% versus the

20

industry rate of 23% on average and in the MSO study of 17,6% that was for a cohort of 1 300 patients in their population and then
the categories are broken down further.
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CHAIRPERSON

Is there a difference between complications

arising from a pre -existing condition which was not identified prior
to the operation and a complication arising from the operation
itself?

MONICA SPRINGFIELD Okay so that is why we have those three
categories.
10

In category one we try to address the non -surgery

related adverse events.

So it is where it is as a result of the

anaesthetic or as a result of the patients underlying condition. So
if

the

patient

has

uncontrolled

hypertension

or

uncontrolled

anaemia and now they get a heart attack because of that, that will
fall in category one. And those complications usually happen quite
acutely – it happens in that first seven days of surgery, seven days
post surgery or in their length of stay that that happ ens. And then
20

category two and three looks mainly just at the surgery and the
surgeon and we have divided that into minor and major events. So
a

minor

event

would

be

bleeding,

it

is

not

necessarily

a

complication that the patient bleeds because it is a r ecognised
effect of the surgery but it is the amount of bleeding that happens
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that if it is now compromising the patient and the patient now needs
a blood transfusion that is the measure that we look at or they may
just get a skin infection. So this is wh at we consider minor adverse
events related directly to the surgery; so were it not for the surgery
they would not have bled or they would not have gotten the
infection. And then category three is more serious or major results
as a result of the surgery.
10

So it is like deep wound infections or

dislocations, even ja.

CHAIRPERSON To the question is there is distinction between the
two? You see it seems to me that this process can be very helpful in
eliminating the complication which can arise from a pre -existing
condition because you can identify them before and address them.
Am I correct in that assumption?
20
GRANT REX

Yes, and I think that is shown in the type one

complication differential. Type two and three is probably more just
related to the surgi cal expertise and there we have criteria for
admission of surgeons on to the network.

So it is generally
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accepted that at the moment training of orthopaedic surgeons in
joint replacement is decreasing in government hospitals and often
newly qualified orth opaedic surgeons are doing a fellowship in
joint replacement.

There is also a lot of literate to show that you have to do a certain
number of operations a year in order to reduce your complication
10

rate and there is plenty of published data on that inter nationally.
So we use a criteria related to essentially the Johns Hopkins
criteria of a minimum of twenty five knees and/or twenty five hips
as a cut off that you should be doing to be admitted to the network
and in addition having done a fellowship or be ing qualified for five
years and that is something we will be discussing with the
Orthopaedic Association later today actually. You know to try and

20

get some buy in to what and guidance from them in fact around
what the criteria – whether these are appropr iate for the South
African context, but it seems to be helping us in the type two and
three complications although we do think our pathway contributes a
bit to those in that we are preparing the patient physically pre -
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operatively as well through a physioth erapist strengthening for
example the non -operated leg so that when the patient is mobilised
and standing on the strengthened non -operated leg, they are less
likely to fall potentially and that might be coming through in the
type two and three as well.

MONICA SPRINGFIELD
10

So there can be a situation where the

patient has an undisclosed medical condition for whatever reasons
that may then become quite obvious post operatively, there is not
much we can do about that other than sort of sitting and developin g
that relationship with the patient, that you know you need to tell us
for your own good that you have this. But if you...

CHAIRPERSON As what you do after the operation is what would
20

be critical in identifying some of those issues, is it?

MONICA SPRI NGFIELD

So if there is a pre -existing condition

that has not been divulged and then becomes quite obvious
afterwards, obviously it has to be managed but what we do is there
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is whole trend analysis as well because we recognise that not
everybody is exactly the same and that one patient may respond
differently. So the patient, the surgeon gets presented his stats and
if it begins to show that routinely these patients have a longer
length of stay and the reason why they have a longer length of stay
is because they have had undisclosed diseases or disease processes
that were not managed or were not obvious pre -operatively then we
10

are able to go back to that surgeon and look at his anaesthetist,
look at the physician he is using, look at his cohorts of patients as
to why that it happening. So it is on the trend as well.

These surgeons will pop out very quickly, that there is an issue. As
an example there was one surgeon that we used who had a high
incidence of post operative infections which meant that we wen t
20

down to that hospital to have a look at their processes to see why is
that that was happening?

What is happening in theatre, the

antibiotic that they are using or not using and so on, and so because
we are collecting our data on so many patients from so many
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surgeons we are able to them identify – these patients pop up very
quickly that something is going on in that system.

GRANT REX Just on a point of clarification, just to help clarify,
the idea that patients are not disclosing everything to their doctors
is purely a theoretical illustrations by Dr Springfield – it has not
been an issue in our experience. So that is not a real life problem.
10

The real life problems are slips and falls causing dislocations, post op infection rates, ja that is about i t.

Those are the main post -op

complications that we experience in our cohort. Ja, that would be
unexpected and potentially avoidable. Okay, next slide.

So that key issues that are confronting us are actually really the
commercial and regulatory issues around the commercial issues. So
20

the model that we have used pays the surgeons a fixed fee for the
procedure compared to the current practice which is that they have
multiple coding for a procedure and the reason we have opted for a
fixed fee is that incr easingly if you have optimised the patient the
procedure is generally routine and similar. So the skin to skin time
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varies remarkably little from one surgeon to another and the theatre
time varies remarkably little.

Really for a routine primary joint

replacement there is no reason why you should have a surgeon bill
double another surgeons bill or triple when the outcomes are
basically the same, starting off with the same type of patient.

So

and that is completely embraced by the surgeons participating in
the network, but there is ambiguity in the regulations, the Health
10

Professional Council Regulations.

Ambiguity might not be the right word, but there is a little
complication around it and it is in relation to fee sharing which is
part of the ethical r ules of the Health Professions Council and it is
section 7(4) and basically that says that a clinician may not share
their fees with another person unless they are a clinician and they
20

played a [inaudible] part in the procedure.

So the problem or the ch allenge that we get confronted with by the
professional associations, both Orthopaedic and the anaesthetic
Society is that in some way this fixed global fee that we are being
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paid by the medical aids and then distributing in a fixed way to the
various providers is some form of, is in breach of fee sharing. Now
we have had legal input by Webber Wentzel on this, they feel that
is a complete misreading of the regulation and it is being read out
of context. The regulation was drawn up in order to prevent let us
say ambulances bringing patients to a hospital and then sharing the
surgeons fee, getting a cut or commission from the sharing – it had
10

that in mind.

It did not have in mind where in other words the transaction is
between the clinician and the person getting a commission – it is
clearly problematic from an ethical point of view.

The model we

have got is where the medical aid is our customer and we are there
to try and drive down costs and improve quality and that is the
20

primary contract.

We then neg otiate the fees upfront with the

surgeons – they are not forced to accept them, it is negotiated on an
individual basis and essentially there is not deduction from that,
regardless of outcomes.
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So they get their fee for doing the procedure, so does the
anaesthetist

- that is definitely not what is envisaged in the

regulation but there is a need for some clarity because it is being
read, we are being challenged on this and we have been for three
years and the challenges have been severe and very threaten ing and
there have been problems, you know surgeons and anaesthetist are
scared to join the network because they have been written to by
10

their respective associations and it has made it difficult to expand
the network in that environment although it has be en signed off by
the legal teams in all the major medical aid administrators.

We are very comfortable that it is not in breach, nevertheless there
is this problem that I think we could do with some clarity on that
and I think the regulation does need – it does not conceive of an
20

organisation playing the role we are playing, it was just not
imagined when the regulations, those ethical guidelines were
formed. So it needs to be updated to take into account standardised
care pathways, alternative reimbursem ent mechanisms that are
necessary to reward quality and control costs. Any questions?
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CHAIRPERSON It is all clear.

PROF FONN

Sorry can I just clarify – is the physiotherapist fee

included in that global fee as well?

GRANT REX
10

Yes, but we pay them on a fee for service basis

essentially. So they get paid for the number of times that they see
the patient because we require them to see the patient more often.
Firstly we require them to see the patient pre -operatively which is
unique to our programme and secondly we require them to see the
patient twice a day while in hospital to increase the mobilisation
which has got an important clinical quality contribution because the
quicker you mobilise a patient the lower their deep vein thrombosis

20

rate and the lower the pulmonary embolism rate which is a very
serious

risk

in

joint

replacement

and

so

rapid

mobilisation

coincides completely with a reduction in serious complications and
the physios play a key role in that part of this multi -disciplinary
team and they are part of that global fee as a result.
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PROF FONN
medical aid?

Do you know where it comes from in patients
So in some medical aids there is a savings account

and then there is a risk sharing component – do you know where in
the medical aid they tak e the money out of?

GRANT REX Yes, the global fixed fee that we negotiate with the
10

medical aids comes out of the hospital spend. It does not come out
of savings or any of those other categories where the patient may
need it for dentistry or for you know over the counter medications
or whatever.

So day to day spending it does not come out of and

that is quite unusual, I mean the pre -op and the post -op physio we
include in our global fee and it is another incentive for the patient
to use the ICPS network of surgeons because they are essentially
20

not using their day to day funds and their savings accounts to fund
that rehab and physio because it is such an intrinsic part of the
process of a joint replacement.
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PROF FONN Sorry and the threats – are they to you or are they to
the people who want to join you and have they gone as far as taking
you to court? I mean what are these threats?

GRANT

REX

Well

the

Orthopaedic

Association

and

the

Anaesthetic Society have written to their members warning them
not to join the network on the grounds that it is in breach of this
10

regulation 7(4) and they did notify us towards the end of last year
that they would be reporting us to the Health Professional Council
and they notified MedScheme that they would be doing that as well.
That is the Anaesthetic Society.

CHAIRPERSON Have you come to the end of your presentation?

20

GRANT REX Yes.

CHAIRPERSON Thank you.
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DR VAN GENT

Dr Rex and Dr Springfield actually I think I am

not going to ask you details on your presenta tion because I am
really sure that initiatives like this can be very important in cutting
cost and improving quality and there is an abundance of evidence I
think around the world where initiatives like this have happened
and work.

10

We had a presentation a couple of weeks ago where the [inaudible],
I am not sure whether I pronounced the word correctly, it is the
organisation in India, the hospital organisation that has cataract
surgeries for 10% I think of the normal fees and does much better
than the rest of the country, where the innovation even went further
in the sense that they re -organised also geographically the you
know the spread out of the hospital and the organisation of the

20

hospital itself.

So I am convinced, I am not going to ask you for

details, I am convinced this is happening and you know the interest
of the enquiry is not so much to delve very deep into individual
initiatives

but

to

understand

why

initiatives

like

this

are

encountering resistance like you do and you gave us a number of
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factors, particularly you are relating to medical specialists, you
have given us the fact that the HPCSA has rules, both on
employment of doctors and not getting decent doctors employed by
the organisations they work for and on global fees poses a barrier
to entry actually of your initiative. And one of the subjects of the
enquiry is to really analyse barriers to entry of initiatives like
yours. One of the six areas we work in.
10
I made some notes so maybe you can bear with me.

I have made

some notes on po ssible other barriers in relation maybe to doctors
and I will come back later to barriers that might be related to
hospital schemes or regulation. So what I noted is first of all let us
get rid of the global billing, the HPCSA rule and the idea that
sharing fees automatically poses a threat to the integrity of the
20

medical specialists – and I am convinced that should be clarified.
The lack of ARM’s, especially performance based type of payment
models – you alluded to that fact I think is a, could be seen a s a
barrier to entry for your initiatives isn’t it – I will get back to that
later.
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The second factor is that we touched upon the fact that there is no
quality

measurement,

be

it

PRIMS

or

clinical

outcome

measurements in South Africa. That happens in t he UK isn’t it, or
pronounced in the UK or in Holland, Germany and Sweden?

GRANT REX The UK yes I can state with certainty and I my guess
10

is it is probably used widely in Europe as well but I am not an
authority on that.

DR VAN GENT Ja, I was persona lly responsible to introduce a set
on knee and hip replacements I think eight years ago we started
doing that and it is not easy, but it is being done and is now quite
mature I think.
20

You talked about the HPCSA’s rule, but how

important is that factor tha t in South Africa in terms of getting
entry and to prove that your system really works and cuts down
costs and improves quality – how important is the factor that we do
not have prompts or other measurement of quality in this system in
South Africa – I mean full scale the South African healthcare
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system. That is on quality but I think that also relates to gathering
relevant data in general, isn’t it? Can you...

GRANT REX Look I am not an authority on that question, but my
impression, my view is that the re is a terrible asymmetry of
information between patients and professionals internationally and
in South Africa we have this split between the patient and the
10

funder so there is a third party payer system which is what you
have obviously been grappling wi th in much more detail than me.

The funder generally is able to transfer the costs back onto the
member by just increasing the medical aid membership fees and I
think it is really just consumer pressure that is a bit of a blunt tool
on to the third part y payer and it is complicated by the fact that the
20

provider is another party – you know for your average patient or
member to sort out that in this highly technical environment I think
is very difficult.
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The question that you are asking why is the value proposition not
there?

Why are there no, you know when you buy a McDonald’s

burger you know what you are going to pay and you know what you
are

going

to

Johannesburg.

get

whether

it

is

in

London,

Amsterdam

or

When you get a joint replacement there is no real

promise about what you are going to get and really the quality
control is the vital missing link, you know the outcomes measures
10

are an important missing element in that.

The reason they are not there I think is what you have touched on,
it is technically complex.

You have seen how difficult it is you

know how much there is because just in this one procedure which is
a relatively straightforward procedure, hip and knee replacements,
we brought a lot of expertise to bear on it and we have had
20

tremendous support from you know funders in that regard and it has
still been difficult to develop these quality measures.

The only

reason we came up with them is because we were using, we
developed them in the UK for the ISTC programme for the NHS and
that was incredibly intensely funded by that government. So there
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was a lot of resources to develop them just for hips and knees, and
then we kind of imported it.

So there was an opportunity to

leverage off that experience that was not really funded in South
Africa.

DR VAN GENT I was quite intensely involved in developing these
standards but these standards actually in a lot of countries in the
10

world now become standard as well – these standards for quality
measure become standards as well and I mean for the experts it is
maybe a subject they can spend a day or two days on discussing
before the consumer or for the hospitals or teams, the outcome of
these eight or nine or ten indicators that you need to really measure
what is going on.

20

It is quite simple – I mean your length of stay indicator is quite
simple, it is clear you know and also the complications that you
encounter in your procedures, that is quite simple even for me.

I

am not a doctor but I understand that is a real quality indicator and
of course there is more. Can you compare the fact that there is no
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measurement of quality in South African and not being exposed in
that way also to the general public of results? Does it differ with
what you encounter in the UK and did that help you introduce
innovative ideas in the UK versus what you encounter here in South
Africa?

GRANT REX Relatively speaking there is a shortage of specialists
10

in South Africa compared to the population size versus the UK, so
it is difficult, I mean a lot of the funders are monitoring quality in
the background but for a larger funder to take initiative around that
would mean excluding certain clinicians from their membership and
some of the funders are too big or the exclusion would mean that
they do not have the national foo tprint anymore to offer their
members.

20
So I think that is a big structural problem is that the relative
shortage of specialists in South Africa is a problem. And I think it
does make it difficult for the funders to take out that issue. So the
other structural issue which we have certainly found as being a
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problem is that it is difficult for the larger funders, the bigger the
funder the more difficult it is to direct their membership to a
network say of forty five surgeons like ours, they are scared to do
that, they get resistance – you know the broker selling their
products I imagine are concerned about limiting the offering of
joint replacements to forty five surgeons nationally.

You know

there will be resistance from a marketing point of view potenti ally
10

– you can image that would be a problem for a larger funder. For a
small closed funder where we seem to be growing more rapidly it is
much easier and what happens then is we often start at the opposite
direction – we ask them where are the operations currently being
done and they are often done in three or four centres around the
country, sometimes only two if a company only has a factory in
Port Elizabeth and another one in Pretoria then there is only really

20

two centres and we go and seek out the sur geons in those areas and
invite them to join the network and adopt the pathway.

So you

know you can often do it in reverse whereas a big open national
plan scheme with membership nationally it is a big step for them to
take, to direct members.
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DR VAN GEN T Thank you, that is clear to me, good example also
the scarcity of doctors that might prohibit making results public via
medical schemes or otherwise. Resistance and a degree of the sort
of the cultural factor with doctors does not help, the factor that
doctors like to keep their autonomy, they want to keep their
freedom to choose and that is an international phenomenon, that is
10

not just South African, it is everywhere – we have it in Holland and
Sweden, and in the UK you must have encountered it as well . You
mentioned so the hip and knee replacement, the prosthesis and
centralising the buying these prosthesis could also lower of course
dramatically the cost of these prosthesis, you have been dealing
with that. That also of course limits the degrees of freedom of the
people that otherwise would buy these artificial knees and hips – is

20

there any, can you tell us a bit more about what the resistance was,
I could imagine there is a link between the doctor or the hospital to
a certain provider of these prost hesis that you then cut off, is there
commercial interests involved here?
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GRANT REX

Look what we are trying to do is lower the cost of

joint replacement in South Africa and get it more in line with the
cost that say the NHS is paying or that can be achie ved in a country
like India, obviously meets resistance particularly from prosthesis
suppliers and I must say that there is a distinction. I mean several
of them have been forward thinking and have supported us from the
word go and continue to support us and you know are thinking
10

along the same lines of making it more affordable in South African
private healthcare context and I mean I can mention Smith &
Nephew stands out in that regard and Johnson and Johnson have
also come to the party, and then a lot of the smaller prosthesis
suppliers who are trying to grow their market share are also pretty
supportive and are coming to the party.

20

So competition is in fact helped in the background to bring the cost
of the prosthesis more in line with the internationa l costs.

But

there have been threats, you know there have been approaches to
these companies by orthopaedic surgeons who are unhappy with
what we are doing and there have been threats to withdraw supply
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and one of the suppliers, the major suppliers is no longer prepared
to supply us because of this controversy around the global billing
and fee sharing and they have accused us of operating in an
unethical fashion and for that reason their international governance
and their values as an international company prohibit them from
supplying us.

We were never engaged, we were never given a

hearing, we were never asked to explain our model and defend
10

ourselves, they have refused to supply us and invoice us and now
we have to work through a hospital which does put at risk the cost,
our leverage over the costs and makes it more difficult for us to
bring the cost of that prosthesis down. Why it is important is that
some of the surgeons have only been trained to use a particular
prosthesis and their instruments so the y are kind of captive, they
can only use that prosthesis and so there is a problem there too.

20
DR VAN GENT The surgeon goes so far as to set up the supplier
against you – is there commercial interest of these surgeons in
respect of the supply of a parti cular brand of these knees and hips?
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GRANT REX Not to my knowledge no. I cannot answer – I do not
know the reason.

DR VAN GENT Why would a surgeon then go so far as to try and
withhold particular knees and hips supply to you.

GRANT REX Look I do not know the surgeons who have done it, I
10

was just told that a surgeon had complained to the one supplier and
so I really do not know the detail, I got the sense that it was more a
concern that we were somehow in breach of these ethical guidelines
you know and I guess there is a serious concern from some
surgeons around professional autonomy and independence which
they feel is important to protect.

So there are a lot of issues

ranging from philosophical down to practical – I do not think it is
20

just a crash commercial sort of interest. I think there are complex
issues that everyone is grappling with.

CHAIRPERSON Dr Rex, what you have given us here is you have
told us that so far as you are concerned the concern is that the
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global fee is a breach of the eth ical business practice policy of the
Health Professions Council of South Africa – that is the reason that
you have given to us, is that right?

GRANT REX Just the reason for what?

CHAIRPERSON The threat that you are facing. Is that there is a
10

concern that from the society that the global fees are a breach of
the ethical business practice policy of the Health Professions
Council – that is the concern that has been articulated.

Is that

right?

GRANT REX Yes.

20

CHAIRPERSON Is there any other reason that has been articulated
to you apart from this?
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GRANT REX

There is another small rule, 4.1.6 of the business

ethics practice guidelines which deals with a similar set of issues,
but those are the only two reasons that have been forthcoming.

MONICA SPRINGFI ELD

We have not had any comeback on the

clinical aspects of the pathway – the clinical guidelines or the
clinical suggestions of how [inaudible] should be measured.
10

We

have tried to engage with the various societies and the members,
and it is accepted th at the pathway is sound, that it is evidence
based, that it is based on best practice so we have had no comeback
from a clinical point of view as to the pathway, it has all just been
around that ethical fee sharing issue.

DR VAN GENT So the interest is n ot in the clinical outcomes, not
20

in the cutting costs, it is in protecting the position. Two more – on
fragmentation

you

gave

us

a

very

good

example

of

what

fragmentation of healthcare and the fact that the ethical rules also
prevent doctors to be employe d by a hospital and where then
fragmentation comes in of these particular islands on the pathway
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that do not sort of adhere to the most logical structure in the
pathway to get the sort of best optimal cost and quality, you gave
the example of the...

I am really unable to pronounce the name,

your profession Dr Springfield. So the lady that is doing the pre -op
and the op anaesthetist at the same time and gets paid for both the
assessment, so the pre -op assessment and for doing the anaesthetic
in the same you know quarter of an hour that he or she sees the
10

patient and you told us that this should be done at least two weeks
before and then do the preparation of the patient in the proper way
and

that

sets

in

motion

all

these

costs

and

quality

and

improvements.

Is there any other way, because I noted this example, it is
thoroughly noted for the rest of the enquiry because it is a good
20

example and we of course have heard of this of several doctors.
Other doctors just deny, so HPCSA just denies, it says there i s no
evidence that this is going to help you in cutting down costs or
improving quality.

Any other example that you have of where

fragmentation causes cost that could be avoided and causes quality
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to be not as good as it good be.

Is there anything that s peaks to

this?

GRANT REX So we are collecting data on all the surgeons that are
part of the network and we share the data with them, the outcomes
data on an annual basis as a minimum – their results versus the
average anonomised, so their results versus the average of the rest
10

of the group and that is a form of getting the profession together,
even just getting the surgeons together makes a big deal. Because
then we have seen improvements, when the surgeons see this they
are professionals and they want t o improve and they want to make
improvements. So just that simple act produces quite dramatic
results in fact and to my mind it is an example of breaking down
the total isolation of the private practitioner as a general rule in the

20

private sector in South Africa.

DR VAN GENT

We have talked remarkably little about hospitals

in your presentation – what is the role that hospitals play because I
would imagine they also should be interested in cutting back on
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costs, also their costs are involved in the procedu re I think because
that puts them in a more favoured position in their negotiations
with schemes, etcetera.

So what is it, can you tell us a bit more?

What is the role of hospital or is there a lacking role of hospitals in
making innovations process, inn ovations like yours a success in
South Africa?

10

GRANT REX Look the hospitals have been quite supportive of the
initiative and are not, you know they are quite keen to look at ways
of driving down the costs of items and as a rule they are
participating and supportive. So one of the changes we have got is
that there is a little bit of concern around for example the quality of
nursing after hours in some hospitals in more remote areas because
they do not have enough full time nurses so they can only use

20

agency nurses or in even some of the bigger cities they can only
use agency nurses. So they will then make a special effort to put a
full time nurse with the relevant qualifications on duty for our
patients post operatively if they are in the normal ward.

So there
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has been an engagement by the hospital and they are working with
us.

DR VAN GENT Thank you very much for your answers.

DR NKONKI

Thank you Dr Rex and Dr Springfield for a very

interesting presentation.
10

I am just going to continue from whe re

my colleague left off because my interest was really on how you
work and the relationships you have with different stakeholders.
So I just want to start with you talked a lot about your, that you
have a national footprint of surgeons and the challenges you face
with establishing relationships or getting anaesthetist into your
network.

20

The other people you have a relationship with is physiotherapists.
So in your page one on your introduction as part of your written
submission you say part of the glob al fee includes your surgeons,
covers the surgeon, anaesthetist, physiotherapy, hospital care,
consumables as well as the management fee. So what I would like
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to know is do physiotherapists have to be part of the network, how
does it work because I think part of your intervention as my
colleague mentioned is the innovation around co -ordinating care
that is otherwise uncoordinated.

So I would really like to

understand how you co -ordinate the care and what relationships you
have with these different [inaudi ble].

10

GRANT REX Right so when we get an application from a surgeon
to join the network, they go through an induction process and it
includes the induction of their entire team. So then our team visits
the site and we meet with the anaesthetist, the surg eon, the
administration of the hospital and the physio and we take them
through the guidelines and the implications.

20

We meet with them as a group and individually, we often have to
do commercial negotiations at the same time around the tariffs that
we are charging.

Generally speaking though the physios and the

anaesthetist come along as part of the surgeons team, so we will be
using the physio that the surgeon normally uses and anaesthetist
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that the surgeon normally uses and we will work with them if th ey
are willing to participate in this process which amounts to them
being measured in terms of their outcomes.

I mean it is a

threatening prospect for you know at face value and so there is
quite

an

intensive

engagement

that

takes

place

and

that

is

essentially what our role is.

10

DR NKONKI So would the physios then be part of the network as
well? Are they formally part of the network?

GRANT REX We do not formally contract with them although we
negotiate tariffs with them and ja, essentially there is no contract
with the physios.

20

DR NKONKI On page four of your written submission you have a
section there you have titled relationships and you talk about that
you the major three hospitals as well as independent hospitals
participate with you so what is the n that relationship?

They
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participate in terms of the surgeons that work with them or they are
participating as hospitals?

GRANT REX

We contract formally, we have a contract with all

three major hospital groups and the various independents that are
part of a network and essentially it boils down to a tariff that we
negotiate with them and some standards of care that we require
10

particularly in that post -op period and in the normal ward. As well
as the nurses play a role in mobilising the patients and kee ping an
eye on the patient mobilisation and support the physio in the
mobilisation and there is a bit of training in the nurses that takes
place around that.

DR NKONKI So you do not only have contract with funders, you
20

have got contracts with both fund ers and hospitals?

GRANT REX Ja, essentially the hospital contract revolves around
the tariff that we negotiate with them because they are being paid
on a fee for service basis as well at this point in time.

So we
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negotiate tariffs with them and we nego tiate the commercial aspects
like the time that we pay them after the operation. So it is really
there is a commercial sort of contract with the hospital.

DR NKONKI

And I note that you have written here your

sensitivity around the commercial part so I a m not going to ask
about that, but what I do want to understand is that then in that
10

global fee what you are including is your negotiated tariff with the
hospital - the global fee that you are negotiating with the
administrator.

GRANT REX

Yes, so the glo bal fee covers the hospital bill, the

prosthesis, the surgeons fee, the anaesthetist fee and the physio.
There is really no charge for the patient. The patient does not have
20

to pay any co-payment if they have a hip replacement done in our
environment.

MONICA SPRINGFIELD So we pay on invoice from the hospital.
Whatever amount they invoice us for all the consumables used or
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the length of stay – we pay that account fully.

The only

negotiation is around the theatre tariff and the daily ward tariff –
that gets negotiated around.

DR NKONKI And that is on a fee for service. So the hospitals, the
physio and the consumables are on a fee for service, it is only the
surgeon and the anaesthetist that are on an ARM and you combine
10

all of that to have a global fee.

GRANT REX

Yes, but because of the optimisation and the

predictability that flows from the optimisation of the patient, really
we are having quite a predictable theatre time and length of stay
and level of care.

So the hospital bill is also much mor e

standardised in effect because of the clinical management that is
20

taking place in the background so there is no real need to negotiate
a fixed fee from the hospital.

We could not do that upfront because we did not have the data and
they would not beli eve how low we could get the costs by reducing
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the level of care and the length of stay. So at this point, one of the
steps that we will move to is a fixed fee because now there is
enough work coming through and we are more confident of our data
and we ar e in a position now where we can move to that level
where we will get a fixed fee from the hospital and certainly one of
our objectives and one of the key strategies going forward.

As it

turns out it is not that important anymore because we are getting a
10

very consistent result.

DR NKONKI

And so what is your national footprint then for

hospitals?

GRANT REX We probably have, I do not know the exact number,
but it is probably about thirty hospitals participating. There is one
20

in each province and in all the major metropolitan areas, so we
have

got

Germiston,

Polokwane,
Midrand,

Rustenburg,
Pretoria,

Nelspruit,

Bloemfontein,

Johannesburg,
Durban,

PE,

Pietermaritzburg, East London, George, Cape Town, several on the
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North Coast – you know it is a proper nati onal footprint of
hospitals across the three groups and the independents.

DR NKONKI My last question on this part, what – I just lost my
line of thought sorry – what is your relationship with day hospitals?
Do you have any?

10

GRANT REX

Joint replaceme nts are being done as 23 hour

admission cases in the United States, currently there is a growing
example of it but in South Africa you can see our stay is still you
know, above three days. We can get it down. At the beginning of
the year our length, when new surgeons join the group it tends to
go out, the length of stay and then by the end of the year it comes
back down to about three days. We have been as low as 2,9 days at
20

some sites. So it is not a day hospital procedure at this point.

DR NKONKI But it can be in other contexts?
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GRANT REX

It is not really widely done, it is kind of

experimental at this stage in America and in part of Europe. It is
not widely practiced yet.

DR NKONKI

Then my last question is with the evidence base –

much has been said in the inquiry about funders using different
formularies and clinicians contesting that, so I have heard Dr
10

Springfield replying to one of the questions saying there has not
been any sort of contestation for the clinical evidence of your
innovation. However during the presentation you said that you do
encounter instances where people have not complied with your
guidelines and if they have not then you ask them to present
evidence of why they have not.

So I just wanted to know going

forward whether yo u do think that there could potentially be
20

reasonable challenges with different formularies given that you are
using, you explain that the guidelines from the US, from Australia,
Denmark – so I just wanted to know, given that there are instances
where people do tend to use different guidelines how you foresee
resolving that?
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MONICA SPRINGFIELD

I think we only essentially would

become involved if that particular patient or that process becomes
an outlier. So if an anaesthetist consistently did something t hat is
not recommended in our guideline, like I said we do not dictate to
them, this is just we looked at the evidence and this is a guideline,
it is a suggestion. So if there is someone who feels that they would
10

like to do something in a particular way w e are measuring that and
then we measure it according to the outcomes that everybody else
gets measured and if the outcomes are the same we do not interfere
because it clearly is then working, but if they become outliers that
is detrimental to the patient, then we would step in and say please
we have noticed that this is happening, why is it? Provide us
evidence as to why you think that your system works because this

20

is how you are comparing to everybody else and to international
standards.
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DR NKONKI

But isn’t is possible also that their departure from

the guidelines might have cost implications and so who reimburses
the difference?

GRANT REX

We would absorb the difference in most instances

because it is not that dramatic. If there is a dramatic departur e from
the pathway there is the opportunity to carve out the case and
10

revert to a fee for service reimbursement for that particular case
and that is negotiated between ourselves, the clinicians and the
medical aid on a case by case basis.

There are so few in that

category that it is actually quite manageable.

20
DR NKONKI Thank you.
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PROF FONN The presentations from the various funders have told
us that they are always looking for value which I interpret to mean
quality and cost. Why aren’t they beatin g a path to your door?

GRANT REX I mean I think it is best to ask them that question but
my guess is that it is difficult for the larger ones to limit services
to a network even though I think the tide is turning and the
10

evidence

is

now

so

strong

for

cen tres

of

excellence

which

effectively is what we are creating around joint replacement, you
know the literature is now, there is no controversy in the literate.
Centres of excellence is the way to go, ranging from trauma which
is not planned all the way th rough to planned elective surgery and
various

other

medical

sort

of

interventions.

So

centres

of

excellence really common sense tells you you cannot really
20

disagree with that and I think it is a step that the industry in South
Africa is going to have to t ake.

But I think there are massive

logistical marketing and practical challenges to get to that – I do
not think they should be underestimated, but I think it is an
opportunity going forward for the healthcare sector, government
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and private, in South Afri ca. Centres of excellence you know is the
way to go.

CHAIRPERSON Have you approached funders with your initiative
and if so, what answer have you received from them?

GRANT REX Ja, we approach funders ceaselessly and have for the
10

last five years. Init ially the resistance was from the funders and we
were pushing on an open door when it came to the surgeons and the
anaesthetist and the physios and the hospitals – they were all keen
to do this, but there was no uptake from the funders initially and it
was around directing members you know. Even just at a practical
level that is quite a complex difficult thing now. A member is not
aware that there is a preferred provider or a designated service

20

provider network.

CHAIRPERSON

But what did the funders tel l you in response to

your approach to them?
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GRANT REX They raised the problem of limiting their members to
a prescribed limited network – that was the repeated refrain from
all the administrators and all the major funders covering the
majority of lives . The one that took the first step was Bonitas and
MedScheme and the first substantial one. The very first uptake was
TransMed who are administered by Momentum and they did it
10

because they were under so much pressure and then MediHealth
who were also unde r pressure – in fact their members had taken
them to court around the lack of provision of hip and knee
replacements in the private sector.

So they were in a difficult

situation. So those two adopted us first and they gave us the ability
to now take it to the larger administrators and funds and say look it
is working and to be fair, I mean well Bonitas who you are going to
20

hear from next were enthusiastic, you know they took it up
enthusiastically and very successfully and then they expanded it to
all their members this year and then we have had several other
funds in the MedScheme stable as well as a lot of interest from the
Momentum stable, Discovery have approached us recently and I
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guess the one, the point just to the difficulty that we had is with
Gems interesting enough, who we thought we would have a good fit
with but we have just had very difficult, we have had no ability to
access them. I just have not been able to get a meeting with anyone
who can make a decision around this.

PROF FONN Are hip and knee replacements part of PMB’s?
10
GRANT REX

No, not planned elective, only the hip fractures

which are emergencies.

PROF FONN
yes.

I have completely forgotten my last question.

Oh

So what I wanted to ask you is I take your point about the

HPCSA ethical rules and it seems that this is something people are
20

actively using.

In relation to new innovation in the market, how

much do you think that there are, besides this one, real barriers and
how much is it that innovation takes time and you have go t to claw
your way in and that any innovation in any market has to find a
little niche, prove itself and then suddenly it takes off – how much
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is your experience and expression of that rather than the ethical
rule aside a real barrier to entry?

GRANT REX I am not sure but I do think that the skill required to
develop these things is quite high and quite limited internationally,
as well as especially in South Africa, both on the funder side and
the provision side. So that is another factor, you know we ju st do
10

not have the skill to kind of spread around. We have been dying to
get something going in a range of other elective procedures and one
of the things that is a massive opportunity is maternity where the
caesarean section rate in the private sector in South Africa is
anywhere between 70 and 88% I believe in Johannesburg currently
which is inexplicable and unique to the South African private
healthcare environment where the target in the UK for example is

20

20 to 40% for a range of solid scientific reason s. That is definitely
to do with the pathway because single person practices for
obstetricians by definition means that you cannot deliver babies
twenty four hours a day, three hundred and sixty five days a year.
The mother who has come to see you once t o be delivered by you as
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the obstetrician, obstetricians are not practicing in teams in South
Africa, they are not supported by midwives as would be a standard
model in most healthcare operating systems.

So we just do not

have the model in the pathway to address that high caesarean
section rate and I think that would require a massive amount of
skill to get that going and get that up and running as well as
potentially capital to set up maternity hospitals that address that
10

sort of thing. So you know and a t the moment let us face it though,
everyone is making enough profit out of the current caesarean
section model.

I guess it is only the funders that are pulling their hair out over that
and

they

do

have

the

capacity,

the

clinical

skill

and

the

management expertise and the ability to organise clinicians who are
20

in short supply and who can resist change.

So that is essentially

the big ticket headline items that make change difficult.

PROF FONN

So one other question is do you do anything, so I

understand you point of entry is with the doctors first and then
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once you have got your network you then go to the funders, but is
there any experience in this type of approach to also educate the
health service use. So for example if we take the caesarean section
example, best practice tells us and evidence exists which I think is
pretty indisputable, but caesarean sections carry huge risks whereas
natural births carry lower risks, so it means that health service
users are choosing a procedure that is more dangero us and similarly
10

if your model is as good as you describe then your model is better
and if I am a consumer of healthcare how do I know that something
like that exists when I go to my doctor, I say I need a hip
replacement or I am going to have a baby, I do not want a caesarean
section and I want to do this ICPS, I want to go to ICPS. Is there
space, opportunity, any experience, anywhere where these kinds of
approaches have been marketed at the consumer level rather than at

20

the provider level?
GRANT REX

Life Healthcare has a midwife based maternity

unity, Genesis in Johannesburg and they market that – the uptake is
not that fantastic. I mean anecdotally the obstetricians that I have
dealt with over the last twenty years say that they get tremendous
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pressure from mothers to have a caesarean section – it has reached
that point where expectant mothers are putting pressure on the
obstetrician to deliver via caesarean section for reasons that I
cannot comment on.
research I guess.

I meant that is a topic for a lifetime of

So there are a lot of complex dynamics in that

marketplace that make it very challenging.

10

PROF FONN

Is there any reason why you have not taken your

model to the consumer?

GRANT REX

The cost of advertising, you know you are talking

about th e hip and knee replacement model. Firstly it is a small part
of the population that need them generally speaking, sixty plus age
group and the cost of targeting them with advertising and then
20

within that it is a very small percentage that need a hip repla cement
in any particular period so you know you really cannot... For us as
a small start up company, we cannot carry that sort of advertising
cost, it just cannot be done.
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PROF FONN Then my last question is, you have presented us with
a lot of data and comparisons and as I have asked previous people,
has any of this, the methodology is not here so we cannot comment
on the integrity of the research, we just have the summary results.
Sometimes actually, I suppose I forgot to say this to people, it can
always be included as an annex which is useful for us so that we
can assess the methods, but have you and are you planning to
10

publish this in peer reviewed literature, have you published it in
peer reviewed literature and I suppose if you have not what I am
encouraging you to do, is to do that.

MONICA SPRINGFIELD So when we did our proof of concept a
few years ago, three or four years back we did a pilot of fifty cases
down in one private hospital in Cape Town and from that we got
20

two orthopaedic fellows to do a paper on standardised care pathway
in a private health setting and that is with the Orthopaedic Journal
currently being reviewed for publication. But certainly we are very
keen because these results are substantial and we are very keen to
publish and we have a programme of publishing in peer review
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journals going forward.

Our data is not exclusively ours so we

have data that we collect and it open to be audited and then there is
also independent data that the funders are getting because these
patients are their patients. So we are able to sit down and compare
what we have with what they have and we do sit down every six
months and every year where we have a look at the data together
and we compare what they have got and we share what we have
10

with them.

DR BHENGU Thank you for your presentation. I mean I just want
to follow up on some of the questions that have come up and
specifically starting with the issue of pre -op assessment.

I

obviously heard Judge taking an interest in asking about tha t, but I
think I just want to highlight the value of your presentation from
20

that angle.

On the 24 t h of February we had the Society of

Anaesthetist and we asked them this direct question – it was on the
broader question was do funding rules actually subver t clinical
practice as it should be done in private practice and I was surprised
that SASA did not raise it in their presentation and when I asked
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directly, they did not come across as really being concerned.

So

the whole point about this, you guys planni ng two to four weeks
before and the denial that these assessments have been in the
regular and just [inaudible] so it is very good to see a very clear,
what can I say, maybe evidence or rather support that this is what
should be happening.

So on a broader scale I am saying beyond

this is another core principle which I believe the [inaudible] should
10

look at, that structurally there are areas of concern where the
private sector is inferior to public service because this in public
service no one goes for elec tive surgery without having a pre -op
assessment done.

So I find a lot of interest and value in your

presentation based on sort of that, but one of the other issues but in
terms of the pre-op assessments, what do you do about the 13% who
are not assessed b y anaesthetist specially regarding the airway
20

assessment?

MONICA SPRINGFIELD

So these patients that do not have

access

pre -op

to

an

anaesthetic

clinic

two

to

four

weeks

beforehand, so they are the ones that come from their general
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practitioner or a vas t majority gets seen by the physicians.

There

are some physicians who assess the airway, but then that is what
the anaesthetist would do another assessment on the day of surgery,
looking at the airway.

So that is inherent in their definition of a

pre-op assessment, is that on the day of surgery they look at the
risks that patient immediately would present to the kind of
anaesthetic that they would have done. So if they do an assessment
10

and they see that oh the patient has got a difficult airway well then
they will quickly have to change their plan and do possibly a spinal
anaesthetic.

That is currently what is happening that is why we

would prefer that our patients get seen by the anaesthetist who not
only will they be optimised but then from an anaesthe tic point of
view specifically looking at the anaesthetic risk, that anaesthetist
can in a timely fashion then assess the specific anaesthetic risk that
20

patient poses on the kind of anaesthetic that the anaesthetist was
going to give.
GRANT REX If I could just add to that – the whole situation you
know the practice around pre -assessment and optimisation is quite
complex because most surgeons these days would refer their
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patients to a physician and many of those would in fact be
optimised but many might n ot be optimised and really no one
knows what the practice is out there which is why you need a
standard care pathway to say look this is it and we are monitoring it
and we are measuring it. So I do not want you to get the idea that
it is just not happenin g out there, but we are seeing that because of
our various interventions there is a dramatic difference in the
10

outcomes and we feel intrinsically that this is probably one of the
explanations, is the pre -assessment.

But it is a little... We cannot be s ure what the practice is out there
by way of optimisation because the patients are being assessed by a
physician who is not the perfect person, it should really be an
anaesthetic pre-assessment to establish the anaesthetic risk and to
20

optimise for that and to make sure the patient is optimised. We just
do not know what the practice is outside of our network really but
we are seeing that by insisting on that as one element of many by
the way because there is the physio element, preparation, there is a
psychological preparation of the patient, and then there is the
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anaesthetic technique that is used which is essentially to aim
towards a physiological type of anaesthetia and various type of
other elements which we will not go into too much detail, but
which are all evidence based and standardised – they all add up to
this better outcome. Exactly how we attribute it we do not know.

DR BHENGU Does it mean all of the elements in your programme
10

are they all scale – I am asking specifically at this stage you sa id
all of the pre-op cases get seen by a review committee of sorts, is
this practical when you get bigger?

GRANT REX

Look from a surgical point of view our surgeons

currently have the capacity to do all the joint replacements in the
country.
20

If they wer e just doing joint replacements they could

potentially, with a little bit of extra growth, potentially do all of it.
The anaesthetic side is more complicated because we clearly have a
shortage of specialist in anaesthetist – large parts of the country do
not have a specialist or anaesthetist, they only have a GP
anaesthetic service and there is no reason why the standardised
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pathway cannot be used with a GP anaesthetist running it with
certain levels of skills and experience, they would have to be
supported and monitored in various ways, but you know I think
there are challenges around anaesthetic capacity in the country, I
think that is undeniable, but I do think it is possible to scale this
model in different ways and that is exactly what a company like
ours is necessary for.
10

Where you have got high level clinical

expertise that is liaising between the various parties and doing the
co-ordination

and

thinking

and

service

development

and

measurement and all that sort of thing – which is a gap in the
market currently.

DR BHENGU Now beyond, I am obviously taking you out of your
scope now, but beyond the joints that you are dealing with, what
20

other procedures do you think are as amendable to your way of
working?

GRANT REX I think Dr Springfield should ans wer it, but I mean
essentially

all

cold

elective

planned

surgery

is

theoretically
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amenable to it. I mean you know all of it is routine, you know is
planned and can be potentially standardised.

There is no reason

why it cannot be, even a non -elective procedure like maternity
opens itself up, lends itself, but I mean everything from bypass
surgery

to

stenting

to

spinal

surgery,

[inaudible],

there

are

standards that are now evidence based and that are published
widely and practiced widely in advanced first w orld economies and
10

there is no reason why we cannot gradually start introducing those.

DR BHENGU

Now we are on facilities – how many different

facilities have you used, roughly, if you know off hand?

GRANT REX It is about thirty now. It changes. The reason I have
got a hesitation is that you know we adding sites all the time and I
20

have not actually done that – we can get you that number.

DR BHENGU From what you have said in answering some of my
colleagues questions that there is no specific prefe rred facility
provider, it is basically anyone that you deem a good fit.
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GRANT REX

Look there is a big price differential between the

different hospital groups, but my sense is that is more commercial
competition thing at the moment where I think one of the hospital
groups is developing a similar network to ours and is pushing our
price up a bit and well they have got the highest price for us and it
just makes me wonder, you know you can only guess at the reasons
10

potentially.

CHAIRPERSON Do you make the m compete for your business?

GRANT

REX

No,

because

we

approach

surgeons

or

are

approached by surgeons and then where ever those surgeons are
operating, we go and develop the model at that site.
20

I mean our

leverage over the negotiations is the more medic al aids that
contract with us and the more cases we get, the more we will be
able to influence and direct and divert patients.

So we have

developed a model where the one hospital group is now no longer
affordable for our low end TransMed and MediHelp pati ents where
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we have a much tighter model for reasons of those medical aids and
so it is restricted now to ten sites and it excludes one hospital
group in particular.

DR BHENGU

So it is almost a network within a network really

that is turning out to be.

10

GRANT REX Yes.

DR BHENGU

Now, one of the key features now in taking your

model to its ultimate best practice, as some point you need to start
considering the whole issue of Centres of Excellence and at this
point you are counting many hospitals and you h ave just explained
how you choose them, but is the concept of Centre of Excellence a
20

consideration going forward, and if it is, how do you plan to
balance the issue of managing that the hospital does not have too
far to go, but also sticking to the issue o f dealing only with your
hospitals that provide you best service?
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GRANT REX In the UK was that one hour travel time for a hip or
knee replacement and that is in a very advanced economy with
massive resources for healthcare. I mean the spend on the NHS i n
pound terms is almost the same as our Gross National Product and
we have got roughly similar population sizes so to give you an

10

idea, they spend a lot of money on healthcare.

I think generally

patients

having

themselves

are

probably

weary

of

a

major

procedure like a joint replacement in a small far flung town, they
probably worried about the standards and anyway it is generally
now offered in smaller remote areas.

So I think as a rule to have

something in each province is a good starting point and then in the
more sparsely populated provinces like the Northern Cape you
really struggling a little bit. You need something in Kimberley and
probably your next one is Upington you know and that is probably
20

about, patients are going to travel there regardless a nd anyway
those are the only two sites that are probably offering joint
replacements in any event.

So you know we are not living in an

ideal world in the South African context and we do not have the
ideal distribution, but for that matter no services real ly and the
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more complex the service, the less widely distributed it is. I do not
know if that helps?

DR BHENGU No, that is fine. Obviously we understand that you
are also still starting so you may not have all the answers yet, but
one of the... You ha ve already started on this question when you, I
mean really on the issue of networks, most of what we are seeing in
10

this country is based on hospitals, on the facilities, but the other
way it can be based on clinicians and I am just thinking here I think
the optomology management group is probably one that at least at
some point had a deal where it struck the deal with funders and
took care of the rest.

Do you see a situation where your deal is

really with the practitioners and they are the ones who decide
where they are going to? Meaning they are the ones who negotiate
20

with the facility, have you thought that far? Is it something that in
the long run you would look at?
GRANT REX My sense is that practitioners do not have the time
to enter into these com plex negotiations with hospitals, with
suppliers and with funders and that there is a need for a group like
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ours to do that or for the hospital groups to potentially take the
initiative and set up networks within their hospitals – I mean that is
another route forward.

I do not think the clinicians unless they

give up their clinical practice by and large like I have, that can do
it.

I think there are constraints and then there is another problem

which is because of the competition between clinicians they a re
often, it is difficult for them to work together and organise their
10

colleagues into a group. So it is better for an outsider like myself
or like non-threatening company to take this initiative.

It is no

coincidence that a small company like ours has g ot this far because
I think clinicians are traditionally a bit sceptical, they do not want
to be employees – they want to be self -employed, they do not want
to end up as employees of hospital groups or medical aids. So they
quite like the fact that we are essentially a collegial group of
20

clinicians and we are working on their behalf and I think that is
some of the secret of our success.
DR

BHENGU

Well

management groups.

the

counter

would

be

they

do

have

I quote the opotomology society which is a

management group, we have got the paediatrics, they have got the
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physicians, so what I am just saying there are means of getting
around.

Just because it is a clinicians groups does not mean it is

the guy who must do theatre, they do have management companies.
So it is in that context that I was asking it. Now, Prof Fonn asked
about barriers but I just want to get into barriers from a different
perspective and actually the barriers that are caused by you. Now I
am not suggesting that these are not necessarily desirable, there is a
10

good explanation for this but in terms of your prosthesis there is a
criteria

to

qualify

–

you

must

be

listed,

I

do

not

know

internationally on so many lists you said, is that going to be a
problem in time in terms of new entrants of new suppliers coming
in and also another good reason you say your physicians must be
about five years qualified plus others, but what does it mean if the
model catches up – where does the newly qualified orthopaedic
20

surgeon in practice go to gain their exp erience.

And the other

question related to that your requirements of orthopaedic surgeons
in terms of experience are they also in place for you anaesthetist or
all the other players in your team?
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GRANT REX Right, the problem of sustainability of the mode l is
something that we have been discussing and we think that the
solution to that is partly in place already – some of the larger
practices have what they call fellowships where they get funding
from the prosthesis supplier to employ a young orthopaedic s urgeon
who then essentially assists them in theatre and is trained in
[inaudible] in the process. That is something we are encouraging,
10

supporting,

trying

to

promote

because

even

just

for

the

sustainability of our model you know – there are a group of
surgeons who are older, who will be retiring in the next five to ten
years and we need a new group to come through. So that is kind of
our way of dealing with it, but I think it needs more than us just to
be thinking about that because I do think the capacit y to produce
[inaudible] surgeons in the government hospitals is diminishing
20

rapidly, that is my sense.

The number of joint being done in

government hospitals is now probably only approaching 10% of the
total being done in the country and that is one of t he motives for us
initiating this is that we want to actually get this system going in
government hospital, but that is also I think we need to establish
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ourselves firmly first and then take on that particular challenge and
I think NHI presents an opportun ity there.

So really we are

grappling with it and we do have some fellows participating with
our surgeons and learning by assisting is the answer to that
question.

And then the anaesthetist qualification, it is not as

stringent.

We do require them to be specialists, that is the one

requirement and then there is probably a little bit more hands on
10

support from us.

We employ an in house anaesthetist with

experience who had been involved in the programme in the UK who
can then go on site and actually suppo rt the anaesthetist and there
is a lot of communication and discussion that goes on between the
anaesthetist in the network and our anaesthetist in our office.
DR BHENGU

Ja I suppose the only question that naturally flows

from that is that what is it be cause you do believe that in terms of
20

anaesthetist it is not so critical to be as experienced or you deem
them to be immediately ready to hit the road the moment they
qualify – you do not have to answer, I am just saying that was what
was in my mind in ter ms of consistency regarding the minimum
criteria to work with you.
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GRANT REX

Look the anaesthetist generally has been working

with the surgeon for some time, so our criteria for the surgeon is
that they are doing a certain number a year and that they have been
qualified for at least five years.

Inevitably you know the

anaesthetist would have been part of that process, it may be that
they use two anaesthetists, so it may be split but generally speaking
the surgeon is going to be using an anaesthetist who i s used to
10

doing joint replacements as well. So it is a little bit less onerous.
In any event we cannot, we do not want to interfere in that
relationship – we would rather develop the anaesthetist and keep
the team together because there is a quality issu e around breaking
up teams.

So we would rather keep the team together as much as

possible and develop it and really use the surgeon as the proxy for
experience across the whole team
20

DR BHENGU One of the main disadvantages of global fees is the
potential to lose detailed statistics for future protocol management
and for future pricing – how do you deal with this in your
[inaudible]?
GRANT REX Just repeat the question, I did not get the first part.
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DR BHENGU

Okay I am just saying one of the disadvantages of

global fees is that you tend to lose detail, both clinical, both detail
you need from a pricing perspective – in terms of how your billing
is handled is it different or you still bill on a fee for service basis
for the purpose of maintaining the data?
GRANT REX

We get a detailed fee for service bill from the

hospitals which includes theatre time by minute, length of stay
10

down to per half day, all the consumables that have been used – we
then capture that, essentially the cost drivers within that whole
profile as well as a few clinical quality indicators like use of
opiads and various other things and we use that as a tremendous
source of clinical quality information interesting enough and the
medical aid then ends up not getting that but we have got it a nd we
are quite happy to share all of our data with the medical aid,

20

although in a sense they are increasingly relying on us to manage
that for them.
DR BHENGU Necessarily required to see the detail?
GRANT REX So far that has not been an issue in the e nvironment
because we are producing such staggering results for them that and
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we are delivering a saving for them – you know it is not really a
concern. I think if we started being less successful they might want
to see the detail, but right now I do not t hink it is bothering them.
DR BHENGU In terms of physicians who are resisting [inaudible]
have you come across the often quoted example of orthopaedic
surgeons who supply them or their families who supply prosthesis
to their very patients?
10

GRANT REX Yes.
DR BHENGU Is that a big issue? Is it widespread?
GRANT REX No.
DR BHENGU

Unless I am wrong I have not heard you say

specifically I did step out, if you have met the HPCSA to discuss
this at all, have you?
GRANT REX No and the reason is that we do n ot treat patients so
20

we do not fall under their jurisdiction.

The threat to us to our

participating surgeons and anaesthetists who are treating the
patient. So in fact we have written to them, they have written back,
we have explained we are not treating the patients, we are not
prescribing, we are not operating and they have gone quiet and I
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think the reason is simply that we do not really fit under their
jurisdiction and then the alternative is the Council for Medical
Scheme and they have responded by s aying we do not take on
enough risk, financial risk, because of the carve out model and
because of the standardisation of the process. So they do not feel it
is necessary for us to register with them – their registration is quite
onerous so we are not.
10

So at the moment there is not an ideal

regulatory environment for an organisation like ours which I
believe should be characterised as a true managed care organisation
in the sense that we managing the clinical process, not by
restricting access and utilisat ion in the way that the sort of
actuaries or accountants would do, it is more managing the actual
clinical process.

It is not envisaged in South African regulation

currently.
20

DR BHENGU

I was asking from the perspective of lobbying

because a key enabler f or widespread use of a model is that global
fee rule that is used to block you. It was in that context that I was
sort of asking that, but clearly you have not started that process.
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GRANT REX Well we started it, but it’s got nowhere because they
do not believe, I do not think we fall under their jurisdiction. So
perhaps one of members needs to take it to them for clarification,
maybe that is the way around it but whether one of our members
would be prepared to do that is unlikely.
DR BHENGU

You made a passing comment about thinking ICPS

and obviously similar organisations need to be recognised through
10

legislation – what form of recognition are you talking about other
than of course I think it is indirect though the issue of enabling the
global systems t hat are signed.

What sort of recognition do you

think should be considered and how would it further enhance your
offering?
GRANT REX I think the correct place for us to be located is as a
managed care organisation registered with the Council for Medical
20

Schemes.

Now the registration process for that is extremely

onerous – financial reporting as well as clinical reporting and
information system standards that a small organisation, which is the
nature of this, simply do not have. So that is a mountain to climb
and I do not think they envisaged this sort of organisation when
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they drew up those rules and regulations and I think that could be
re-looked at as well to make registration for groups like OMG and
the Gastro-Interologists in Cape Town and ourselves and I think
those are the only three groups; I think the Oncologists are another
group that are trying to develop pathways and things.

You know

we are the first, we are the pioneers and the innovators.

I think

there is a place to revisit the MCO rules fo r registration and I think
10

that would be worth looking at so that it is more straightforward
and less onerous in terms of the IT requirements and so on.
DR BHENGU

Last two questions on the doctors still.

What, oh

the orthopaedic surgeons or actually the anaesthetists as well, in
terms of your negotiation whether the case is two hours or a
complicated one that is five hours, the fee is fixed, that is why you
negotiate it upfront because you cannot always predict if the case
20

will

unfold

GRANT REX

as

planned.

Is

you

fee

fixed

in

that

sense?

It is fixed in that sense but you know a case that

complicates to the extent that the theatre takes five hours, I do not
think we have ever had one, but we have had cases that maybe three
and a half hours or so.

The cos t at R150-odd per minute on
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average, would mean that case ends up being a carve out – I mean
we would listen to a surgeon, just a theoretical problem because we
have not really had that problem, but a surgeon who came to us and
say look this was a nightmar e for various reasons, could we carve it
out? We would take that to the medical aid, carve it out and revert
to a fee for service. Not that they are paid extra anyway in the fee
for service model for a long case. The only group that are paid on
10

a time basis is the anaesthetists because it is not in their control,
but the surgeon is paid for that joint replacement, that code, there
may be other codes that they would attach to it, but it would not
dramatically increase the fee that they are earning just bec ause the
case

is

longer.

My last question now – do you see an opportunity

DR BHENGU

that coming out of your statistics in terms of safety, in terms of all
20

the other advantages that it could be a selling point to your
physicians to say we can start showi ng medical malpractice
insurance just how good our outcomes are because the malpractice
costs are a significant input cost in terms of provision of healthcare
–

is

that

an

angle?
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GRANT REX Look last year we did four hundred and forty eight
cases spread across probably about fifteen sites. Now we have got
about thirty sites and we will probably do about eight hundred
cases. So the number of cases per surgeon is too low for us to be
negotiating at that level yet. There is an economy of scale issue in
other words, there is a scale issue and when we get to scale I think
it is an obvious opportunity.
10

DR BHENGU Unless of course it is in a Centre of Excellence basis
because that is how they get to be the best.

They do, it is fewer

specialist doing far more o f it. Okay, thank you.
CHAIRPERSON

Am I correct in assuming that what you have

described today is what should be done when treating a patient?
GRANT REX In my humble opinion, yes.
CHAIRPERSON
20

So if it is not done then it suggests there is a

failure of the system?
GRANT REX You know I think with the advent of the information
era, the information is now available.

I do not think standardised

care pathways have been implemented, you know they only really
started implementing them in the last decade and really started in a
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very small way in the UK and in Scandanavia and we have heard
from Dr van Gent that they started in the Netherlands about eight
years ago. So we are not that far behind and I guess it is a process
and I think there is a start being mad e across a few disciplines now.
So ja, there is definitely an opportunity. I prefer to think of it as
an opportunity that we can now you know follow.
CHAIRPERSON Because what you have described this morning it
10

just strikes me as being the kind of things that should be done, for
example before you undergo an operation there has to be the kind
of assessment that you have described.

I mean as bare minimum

that should be done. It should not be done immediately before the
operation.
GRANT REX Yes, and it i s an opportunity that I think the whole
health system can start delivering on.
20

CHAIRPERSON

Because otherwise if it is not done, one of the

consequences is that there may be complications which could have
been prevented and these complications would necess itate a return
to hospital in circumstances which could have been prevented and
that increases the costs.
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GRANT REX Yes.
CHAIRPERSON

Who do you work for?

Medical schemes, work

for administrators, who pays you in other words?
GRANT REX The medical sch emes pay us, but it often feels like
we work for the surgeons or for the patient in fact because often we
feel we representing the patient and we have got the information
available to represent them so much better.
10

So it is a complex

question. I think ul timately it is probably somewhere between the
clinician, the surgeons and the medical aids that we are positioned
and are kind of partnering, rather than saying who we work for I
think we are trying to partner all these parties and try and get the
thing right you know.
CHAIRPERSON

You cannot work for everyone.

You have to

identify who you work for, but am I correct though that your
20

primary concern really is that from the time a patient sees the
doctor up to the time when the patient is discharged and go es home,
you are there to monitor, to make sure that he or she gets the proper
treatment?
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GRANT

REX

Look

the

first

line

of

monitoring

and

the

responsibility lies with the treating clinician where the main
contract is, between the clinician and the patie nt.

So they are

doing, we are not superseding that role, but overall in terms of the
outcomes if you step back in the way that we have described that is
what we do.
CHAIRPERSON And the ultimate objectives is perhaps two -fold,
10

maybe more, but is to mak e sure that the patient gets quality
treatment at a minimum cost.
GRANT REX Yes and our role I guess is co -ordination along the
pathway and a multidisciplinary pathway and that is lacking in
general in the system currently.
CHAIRPERSON

And this is what o rdinarily the medical aid

would be concerned about because medical aids represents the
20

interest of the consumers.
GRANT REX Yes.
CHAIRPERSON

Your services are akin to what has been

described throughout these hearings as managed care, but from a
clinical standpoint.
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GRANT REX

Yes, and I just must stress that it is clinical

management as opposed to utilisation management, which is a
different interpretation of managed health care.
CHAIRPERSON

What I am suggesting to you is clinical care is

that what it is about?
GRANT REX Yes.
CHAIRPERSON But what you are telling us today is that neither
10

the medical schemes, well the council or the health professions
council is prepared to take responsibility for your organisation ?
GRANT REX

Well I think prima facie w e do not fall under the

Health Professions Council and the Council for Medical Scheme we
are not taking enough financial risk, but I think that is probably the
right location.
CHAIRPERSON
20

What you are really saying is there is a gap,

there is a legislat ive gap in the sense that you know organisations
such as yours which are playing a critical role in terms of ensuring
you know proper clinical care, cost saving are not catered for.
GRANT REX The simple answer is yes, but there is a proviso that
there is this legislation for the managed care organisation formally
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and it is there but if you go through it, it is not a good fit with the
kind of organisations that are innovating at the moment.
CHAIRPERSON So are you saying that it is catered for?
GRANT REX I think it needs reform.
CHAIRPERSON Is there anything else that you would like to tell
us which you have not said so far?
GRANT REX I think in conclusion we do not want you to be left
10

with the idea that it is all bad practice outside of our network.

I

think there is some excellent practice going on and you know these
are just the global views of the averages that transpire. But within
the non-networked side there are fantastic clinicians and practices
going on and innovations happening and I guess t he idea is to
identify that and build on it going forward.
CHAIRPERSON But if you strategies are anything to do by, that
20

is you are able to reduce the hospital stay drastically as you suggest
you are able to then there must be something wrong somewhere.
GRANT REX

At a very high level maybe the one point we have

not mentioned is that we heard a statistic that 40% of cases done
and this is a reliable source from one of the larger funders, are
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being done by surgeons who are doing less than five joint
replacement a year in their books and that the cost of those cases is
double on average.

The remaining 60% in their books where the

surgeons where the surgeons are doing more cases, so I just
wanted... That is a background that we probably falling on the side
of 60% who are doing more cases which helps a lot, without any of
the co-ordination. You can just add that to the picture.
10

CHAIRPERSON

Is there anything else that you would like to

draw to our attention which you have not raised in the course of the
engagement with the members of the panel? Okay let me just make
sure that I get the message.

Your concern is that organisations

such as the one that you represent do not have a proper regulatory
framework?
GRANT REX Yes.
20

CHAIRPERSON

Thank you for the pr esentation and also thank

you very much for coming to share with us your idea of how we can
save costs but at the same time ensure that patient receives quality
treatment and thank you for your willingness to stay more than you
were required to because we have overrun the time. Thank you.
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GRANT REX It is a pleasure. Thanks.
CHAIRPERSON Are the representatives of Bonitas here? Would
you come forward please?

We are running out of time, I wonder

whether we can at this stage take a fifteen minute break an d come
back at about quarter to twelve and then we can listen to your
presentation. Would that be convenient? Thank you.

10

20
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SESSION TWO Presentation by Bonitas Medical Fund.

CHAIRPERSON O.K. Good morning Gentlemen. Now, there are two
presentations.

There was a presentation that was sent to us which

we have gone through and then I’ve just seen this other one that has
just landed on my desk. So which one is the one that you are going
10

to rely on today.
DR BOBBY RAMASIA

With humility Chairperson, both of them

complement each other but the one that we are going with is the
one that we have given to you know, it is the one that refers to the
slides.
CHAIRPERSON Welcome. Now I wonder how we can do this, would
you place yourself on record and indicate wh o is here and also who
20

is going to lead the presentation.
DR BOBBY RAMASIA As the principal officer I will be the person
leading the presentation but I also have my CEO who will also be
assisting along the way who is sitting there on the right hand side
as well.
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CHAIRPERSON I think for the record if you could just place your
name on the record and also place on record the names of your CEO
as well as the Trustee.
DR BOBBY RAMASIA

My name is Dr Bobby Ramasia, I am the

Principal Officer of Bonnitas and on my left hand side is the Chief
Operations Officer, Mr Gerhard Van Immenis and then on my right
hand side I have Mr Rodney Cowen who is the Trustee.
10

CHAIRPERSON Yes, very well you may proceed, thank you.
DR BOBBY RAMASIA

With humility Judge or the Chairpe rson

will you let us take off our jackets before we go further.
CHAIRPERSON Are you anticipating that it is going to get hot. Yes
you may, thank you.
DR BOBBY RAMASIA

Thank you.

Uh, maybe by way of

introduction I would like to repeat myself and say goo d morning to
20

the Chairperson and the Panel at large and our presentation is short,
crisp and to the point and the reason why is because some of the
other stakeholders of the medical schemes have already spoken
about most of the things we actually have arti culated and from our
side we will be basically talking to you or sharing with you the
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Bonnitas story. And like I’ve already mentioned my name, I am a
medical doctor by profession and that I have qualified as a
practitioner and I have been in practice for more than 15 years
before I got into the corporate world around the mid 2000. I am the
team doctor for the Orlando Pirates team, which I am passionate
about. And also I am quite passionate about health care delivery in
South Africa. I’ve already introduc ed Mr Cowen who is a Trustee
10

and as well is Mr Van Immenis. The reason why I’ve brought Mr
Cowen

is

that

he

will

be

dealing

with

the

portion

of

the

presentation that deals with the market in general and talk to us
about the brokers and to answer the quest ions in that regard. And
Mr Van Immenis, the CEO who is directly involved with the
operations of Bonnitas and particularly in the overseeing of the
service
20

providers

and

the

contracts

with

the

service

level

agreements. And Mr Van Immenis is also an insti tutional member
of Bonnitas because he has been there for more than 10 years. And
therefore he also gives a position and perspective with regard to the
legacy issues that pertains to Bonnitas. And before I continue with
my presentation I actually want to thank once more the Panel and
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the opportunity for Bonnitas to come and participate in this
important inquiry.

This is an important milestone in the health

care history of South Africa and I believe that this inquiry is
overdue and it is imperative to th e future sustainability of health
care in the country, both the public health care as well as the
private health care and serving that is what I want to say that I
want to go on straight onto the first slide.
10

Bonnitas was actually

founded in 1982 primaril y as a scheme for African Civil Servants.
And within the medical scheme it is stable.

And as you may

remember during the previous dispensation they were basically
schemes for Africans we use Bonnitas, Sannitas for the Indians,
Profano for the Coloureds a nd Medihelp for the White folks. And
regrettably

Sannitas

is

no

more

and

in

2013,

Profano

was

amalgamated into Bonnitas. We are 34 years old and we have the
20

legacy of being there for our members.

We just captured in our

slogan that we are supporting Lif e. We care for about 650 thousand
members in Life and we have about 3.3 billion in reserves and our
solvency ratio is above the required percentage.

We are at about

26%.

We are proud to

And we are a financially stable scheme.
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present that we have the b iggest GP network, which is close to
about 6200 contracted GP’s and this is actually imperative and a
key strategy for us to address the question of primary health care.
We

also have

a specialist network of

close

to about 2600

practitioners to mitigate ag ainst the risk of co -payments to our
members and we are well represented in the South African local
government association which is our local authorities. And we also
10

have entities like Eskom and all other groups of large corporate
clients that we also se rvice as our members.

Coming to the

Bonnitas open scheme market share. As you can see from the graph
that is in front of us, you will realise that Bonnitas, it basically
represents about 13.4% and that despite the fact that Bonnitas is
actually much olde r than Discovery and Discovery has a dominant
figure of close to about um, 53.8% and when you combine all of the
20

market share of the rest of the open scheme it comes to a mere
8.6% which gives one food for thought. The next slide it basically
talks about the governance structure within Bonnitas itself. As you
know that as a scheme of a non -profit organization we are actually,
our members are represented by a Board of Trustees, we have got
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close to 11 Trustees on the Board, and these Trustees are supported
by the audit risk committee that has about 3 independent members
as well as 2 board members.

And then we’ve got the working

standard committee and that one is a typo error, as it actually has
about 3 board members as well as 2 executives.

And the third

committee, which is the investment committee, it has 1 independent
person and 2 board members and then we’ve got the Remco which
10

has 2 independent members supported by 3 board members and the
appeals committee which is an adhoc committee with 3 independent
members.

The next slide it basically talks about the membership

profile and when you look at it the slide says how the Bonnitas
scheme represents its members in terms of their economic profile
and you will note that from these graphs, when you compare th e
Bonnitas LSM relative to the other one of the other schemes that
20

are there with Discovery and as well as Momentum, you will realize
that Bonnitas closely reflects the income bands of the South
Africans whereby you find out that 31% of the South Africans fall
in the LSM band of 10 and then in the LSM of 8 to 9 is about 32%
and then the ones that are in the LSM of 6 to 7 is about 32%, those
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that are in the LSM of 1 to 5 is about 1 – 5 %. And you can now
understand the importance of Bonnitas as it provides that footprint
and we require a large GP network in order to cover our members
throughout the country.

And that is why we need to have the

importance of having the specialist network in order to reduce the
risk of co-payment that many of our members canno t afford.

The

next slide also illustrates something about the Bonnitas membership
10

profile. You will see from this profile, we have the other schemes
there as well as Fedhealth, Discovery and as well a Momentum and
you can see from the one that you can de duce that Bonnitas actually
shows the exact profile of the South African demographic. It is a
true representative of the South African population because from
this graph it demonstrates it as actually Bonnitas claims history. It
can be a good standing po int to be able to see how the claims are

20

experienced and goes about in the private health centre and see how
these profiles of our members and these can be an important
template for the NHI or the universal health coverage. Next slide,
this slide basicall y talks about one of the topics that have been
discussed before, but I will briefly discuss the description of our
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Bonnitas. Because this is quite a hotly debated issue, the issue of
the PMB’s and from this slide you will note that there is an
increase in the cost of PMB’s from the period of 2011 to 2014 and
in 2011 the cost per beneficiary per year was about R5145 and
when you look at 2014 it rose to R7813 in the Bonnitas family and
that is an increase of close to 52% and in our view this basically
emphasises and it talks to what is this about the PMB’s per say. It
10

talks to the up coding of the PMB’s and the regulated tariff,
together with the instructions of the CMS or the Counsel that as
schemes will have to pay PMB’s at invoice and this is the kind of
information that has impacted, not for us but for some of the other
schemes have also mentioned that. And the topic has been debated
and the Panel has been given extensive information in this regard
and the point that I wish to make is that Bonnitas is al so having the

20

same experience of the increase in costs of the PMB’s as has
already been mentioned by the others.

The slide in front of us it

actually talks more on the PMB’s, you can see that and from the
Bonnitas perspective you will not that in 2008 the risk amount of
PMB’s in hospitals for those cases were the paid members that get
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admitted into hospital.

The cost is about 38.7% and this has

increased steadily to 53.9% in 2015.

And when you look at that,

the out of hospital PMB’s this has only increas ed marginally to less
than 2% that is from 8.4% in 2008 to about 10.5% in 2015.

So

therefore this indicates that this slide talks to that issue that the
PMB’s have actually caused South Africans to be hospicentric or to
make the Bonnitas members to be hos picentric as you have heard
10

from the other colleagues or the other scheme members that most of
our members end up being in hospital and this is a huge cost driver.
And what Bonnitas decided to do about this particular problem.
The next slide illustrates that.

We then came to ways of

interventions or be able to manage the risk that we are facing as a
scheme. And it is important to realize that due to these escalating
health costs
20

worldwide

managed health care

has

become an

important tool and also not onl y with regard to whereby in South
Africa we are having these PMB’s. Even in other countries in the
world the health care costs are generally escalating and the
managed care has been around for more than 40 years.

And there

are those ones who have got fam iliar with the managed care and it
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started from being a rural based to a member centric whereby you
find that the initiatives are done to ensure that there is partnership
that involves the member as well as with the provider. That means
when you look at t his slide we have to move from being a reactive
managed care model to a pro -active model of managed care and
therefore we can realize in the years gone by then managed care
when it was managed based, it was based on transactional basis
10

whereby we had to mo ve the people from the ethical drugs to the
generic drugs, or deny benefits.

Like certain benefits like instead

of a person when they go to the dentist instead of getting two
crowns at a particular moment we actually bring in the rule that a
person can get one crown per session in that particular year.

So

how this rates in the market in order for it to actually maintain the
cost of health care.
20

But today’s managed health care has actually

evolved and it talks about empowering the provider as well as the
member and the methodology is no longer prescriptive or rather
paternalistic but rather more of the partnership between the funder,
the provider and the member and the measurement is the outcome
based and I think that this slide is actually moving too fast and I
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am still talking about the first slide. And you realize that, I mean,
in this case, uh, the member as well as the provider as already
mentioned need to be that kind of partnership in order to save
costs. And I think this morning you heard what the ICPS guys
talked about much better that partnership bears to take place and
that is why at Bonnitas we have actually embraced partners such
innovations in order to help keep the health care costs down. And I
10

think that the emphasis was actually been put a cross even on
Tuesday when you were listening to Professor Walters where he
spoke about a question of Mr Joy as well as Dr Smith. So those are
some ways in which you can actually use innovative or rather
intervention measures in order to deal with these e scalating health
costs.

This graph is actually talks more about managed care and

how it actually evolved further because the experience of most of
20

the other schemes which have mentioned previously here that you
find out that in the health care environment or in the market there
is a 20 to 80% rule or rather scenario, whereby close to about 20%
as you can see are those members that actually are the high
claimers and at the bottom there are the ones of more of the low
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claimers. And those members at the bott om of the pyramid actually
remain there. They don’t move higher to become the high claimers
and the importance of this slide is that medical schemes or
stakeholders in health care must stop people from getting more
sicker and having those call mobility’s and also it is important to
emphasise the option of the co -ordination of care in preventing
duplication of services in order to reduce the health care costs.
10

And one of the other things with managed health care that is using
within Bonnitas is we are ensu ring that we are strategic purchasers
in health care whereby we are able to ensure that the service
providers that we interact with are actually more empowered to
educate our members to be able to go to the appropriate places for
getting the services that are more cost effective and more available
to reduce the costs.

20

And it is also that along the same sort of

strategies even for our members we actually empower them to be
able to know their health care status through their own health care
records and those methodologies we actually use we will be able to
empower the members. If the situation arises that the member will
be able to detect an illness within himself or herself they will be
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able to address it as quickly as possible.

And you also use other

methods like the fraud and waste abuse whereby we are able to deal
with it and achieve the necessary co systems making sure that they
have kept the health care costs down. And therefore in that way we
will be able to keep our health care members further down.

I will

share with you the next slide that the actual figures that we
achieved in 2015 whereby we found out that we were almost
10

estimated to get a reduction in claims per member in savings of
about R158,30 per member per month and this is the actual resul t of
the reductions in the amount of close to half a billion that is 559.1
million and also this has actually managed to give us the reduction
in the percentage of the 20% of claims of 6.3% as well as that to
help us with a reduction in percentage in the c ontributions in 2015
to about 5.3%. And these figures that I’ve been talking about does

20

not include the hello effect whereby following your interventions
with your service providers as you are empowering your members
that leads to the hello effect where o ne is able to save these costs
to the scheme. And at this moment I think that I will give over to
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my colleague to continue on this slide, he is Mr Gerhard Van
Immenis.
CHAIRPERSON Yes, perhaps before Mr Immenis takes over there is
a question that I would like to ask and you don’t have to give me an
answer now you can just keep it in mind and then we can deal with
it maybe at a later stage because I see that Mr Immenis will also
deal with managed care uses. But what I would like to do, because
10

as I unders tand it I think that you are one of the schemes that have
embraced what has been described this morning as the improved
clinical pathway services and what I would like to understand from
Bonnitas is from your experience with this service, what are the
values of those services.

I mean describe to us the value of

managed care in the very last slide you drew attention to.

But I

would like you to know is what is the value of the improved
20

clinical pathway services that you are a part of, you are part of that
service, yeah. So could you reflect on that and perhaps, yes thank
you.
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Good morning to the Panel. Um,
if you may allow me to make just one or two remarks your Honour
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with regard to your question. I am sure that we will deal in mor e
detail with it later.

I think that Mr Grant pointed out that this is

the first one based on clinical outcomes rather than utilization.
And we have to admit to a large extent that management care is
about utilization it is volume time’s price and this i s not it. We are
very excited to do this with them. We did it on a voluntary basis so
we don’t force any patient, I even try and soft panel it, um to
10

influence the member and I think that Mr Grant may not have
articulated well is how powerful the special ist in its community
operates in a sense that if they talk to the patient about ICPS that
the patients have to no concern whatsoever and they would rather
do partake so I think that it is a lack of communication that
happens between the scheme and the prov ider and then anything
else.

20

I personally think that it has a sustainable benefit because

there qualities outcomes seems to be quite significant for us as
Bonnitas.

So I am not too concerned, although we are a national

scheme, the fact that we collaborat e with the specialist in his
community assists us to overcome the resistance of the patient, um,
once the doctor is in agreement with this.

So then the doctor is
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often the person or the specialist is the one that people ... sorry, if
you would allow me th en I would like to continue with the
presentation from my side. As you can see the heading is the risk
management, how do we look at this scheme on a high level from a
risk as well as the non health care cost which is an issue? On this
slide we would lik e to deal with the position of the administrator,
um, and that is that we are independent from our administrator.
10

What is very difficult for the public is when your branding is the
same and in our case it is not. So in the corporate identities it is
quite separate.

I think that is quite important for the public to

understand, it is the fund that provides the cover for the member.
So it was never negotiable.

If you would allow me maybe just to

refer to our history, um, we are ten years long in existence to the
biggest open scheme in the country, however there was never an
20

issue of the mix of corporate identities or not being independent.
Then if I could move over to the next slide, what are the main key
things that we do differently, we do the tariff ne gotiations, and we
do that team.

I was present on Tuesday when that scheme did

present and I know that there was quite a lot of questions on how
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does this independence operate.

If I may just for a moment give

you a little bit of insight. We set our budg ets the year before round
about October, November and in that process we will use the
independent actuaries to assist us to come to conclusions to what
we believe is a fair and sustainable increase for the hospitals. And
that will direct the process going forward and we will do a lot of
things and I think that they mentioned about a report that they will
10

provide us and that they are part of a technical team but the team is
led by Dr Bobby himself and myself as the two people who
negotiated these tariff neg otiations for Bonnitas. Then with regard
to procurement we are totally independently procure our own rest
of services or value chains separate from there’s with exception of
the GP network and the specialist network.

Then if we can move

on to the next sl ide, your bank, banking and the biggest asset other
20

than member information is the reserves and the reserves in the
bank account operates as such. So we do our investments and stock
exchanges whether it be in bonds, equities or even money market,
totally separate from administrator.

If we can then move on, it is

important to understand that the administrator is a strategic partner.
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There is no way that you can do this efficiently if there is not a
strategic partner. But there is a definite line in the i ndependence of
the scheme and the administrator, um, how do we manage them then
as the administrator or a managed care organization or in our case
both. Um, we have strict contracts in place which we’ve reviewed
again last year, new service level agreemen ts. Often outcomes that
we find in HQA or whatever indicated to us that the programs
10

might not be as good as we think they are that requires us to update
the service agreements and put different outcomes that we expect
from them. Unfortunately I need to say that it is in an early state,
it is not in a mature state so your benchmark or your indicators that
you use are more operational in nature and not so much on the
outcome of what would be good quality for the member or the
patient. Over sight, firstly let me allude to the fact that we have a

20

general manager, um; risk compliance and governance or GRC as
we call it, is on a full time basis where we do an assessment on all
our service providers from time to time to ensure that there is good
compliance

with

these

service

level

agreements.

We

use

independent auditors, we use PWC as independent auditors as a
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second line of defence as we refer to to make sure that we do
comply with these things.

Um, and then also with regard to our

service level agreements th ere are some stringent penalties and we
have levelled some of them in the past. Then if I could, um, ...
CHAIRPERSON To slide 17 that is banking and investments. That is
just slide 72, two slides earlier on. Do you get profits from these
investments?
10

MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS We do.
CHAIRPERSON

Does that affect the premiums or reduce the

premiums?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS I think that it would be fair to say
that Bonnitas over the last three to four years have also adopted a
strategy not to accumulate funds unnecessary.

At one stage we

were in the funds for about 40% of reserves, but rather pass them
20

on to the consumer, we are not banks so we are not supposed to.
We are above the required insolvency ratio at the end of 2015
which medical schemes require.

Although we also believe that

those monies must be passed on.

The dividends that we earn as

well as the contributions that are made towards the reserves over
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time are either put back to lessen the increase of the contributions
or to enrich the benefits of its members.
CHAIRPERSON But has it ever occurred that you would say to the
member, look we have made good profit this year and so we got
good news for you, the premiums are going to reduce by 10%.
Does that happen?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Not that I am aware of not in this
10

industry or in Bonnitas.

Um, the next slide that I would like to

address is risk claims, um, expenditure relative to the market and I
think that this slide has a few comments that I would like to make.
The first one is, just for or ientation Bonnitas is at the bottom of the
graph, um, at you look at the light blue on the right hand side it
says other benefits, that is primarily where you would find primary
or preventative health care.
20

And it is clear that although we do

better than the market the focus is not there.

The focus as my

colleague already put it is almost like it is almost hospital centric.
Um, you can get a fair sense of the type of spend that we have.
General Practitioners’ we are higher than on specialists we are
lower than the rest of the industry. It is about referrals then dental
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we are higher than the rest of the industry, almost double.

And I

would like to qualify, and I will show you a slide now, um, just
after this one.

These are paid after risk; I just want to point out

that there are very few players that pay out of risk, dental and
optical benefits for instance. Just go back to the risk one. So what
you will see is that the market spends about 2.2% on dental, um,
our biggest competitor is at 2% and we ar e 4,2% I say again it is
10

from risk premiums so we take an active responsibility in that
spend.

Then in optical and allied services, again the market is

6,4%, Discovery is 5% and us is 7,2% and then interesting enough
then when it comes to your tertiary ca re and hospital care that we
are below the market than Discovery and then lastly medicines we
are also slightly below the rest of, although Discovery is lower at
10% on their medicines.
20

But it is really the failing of us on the

other benefits which are a risk.

Which means we shifted it to

savings as an industry and we expect the member to understand that
we are there for wellness and preventative things but we are
actually as an industry we have shifted that to a savings and left the
member with quite a b it on his own.

We spend a little bit more
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than the others in the industry on that. Then if I can move over to
the next slide which is the next one with savings and this .... No it
is the next one, yeah, um, on this slide you can clearly see what
happens the moment you bring savings into the equation. If I can
maybe use a good example like dentistry, the market is all of a
sudden up from 2.2 to 3.4%, Discovery is up from 2% to 4.8% of
the health care rand and we remain on 4.1%, 4.2% which means that
10

we provide most of that risk contribution. And you can also see at
the end the other benefits again on the far right hand side, the light
brown, how they diminish when you bring savings in, it is rather
significant.

Um, I am going in the wrong direction.

The n maybe

on risk transfer models, our view is that it does keep the increase of
fees at bay.

And we have illustrated with our optical and dental

benefits for you here firstly, the grey graph that goes up is the
20

hospital increase over the same period of tim e, claims from 2001 to
2015 and what you can see is that it goes up at the rate of about
9,4% and then what you have is dental in the red curve, it is
slightly above the inflation curve and the optical one is even below,
um, inflation. So what it does for us is that it does two things very
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clearly, um, my colleague did refer to the fact that we are very
prominent in the mining and in the manufacturing, shall we say
outside metropolitans often we strong there. It is one of the local
authorities, a town, so access to networks are imperative to us, we
must have equal access to benefits as equal as possible so that is
the one reason why we believe in risk transfer arrangements and
networks. And the second one, well clearly in the Bonnitas story,
10

we keep the f ees down. Then maybe the dental one we were aware
that maybe there were some questions about it, maybe to just get a
sense there, maybe the red line indicates the 6.2% average increase
that happened year on year with dentists from 2006 till 2015 and
then if you look at the light blue graph it gives you the claims if we
do a linear projection of what the tendency was over a period of
time of 9.4%, 9.6% increases on the claims and if you add normal

20

admin fees to it it is the light green bars across to give y ou a sense
that we do manage the costs and we can much better budget for it
and we have access to networks and stuff when we do work
arrangements in the specific case of dental in this case.

Then

maybe to see where do we fit in administration and manage c are
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fees, if I look at the top of the table there you will see that we are
highlighted there with a light red/pink colour and you can see the
increase since 2008 up till 2014 where we are R230 per member per
month at the moment and with the exception of Mo mentum, um,
and Metshield we are on actual rand value we are one of the lowest
and then if you go to managed care, we are the second highest
there.
10

And if you will then allow me to refer to my colleagues

presentation, we have made a shift in managed care, we are
convinced that this is not apples compared with apples,

um, if I

can maybe allude to an example. If you go to Momentums annual
financial statements and you look at the definition of management
care, there is not hospital benefit program which is most likely the
most expensive of managed care, so it is not exactly accurate
comparisons here.
20

industry.

But we are still in line with the rest of the

Then maybe it is expressed as a percentage so you can

see Bonnitas there as a percentage of its contri butions, it runs in
the 8, something’s to the ones in 2012 in the 9.3% and back to 8.2%
at the moment. So there is, whenever there is reason to give money
back or reduce it we do.

It is negotiated year on year; it is not a
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contract where we automatically give an increase by definition.
And then on managed care, like I said we are 2.9%, um we are one
of the higher ones.

What plays a function here is one of benefit

design. Whether you need more managed care or not, maybe just to
clarify that point to the Panel is that as I pointed out we cover a lot
more, um, from the risk contribution then you only have a hospital
plan or a PMB plan with a little bit of savings. So you need to take
10

accountability for managing those benefits and therefore you would
also require more managed care and you give it a little more
contribution. Bonnitas has an option called standard option and it
has about a hundred and forty thousand principal members.
about half of the scheme.

It is

And then we have a primary option

which is very similar which is another thirty or forty thousand and
they provide day to day benefits, over and above the normal risk
20

cover that most schemes provide. So what Bonnitas has is that we
have two big traditional options where we provide day to day an d it
is cross subsidised in that risk contribution.

Then we have three

savings options and we also have a captivated option. So we have a
different combination and it is not a variety of saving or new
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generation options or only savings or only captivated it is a
combination for members to have cover.

Then maybe a slide that

we had to contemplate quite a long time on.

It’s by no means to

say to the Panel what we think that we know what the priorities
quota of the country should be. It is merely to point out something
and it is something that happens in Parliament.

But attacks on

relief have been diminished over time and it impacts on the higher
10

income more than anybody else. Now the only danger for that, and
it should be like that by the way, um, I am in agreement that it
should effect the higher incomes more than anybody else, but there
is a risk of two possibilities and that is that in some states the
people may opt out of the medical aid and then add themselves to
an overburdened public health sector as well or they may buy down
and I think that there was quite some time spent on buying down in

20

front of the Panel so it is not for us to really, so, it all may
transpire to be an unintentional, that we put more people on the
public health sector which is already over burdened.

We would

like to see that the tax relief is rather for the up and coming people
the people that are not on the high income but that maybe it will
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encourage them for a while until we get to the NHI than rather join
the private healt h care so that we can take care of it, um, the public
health system.

Then lastly, to point out that we picked up in the

submissions made to you at the time that we read them is that there
is a misconception that if you do an owner administration that you
will save the 14% VAT.

We are in agreement that there will be

some saving but we estimated or calculated a far less, it is rather in
10

the region of about 5% because as a second layer you still need to
purchase things so we are not excepted from that.

You will

eventually pay VAT on your IP system and you will pay VAT on
your rental, you will pay VAT on everything else so it is not
entirely correct to say that one can save 14%. Then maybe if I can
move onto the slides that deal with fraud, waste and abuse.

Um, I

think it is the one thing that we would really like to share with the
20

Panel, is that up till now, if you look at the right hand side of the
slide, we always caught into two forces, do we recover the funds
for the members if we come across this and I want to reinforce that
it is fraud, waste and abuse, it does not necessarily mean that it is
all fraud. Or do we put the provider out of business. When we are
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in areas where we don’t have a band of providers of a specific
service necessary and we had to overcome this problem in going
forward, so what we did is we developed an approach and we talked
about what is the things that we look out for, over servicing, billing
agents, um, which you often find in ambulance services. What they
do with the patient on the way to the hospital, um, member
participation, there is sometimes collusion between the provider
10

and the member.

Tariff manipulation, false claims, um, there are

syndicates that operate, we are currently busy with quite a
significant syndicate, opt imistic claiming patterns, member apathy,
member’s don’t always take part in and go through their statements
and verify that they did receive the services that we paid for.
Provider behaviour, especially with PP’s and that is more or less of
the things that we look at. If you would allow me I would like to
20

make one more point in context. By no means are we trying to say
that the service providers out there are doing these things.

There

are hot pockets of them, it is a small portion of them but it does
amount to a substantial amount and I will show it to you now. Just
to give you a sense, we in our research came across a system that is
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used in the banks in Canada and in Europe, it is called Fico and we
went into a process with them and we came to so that we could
justice, so it gives us a specific profile that alerts us highly if there
seems to be in correlation with his peers in a similar sort of pattern
that we need to look at this profile closer.

We took 1.4 billion

worth of claims and it was only the health care practitioners, it
means it excludes hospitals at this time and it excludes pharmacies,
10

it is a bit more technical and we are still busy with that phase. We
looked at just over 2 million claim events and 4.5 million claim
lines and what we hav e identified as possible fraud, waste and
abuse was 72 million or 5% which is often quoted in the industry.
People sometimes go as high as 12%. As I said we have used this
system, what we do then with this information is a whole lot of
things. The first thing is very important, it is preventative, so we

20

don’t go and harass providers, pick them up and see if they
participate in some kind of collusion with members and whatever.
What we do is we will engage with the provider when we have
picked it up in th e report and we pay the provider and we engage in
dialogue with the provider and say that we don’t understand, this
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does not seem to be correct.

And sometimes there are logic

explanations and sometimes there is not.

The experience up till

now in South Af rica is that people will pick up on leads or
somewhere a member will put up its hand and a member is always
the best point of audit because they often ask questions that they
don’t even know what they are asking but they stand and then we
can pick up from there.
10

But that means that we try and recover

money and we get people to sign an Acknowledgement of Debt and
then we brought them to the health professionals and this thing
takes sometimes two or three years to recover the monies and
sometimes on technica l grounds you don’t get anywhere.

The

providers think that we harass and intimidate them and they pick
these things up and we can engage with them in dialogue, before we
pay out or we can make a provisional arrangement with the
20

provider and say that we wi ll pay it back on the understanding that
if we believe it to be waste and abuse that we will come to an
agreement that we can recover it. So what happens to this system
is that it feeds it back all the time so the system almost develops
intelligence as it goes along. So what we do is we do operational
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improvements to the systematic, um, weaknesses in the policies and
that is often where the stuff is not completely clear, often we come
across these things and we deal with it here.

Um, it focuses on

member and provider eradication and it allows us to go back to the
members and give it to them.
behaviour.

Change the provider billing

Often we see a clear deep line in a specific provider.

We start investigating this as we are part of a zero tolerance policy .
10

What unfortunately lacks is a proper industry consortium that we
can deal as an industry for this.

We are the first team in this

industry to engage full on with this system.

There is predictive

analectic that we can use to see where claims are going. And then
we try to be as Life indicated to be rather preventative rather than
reactive in our fraud management. If you would allow me now to
hand over to my colleague, Mr Rodney Cowen who is a Trustee.
20

MR RODNEY COWEN Thank you Gerhard. Um, I would jus t like
to introduce myself I am Rodney Cowen and I have been in the
managed care industry for the past 25 years. I retired recently, the
back end of last year and I stood for election as a Trustee for
Bonnitas, um, I have been a Trustee from January to da te and I
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would like to take you through a couple of slides that will illustrate
to you um, the influence of brokers on the growth of Bonnitas. But
equally it will show to you what has taken place in the last 10 years
in relation to Bonnitas growth.

Bobby , would you move .... O.K.

you will see from this slide that over the last 10 years there has
been a decline in the new members brought to Bonnitas primarily
by brokers. Um, in fact, going back to 2006 and following through
10

to 2010 there is quite good gro wth under the first year under
discussions 66 odd thousand down to 43 thousand up to 61
thousand, 51 thousand then a drop then a spike again in 2011 back
to 43 thousand but then from then on it has been fairly flat.
and this slide also illustrates the

Um,

difference between broker

generated business and those members who join of their own accord
which is illustrated in the brown slide at the bottom.
20

please.

Just one back please.

Next slide

O.K. we are looking at a slightly

different depiction of the pre vious slide where we define the
number of new members by the type of broker. In the blue section
we see, um, what we say are typically corporate brokers. These are
brokers

who

are

involved

with

regards

to

large

corporate
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organizations, uh, they normally consult with these organizations
through a wide range of employee benefits and they have quite
significant influence as they are placing employees and employee
groups with medical funds. And you can see that the growth in that
area is reasonable static, t here are no major changes in the way
business comes on.

In terms of the red/pink bar slide, you will

notice that there is another area. These are brokers in the main that
10

are dedicated to Bonnitas so they go out and they look out for new
membership which they will typically place with Bonnitas.

Now

they operate more from the Unions, or more typically so in the area
of the mining sector and the construction industry and a lot of our
business or our membership in Bonnitas comes from the mining
industry and also some from the construction industry.

Now you

will notice that there is quite a significant decline in the new
20

membership being brought in from 2012 going through to 2015 and
this relates primarily to two factors.

I think one that the Panel is

aware of the issues pertaining to the mining industry for the last
few years. There has been a lot of labour unrest and lot of job loss
in that industry and that has obviously affected our industry and
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our ability to grow in that particular area.

And then I w ould also

like to alert the Panel to the brown section in the slides and that
depicts what we call independent membership and that is when the
member independently decides without a broker to join the fund.
Now there are concerns around this membership be cause there is a
possibility that they will elect against a particular option so if you
take one of the lower cost options where people with higher
10

incomes they would actually declare and they would come onto a
lower cost option which will distort the clai ms option of that
particular option and there is some concern as to the growth of
those independent members in that fund.

Another factor which

influences this slide is around what we call in this industry churn
and that is where potentially brokers would move members from
one option to another or from one scheme to another for no
20

particular reason other than to benefit from an upfront fee in
relation to moving new business. O.K. I think this particular slide
really illustrates really very clearly what ha s taken place over the
past 10 years.

You will see on the left hand side the brown bar

slide which would indicate new membership coming onto the fund
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and then the greener bar slide are those that left and unfortunately
you can see that the ratio between t hose joining the fund and those
leaving is fairly close and if I can alert you to 2015 where in
essence we grew 40 473 members in contrast to that 42 327 left the
fund, um, and there seems to be a limitation on the ability to grow
with brand new members in contrast to those that leave. Go to the
next slide please.
10

O.K.

My final slide talks to the impact of the

government employee’s medical scheme on Bonnitas. You will see
that during 2007 a massive number of previous Bonnitas members
left to join the Ge ms fund and that number of members continued
with once again in 2011 or 2010 rather a significant number of
members leaving again. Um, the decline of these members over the
last three years has been felt less than in the previous years but if
one considers the sheer quantum of 65 thousand Bonnitas members

20

moving to Gems it is very significant to the size of a medium sized
scheme in the South African market place. So this event has really
been, um, accelerated by virtue of certain instances, 100% subsidy
being granted to government employees to join Gems and it is
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really very difficult for a scheme like Bonnitas to compete with
that kind of operation. That concludes my presentation, thank you.
DR BOBBY RAMASIA Thanks Rodney. Just in conclusion that we
actually shared with you the Bonnitas good story and we also
shared with you how we are governed and how we are being
affected by the PMB’s and how we are also affected by the other
stakeholders in the market and how the brokers role and how they
10

actually influence the growth of our members.

We also spoke to

you about why we are a multi scheme that actually relies on the
service providers out there, a multi contract service industry from
the other service providers to order. To medicate our race so that
ultimately our members that stay out in the far out areas we can be
able to guarantee that they will actually be able to guarantee the
services and that they will have access to it.
20

And we have also

shared with you our experience and the elephant in the room which
is the fraud and the abuse that we are facing as a health care
stakeholder and I think with that we have actually covered most of
the issues that we wanted to share with you and maybe I want to
respond

to

the

question

that

the

Chairperson

asked.

Our
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experiences with the ICPS and I must say our experience and our
interaction with them like in the beginning when the service
provider that comes to you it has to, it took a bit of time to actually
engage and understand the business model as there were que stions
that we needed to satisfy ourselves because if one goes into
liquidation there is a trend in the health care industry but in other
countries where there are sophisticated or advanced medical or
10

health care intervention has actually led to those proc edures taking
the centre stage in terms of taking an intervention or being the
health care delivery. Especially with the hip and knee replacement,
you find that there is a trend and that now instead of people having
it done at the age of 65 or 75 in other countries it seems that it is
other people are now at the age of 55 that are having these
replacements. Obviously we need to be cognisant just so much and

20

we need to risk manage all those concerned.

But having engaged

with ICPS we are able to fine tune it, I mean we still at the early
stage, we have good experience from the service provider and they
are actually able to be more cost effective ensuring that the length
of stay for a patient in hospital is no longer prolonged.

And also
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we also had winds fr om the other providers that there are ways of
dealing with knee and hip replacements and also from the members
experience as well we have received a positive outcome where they
are feeling much better. That they are feeling much more confident
and that they return to work quite positive. And also as a funder it
will also help us to partake in particular events because our
relationship with them is based on the global fee and it is able to
10

predict what kind of costs there will be as a scheme. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON For how long have you been with them?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Judge we have been just over two
and a half years of which the first part was a pilot study which was
only done on Bonnitas members and not on the rest of the market.
CHAIRPERSON During the period that you have been with them have
you seen any tangible results that you can point out in terms of cost

20

saving and in terms of the improved quality of care?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, with regard to cost saving,
definitely.

I think that it is in the region of about R14 000 on a

hundred thousand on averages.

If had to call it correctly, I don’t

have the detailed information in front of me but they were one half
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out and we had to take it back to Bonnitas that it was circumstances
outside the control of the specialists, um, and then on quality it is
very sketchy because we only do it on a very high level, which
means that we typically look at the redoes or when patients go back
for further treatment or whatever and in this case there is no
significant evidence that there is a huge difference.
CHAIRPERSON Is it possible perhaps for Bonnitas to conduct this
10

analysis and perhaps give us the results?
DR BOBBY RAMASIA

Yes Chairperson, we can definitely make

that available to you.
CHAIRPERSON

It has been described to us.

It seems to be an

initiative that can go a long way in saving costs and also ensuring
quality of care and so we would be grateful indeed just to get some
understanding of your experience backed up by average figures just
20

to indicate what are the benefits that you have observed from being
a part of the improved system that they have introduced.

Thank

you. When can we have this, by the way?
DR BOBBY RAMASIA

I presume maybe by today is Thursday,

maybe if you can give us two weeks t hen maybe we can share with
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you, but we will have to interact with our data guys to be able to
give you something concise. Maybe even if it is something that is
more detailed and an analysis can follow at a later stage.
CHAIRPERSON O.K. thank you. My co lleagues would like to raise
with you some of the concerns that they may have or raise issues
based on what you have told us. We will start with Dr Bhenu.
DR BHENGU Thank you Judge, thank you gentleman. Regarding
10

the gatekeeper or GP role, am I right in assuming that Bonnitas
does have at least one of your options tries to deal with this
program regarding self referral and managing that?
DR BOBBY RAMASIA Correct, yes we do have a referral system.
DR BHENGU On a high level just give us a sense of how it works,
whether it is soft channelling or hard channelling?

And more of

interest, it is really so that we can get a sense of how the
20

downstream costs have been affected by the program? Thanks.
DR BOBBY RAMASIA

Dr Bhengu what happens is that I

mentioned that we’ve got about 6200 GP network and this network
of GPs is close to 4 times in a year, we actually move them around
the country from one province to another where we do what we
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would call a GP up skilling and this GP up skilling we ensure that
the doctors are actually being trained to do what they actually need
to be doing which is look after the interest of the patient. And in
this GP up skilling they run according to modules and things like
maybe the pneumonia which actually needs to be treated in
hospital, the GP has been given the protocols to be able to manage
those conditions in their own rooms. Things like the abscises they
10

can do in their rooms instead of referring them to the hospital. So
in that way we are able to bring back the confidence to the doctors
as you might be aware, due to the fact that we have a multiple
indemnity cases in the country, the doctors now do have a fear of
actually affecting someone with these kinds of procedures. So we
actually bring back the confidence in that we are saying you bring
back those protocols and they are able to do the right thing. What

20

we are able to do is rate the GP’s according to a scaling method.
We have a grey and a yellow and the red doctors, we try to move
them.

The ones that are actually no t falling into the proper base

medicine that we actually trained them to move into the green level
whereby by putting them into the green level we are able to
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reimburse them much better making sure that they do some of the
procedures in their rooms. Also over and above all of that we also
ensure that by those savings so that they do those procedures in the
hospital they tend to help us in having less in the hospitals which is
less of a cost in the long run.
DR BHENGU Thanks.
relationship
10

you

have

Now in just going on the admin istrator’s
spent

some

time

explaining

your

independence. We were told by one of your competitors that of the
many schemes that they have the one open scheme is the one that
they have regular meetings with, meaning that the Discovery
scheme will attend some meetings and sometimes the administrator
attends these scheme meetings.

The main thing, and I think that

there is nothing wrong with attending those meetings, is a category
of meetings is not available to all the other schemes in t he group.
20

Is there anything like that in terms of you and your administrator?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA In terms of our administrator a definite
arms length relationship whereby when we have got or manage care
forms meeting or any meeting we have.

When there is a specific

part that they need to come and present their role as a manage care
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or some of their initiatives that are available or giving us any
reports then they get invited to those meetings and thereafter they
actually get excused. This even applied to o ur Board Meetings, but
in the majority of cases because myself is an Executive that
interacts with the service providers, that’s where we actually get
the reports and we analyse with them and they only get to attend
our Board Meetings, I think, maybe less than twice in a year. And
10

even then when they come it is just for a specific period or a
certain time for them so that we make sure that we excuse them
from the meeting.
DR BHENGU But to your knowledge nothing out of the ordinary
regarding the other schem es?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Well, I guess Medscheme or Afro centric,
they are the ones that have to answer for that but in terms of our

20

relationship with them we have got those few protocols in place.
DR BHENGU What percentage if you can tell us of your members
are your administrator’s employees?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, I’m going to be a bit under
correction, but it is very close to 1500.
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DR BHENGU Now, you’ve lost about 45 000 members even by the
last figure that you gave us for 2015. Are they still going t o Gems
or have you worked out where they are going to?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Well, I guess with regards to the numbers
that we actually are losing to Gems, I think that the numbers have
actually stabilized and I am sure that if you can read some of the
numbers in the market, I mean even the numbers of Gems have
10

stabilized. We were having bleeding from Gems as a scheme when
it was launched in 2006.
DR BHENGU Yeah, I suppose my question was 42 000 is still a lot,
have you worked out where they are going to when t hey are
leaving?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Dr Bhengu, yeah, thank you, um,
let me qualify, we have just under 10% of our membership base is

20

still Gems members and that is why we indicate that deteriorating
profile. It is just around nineteen or twenty thous and members and
it is around 7% of our membership base is still government
employees, um, so one would anticipate that they would leave at
some stage.

With regards to the explanation to where is the
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members going, I think that Mr Ramasia eluded to the fac t that half
of our members cannot afford medical aid because they either lose
their jobs or whatever, um, or they cannot afford it as such in this
current economic standard.

We’ve got an independent research

engine called Greenfields that for the last two and a half years that
does specific research to see why we are losing members, um,
where are they going and what are the reasons for it, that type of
10

thing, so we follow and track that specifically.
DR BHENGU Now, you are free to answer this question but it is
based purely on media reports but that you are looking to merge
your scheme with Liberty. I would just like to know if this is true
as the nature of the question is, is it in the members best interests?
Questions have been raised by the quality of risk that you would be
taking on? If you could just give us a heads up, thanks.

20

MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS If you, um, wouldn’t mind I am
going to answer very high level and if you want more information
we are happy to do it in a more confidential environment . I can
confirm that that is our intention and that our members have given
us that mandate, um, what was surprising to us was to see, um, the
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statistics in the media. We have done a due diligence, a financial,
actuarial and legal contracts and commercial relationships; um the
actuarial is being done by an independent entity or firm of
actuaries, if I can even tell you it was MMG. Um, we don’t agree
with what was in the media but we do believe that in a consolidated
industry where we are all of our schemes are all or less the same
representative size in the industry with the exception of one or two.
10

That bargaining power will make a huge difference going forward.
So we expect that to be but we don’t think the risk pointed out is
accurate.

I can confirm t hat the principal officer has a lot to

complain about to the Counsel of medical schemes specifically.
Not against the media, but another source that we came across
another sort of statement, um, and that we are looking into it.
DR BHENGU Thank you, last t wo short questions really.
20

Now

both of you are associated with strong administrator brands, what
criteria will you use to decide which administrator to go for
between you and Liberty?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Well, I guess given the size of Bonnitas,
there are actually three administrators that will handle the amount
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of volume that Bonnitas have got and out of that is Discovery and
Momentum, the other ones are just small and the other one is the
current administrator that we have.

So obviously we cannot go

over to Discovery as by nature it is our competitor the same goes to
Momentum and I think fairly speaking is if that has to happen it
will be a disservice to the consumers out there as there will
actually be one dominant player in the market, so I guess that is
10

one of the reasons. But besides that, one a has to analyse the kind
of skills, we have to also analyse the types of systems that the
administrator has and also be able to look for other issues related
to the qualities and be able to apply your mind. And what we do in
order to assess these things, we normally outsource it to an outside
player or actually do that process for us.
DR BHENGU Thank you very much.

20

with,

it

is

quite

clear

in

the

My last question has to do

culture

of

Bonnitas

that

the

administrators are an important component and you have actually
stated as much. One of the main concerns that I always express is
the degree to which a small independent player constantly says, we
can’t compete, we don’t have scale, we don’t have restitution and
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ultimately industry has to find a way of dealing with this if
networks continue to be a reality and it doesn’t matter whether you
are talking about pharmacies, you can be talking about hospitals.
From Bonnitas angle is this a concern or is it down to number s or
do you go out of your way to try and accommodate smaller players?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, it is one of those questions
that has a yes and a no. I think the first point that I would like to
10

make the fact that we’ve got 6200 GP’s and over 2000 speci alists is
that we try to be as inclusive as possible with our networks. So our
networks are by no means are designed to channel feed to a doctor
or to a provider and then to get a better rate as such, it is rather to
represent that our footprint is on the ground. However, we do have
as Dr Ramasia pointed out a criteria to live up to and which they
are peer assessed by their own peers.

20

Um, when we talk about in

general, do we see the nature of networks and the big players?
Absolutely, I think one needs t o acknowledge them and other than
some shareholding in clinics we have deliberately over the past two
or three years given them a higher increase because they come from
a lower base and they are there where our members are, um, so we
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do. We analyse each s ituation on its merit and unfortunately I can
only think of that one specific one at the moment but we try to
balance the economies on a scale of networks with not killing off
the small players who are part of the competition out there.
DR BHENGU Thank you very much, no more questions from me.

PROFESSOR SHARON FONN I just want to explore a little bit
10

more the question of choosing an administrator.

Um, when

Medscheme was presenting to us yesterday they showed us the
whole holding company and it was clear that that holding company
also holds the marketing arm of Bonnitas.

Um, and does that not

make you less free in choosing an administrator.
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, I am going to answer the
question, it is one of the ones my colleague answered with the
20

institutional memory for no other reason. At the time we created a
subsidiary called Bonnitas marketing company it was exactly
because we want to grow and that we want to become at least
number 2 in the industry, um, and make a proper national footprint.
The regulator was not comfortable that the scheme has this
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subsidiary and I don’t want to go into the merits of it. If I recall
correctly it was down the line of that is not what a medical scheme
is and you really shouldn’t be that close to it. And pleas e forgive
me, I am giving you my layman’s understanding, um, at the time
the scheme was under curatorship, and Mr Moleki the creator, um,
then called upon an independent analysis called Grant Thornton and
they advised that instead of disposing it, um, mean ing that it just
10

didn’t exist and we pulled in some of the marketing functions in the
scheme, um, which will create a new level of conflict of what is the
business of the scheme, and that we rather sell it off. I don’t have
all that detail but at that tim e it made sense to sell it off to one of
the entities that have an aligned relationship.

I think if I recall

Medscheme clearly indicated they were moving away with that
entity and they changed it from being Bonnitas and it was partly on
20

our request that w e said we have not put you on your feet whatever
on this new entity but we can’t have this that all our eggs are in
this basket. So it was on our request that we wanted them to have
that name.
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PROFESSOR SHARON FONN I hear all the history and I hear
what you are saying but I can’t see how it is not the business of a
scheme to grow itself?

Um, that is what schemes do and that is

what they are supposed to do. So I still don’t get how that answers
the question that this raises potential conflicts of interest given that
Medscheme and their marketing of Bonnitas sits in the same
company?
10

MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Maybe as I said, I can only give
you our version of understanding of why we could not continue
with the subsidiary and what the exact issue was there.

A s I said

we were under curatorship and I don’t necessarily have all the full
details which one would normally have, um, I can just agree with
you that we should not be in the same stable as our marketing, I can
agree with you.
20

PROFESSOR SHARON FONN Um, I am not sure that that answers
the question I asked. Um, I want to uh, just get a sense from you
about the GP’s moving from the orange to the green, um how do
you measure that quality, on what basis?
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MR BOBBY RAMASIA Well the method that we use is a method
that is called a rap model which is actually, it measures maybe that
particular doctor in terms of that doctor, it measures, I will make
an example like when you have got the flu and you find out from a
particular doctor that he gives out anti biotics and one can realise
that when one has the flu one can just deal with it with basic anti
fever medicines.
10

That particular doctor is then given a low score

because his management of basic problems are poor. It also has to
do with the amount of tests that he ha s to do and it is also because
this is a belcav and you will see that there are the ones on the right
and the ones on the left and the ones that are on the right are red in
the middle is orange and the ones on the left that are green. So that
is one of the particular ways in how the scoring is made.
PROFESSOR SHARON FONN Um, so there is some process

20

measures, basically but you don’t have outcomes measures, they are
process measures that you use, is this right?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Correct.
PROFESSOR SHARON FON N For those, do you make them
available at all to consumers, to members of your scheme?
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MR BOBBY RAMASIA Well, regrettably we don’t but what we
actually do is in terms of our members especially like particularly
vulnerable members for example those who hav e more disabilities
like the ones that are in my slide, the ones that are the high
claimers. We actually give them the GP’s that can actually manage
their conditions much better and in that we actually make sure that
they don’t end up in high care centres or areas of high care which
10

is the high profit levels of care.

So, what we obviously do is

through our electronic and print media we actually inform our
members about particular areas whereby they can be able to get the
best interventions or health care service.

And what we also do

more than that is that we also have a program on T.V. whereby we
actually invite some of the doctors that are actually the green
doctors
20

to go and explain and we hope with that kind of

communication that we give to our members that they can be able
to get some kind of message of a particular doctor in a particular
area, it is the one whereby they are able to get the particular
service.
PROFESSOR SHARON FONN Thank you. I just want to...
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CHAIRPERSON May I make a follow up on th is question?

I have

watched one of those programs, but they do not convey. They talk
about the doctor and the television tells you what he or she offers
but there is nothing to indicate doesn’t go to that one or the other
one. Is that right?
MR BOBBY RA MASIA Correct Chairperson.
CHAIRPERSON You used the words regrettably you don’t provide
10

this information. Why do you regret that?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Um, regrettably on the basis that we cannot
actually penalise or rather use inappropriate terminology to o ur
service

providers.

I

believe

personally

and

actually

the

rehabilitation of those red doctors rather than actually sort of like
using words to condemn them, those bad doctors.
CHAIRPERSON But do you think though, as a scheme which
20

represents the interes ts of the members, you owe that information
to your members?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA I totally agree with you Chairperson but
given the fact that we live in a democratic country and as a scheme
we are always try to avoid a situation whereby we get into an ugly
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interaction

with

the

health

care

service

providers

because

personally I believe that a particular doctor that is not so good, it
might be based on the fact that he either had poor training, that is
why we are actually engaging with the specialist so he is ab le to
pass that information on and that is why we are doing this
particular program.

We are actually engaging with this particular

service provider. The program doesn’t actually give an interactive
10

kind of service to our members because you can only make your
system much better if you can actually get the feedback from
people like you and we are humbled by people who listen to this
program.
CHAIRPERSON But the quality of care that is provided by a service
provider is crucial is it not to the decision whet her or not to consult
with that particular service provider?

20

MR BOBBY RAMASIA Correct, and that is why in terms of our
interaction with the service provider that we interact with you’ve
got what is called a peer review mechanism and this peer review
mechanism is that we have got a representative of the GP’s who
actually call other particular GP’s that are in the red zone to
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actually engage him in terms of the protocols and the challenges
that we actually got from his data. Because what we have actually
got is only the data from that particular doctor and that is why we
call him a red doctor.

And that is why we hope that the doctor

actually engaging with his colleagues that can be able to remedy
the situation.
CHAIRPERSON You know, I think that the concern about that
10

attitude is that as a scheme, you would allow consumers to go to
service providers that you know from your

records are not

providing quality care.
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Correct Chairperson, but our hands are
actually tied by the regulations as you ar e quite aware the health
care is quite highly regulated.

What we normally do and I quote

from an example is that we have a particular doctor that we think
20

that he is worse than the red zone doctor. We will then report this
matter to the HPSA and then I a m sure that you have actually heard
what is transpiring in the HPSA as well it takes a long period of
time and secondly what we actually do with that particular doctor
we think our scheme rolls we then see if as a member if you go to
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that particular doctor or what we will do is that we won’t pay that
particular doctor we will pay the member at the end of the month
and that is a way in that we are sort of soft channelling them away
from that particular doctor. That is the only way of which we are
able to interact because in most cases you find that some of the
cases that we have to present to our law and enforcement,
sometimes
10

it takes close to a year or two and actually that

particular doctor, even

when you penalise them they have quite

particular ways to then use another doctors scheme or practice
number and then he starts practicing and it is only when you start
to see these red flags that you start using some of our forensic
agents to go in and address that point so that we can correct that
particular problem.
CHAIRPERSON I hear all of that. But here is my concern. You are
20

in possession of information which indicates that this particular
provider is not providing quality health care; nevertheless you
allow your members whose interest you should be look ing after to
go to that service provider that you know very well is not going to
provide the kind of service that is expected. How is that possible?
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MR BOBBY RAMASIA Uh, I must repeat that is I am wearing my
doctors cap now and so that is one of the most regrettable ways in
which I wish and hoped that the system can actually be able to
strengthen my arm in being able to deal with those particular red or
worst of the red doctors.
CHAIRPERSON You are not alone.
MR BOBBY RAMASIA I agree.
10

CHAIRPERSON Does that comfort you?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA To a certain extent, yes.
CHAIRPERSON What about the fact that the others that appeared
before us have realised that it is necessary to provide this
information and have given us the undertaking that they will now
make sure that information is provided to their consumers.
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Chairperson, I will support anything that

20

can actually be able to get the member or the consumer to have the
best service at the end.
CHAIRPERSON

So

precisely what is it?

your

fear

about

sharing

this

information,
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MR RODNEY COWEN

I’ve been following this discussion with

great interest and it really brings us back to um, the previous
presentation where clearly the notion of centres of excellence in the
management care industry and the health ca re industry is absolutely
going to be the way to go. And the previous presenters are going to
be but one of a number of centres of excellence that is emerging in
the health care place in South Africa and that is clearly the
10

direction that we want to go an d to some extent that answers some
of the questions that you have raised.

However, um, I think that

the problem that we are all sitting with is that there is potentially
ethical problems and legal ramifications to publishing the data that
we would all lik e to see published in order that we could channel
far more aggressively our members to health care providers who are
without a doubt providing cost effective and quality outcome care.
20

So there is no doubt from a philosophical point of view that we
would like to do that.

I think that the concern really lies around

the legal ramifications and I am certainly no expert in this area and
potentially a fairly significant back lash in terms of an ethical kind
of approach that may be adopted by service providers.

So it is a
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very complex and a difficult kind of a situation but ultimately there
is no doubt in my mind whatsoever that there needs to be almost an
industry based approach to this issue whereby non cost effective
health service providers, those that are n ot providing the necessary
outcomes who are wasting money one needs to be, if one could
choose a term sidelined in favour of those who are providing the
right results at a cost effective price.
10

CHAIRPERSON I think that the issue is not so much sidelining t hem
but it is about protecting your members from being exposed to a
service that is not the kind of service that a medical doctor or any
service provider is required to provide. That is the thing.
MR RODNEY COWEN I absolutely agree with you.
PROFESSOR SHARON FONN Um, talking about service to your
members in a different light. Your Board, how are they elected and

20

participation at your AGM, you mentioned a little earlier about
member apathy, I am not sure if you were talking about them
checking their bills .

But I am curious to know about your Board,

how they are elected, who comes to your AGM’s and whose
interests are they representing besides themselves and individuals.
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And after that your independent members, how do they get to be
there on the various s ub committees?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS If you would allow me a little bit
of freedom, um, firstly, we follow very much as a practice that this
inquiry would follow.

We have AGM’s all over the country.

If I

comment on some of the places that we have done t he last six,
seven or eight years, Nelspruit, Polokwane, Rustenberg, Midrand,
10

Kimberly, Bloemfontein, Cape Town and that is just off the top of
my head.

We spend over two million rand whenever we have an

AGM and that is mostly to communicate to members, s o we will put
it into most of the national newspapers, specifically in the area that
we are having the meeting and in the local newspapers as well. We
communicate in the medium that takes preference to our members
whether it is email or sms. We send, in any event, sms reminders,
20

um, the bodies are purely elected by members so there is not
employer representative, and it is elected by members. Um, at the
moment we have a Chairperson that is a medical doctor, um; we
have an Advocate on the Board, a Charter ed Accountant, and one or
two business persons. A nurse in the public health sector and two
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other people that I would say that are not necessary specifically
related to a senior position or something but that is the composition
of the Board.
PROFESSOR

SHA RON

FONN

Sorry

and

the

independent

members?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Currently we do not have any
independent members on the Board.
10

We only have elected

members. We do however have independent members on all of our
sub committees. What we do is we approac h normally the institute
of directors for CV’s and then we approach people with very
specific skills to come and serve on the Remco or on the investment
committee or whatever that we find at the institution of directors.
PROFESSOR SHARON FONN Um, there have been some rumours
about kickbacks particularly being paid to unions, in fact I

20

remember

at

one

mentioning this.

point

that

even

the

union

members

were

I stand to be corrected.

Between brokers and

union officials in terms of influencing.

Now would that be

corporate brokers or the individual brokers, have you heard about it
at all and is there any credence to be given to this?
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MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Professor, I am not sure to what
these kickbacks refer to. Can you perhaps just elaborate on that or
just to give me some kind of indication?
PROFESSOR

SHARON

FONN

Um,

to

be

honest

I

didn’t

understand it myself but it appeared to be in relation to bringing
unions onto um, medical aids and it is not necessarily Bonnitas
necessarily.
10

I just know that you do have a lot of unionised

members and so it seems a good opportunity to ask the question.
Are you aware of that? Does your administrator pay or I know that
you put it in your submission as well and the everyone knows this
that a portion of the fees that me mbers pay goes to brokers? Now,
in addition to that does any money go to brokers and does it go
through you or does it go through your administrators?

And to

your knowledge are there any kickbacks in terms of bringing in
20

groups of members?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, not to our knowledge other
than the 3% commission which we are obliged to pay by law. Um,
what I would like to make a reference to is that I am aware that
there are often rumours about this. One of the difficulties that the
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Act provides is t hat it acknowledges the member to elect a broker
and then in the absence of the member where the employer is
indicated either by the employment contract or maybe appointed by
the employees or whatever, they can also appoint the broker and
we’ve often had d iscussions with unions that are frustrated that
they are not acknowledged as an entity to participate actively on
behalf of its members which schemes should be in their baskets or
10

not. So they see, and I am not their messenger but I am trying to
respond in the same kind of area to where we are going with this,
which

is

the

union,

would

like

to

have

a

bigger

say

and

participation on who the schemes are in their basket and also who
should be the broker. And I think that this should relate to that as
they often illustrate this frustration to us, why are they as a union
are not recognised as such on the same level as the employer. So in
20

the absence of the member they actively take the opportunity to
appoint a broker that is always the relationship in the prim ary. In
the absence of that often the employer will step forward and
negotiate these kinds of things and the unions feel that they should
be doing these kinds of things.
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PROFESSOR SHARON FONN Thank you that is helpful.

Um, I

want to go to your slide wher e you talk about your PMB costs and
you show them increasing over the years.

Um, could this, is it

possible that this instead of representing PMB costs, absolute,
represents a learning on your part to recognise and pay our PMB’s
or a recognition on the pa rt of consumers that PMB’s exist and then
demand payouts rather than real PMB costs. One of the things that
10

we are hearing from the consumers is that it is merely a fight with
their schemes or through the administrators to get paid out for the
PMB’s that are legitimate and that over time the administrators
have improved their systems and in fact what we are seeing here is
that you should have been paying this all along, but you weren’t.
Is that a possible interpretation here as well?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENI S Absolutely Professor, I think it is

20

a number of dynamics of which you pointed out to the one that the
consumers are most aware.

And secondly that we are more

familiarised with exactly what is intended by PMB’s. What I think
we tried to illustrate with the slide, if you will allow me this one
remark as part of my response, is that as you can see there is a
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growing curve on the hospital cost, clearly, and whether it is a
combination of all these dynamics or not. What one cannot escape
is that if I do an over simplified calculation, and please forgive me
as I am doing it as an example, if the industry has more or less a
130 billion rand turnover per annum and if anything in the region is
30 to 40% is the hospital cost, that means we are talking about
roughly 45 to 50 billion rand, and if that is true in a population of
10

50 million people. You’ve got 8 million people covered lives, but
per annum only 2 million used that benefit and for us to pay 50
billion rand, close by for 2 million patients is just not s ustainable.
So I am actually totally agreeing with you about the PMB’s but it is
not sustainable going forward.
PROFESSOR SHARON FONN The hospitalization isn’t doesn’t
this scheme format what your options allow. I mean is it possible

20

that there is lack of motivation in terms of the offerings that are
provided that in fact push hospitalization?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS I have to agree with you once
again Professor, um, there is huge room for us to, I think that the
funders, including ourselves have become ver y defensive around
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PMB’s rather to see it as an opportunity of rather to come up with
how to make the cost more affordable per event as opposed to try
and define the event and what can be related to find ways around it.
We should rather look at innovation , definitely.
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Maybe just to add what my colleague has
just said. The problem with the PMB’s is often the definition of it
according to the regulator whereby they say that you must pay the
10

PMB’s on invoice and where it says immediately whe n you do that
I can think back on the years when I was a GP and that was just an
open cheque book because some colleagues would actually plan
their holiday trips on the visit of ten or so patients because they
know that by saying in an invoice of so much I will be able to
afford a trip to Brazil. So that is the problem that we have with the
PMB’s so with the proper regulation and the proper explanation, it

20

can be able to be dealt with appropriately. And the member which
is the one that is the most vulnera ble will actually get the best
value out of their rand.
PROFESSOR SHARON FONN

Um, just in relation to your

relationship with your administrator, um, how do you, has there
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ever been an opportunity where there has been a saving and that
saving, how does it g et passed onto you by your administrator. So
you engage on a series of, I mean, has there never been a saving in
this industry or has there never been a saving? If there has never
been a saving for your members, that seems to me to be a problem
and questions why you would stick to a particular regulator and
why you are not jumping up and down or getting worried about
10

your managed care options.

And if there has been a saving how

does that get passed on to the members?

Has there ever been a

decrease in the contribution of the members or stabilization and not
an increase?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, I think that we have to be
frank in that there has never been a decrease in the administration
fees. What we use in that case is that technology has been driven
20

and is coming in at a lower cost than inflation. The short answer is
no and that is often we find that there is more technology being
used and more resources, but not a decrease.
PROFESSOR SHARON FONN Does that worry you?

I mean,

shouldn’t, I am a membe r of a medical scheme, and shouldn’t I be
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worried that my medical scheme isn’t doing something about the
fact that I must sit back and expect the increases year in and year
out forever and ever?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Professor, it is a concern, um, the
absent of alternatives is the most likely the biggest concern for us.
To find alternatives, or to get to a point that we can actually
negotiate that down, as these things are commercial relationships,
10

but it is a concern, definitely.
PROFESSOR SHARON FONN When some of the solutions could
lie in the scheme investing in a dedicated service. You could own a
pathology lad and send through all your blood tests. Why haven’t
you ever done that?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS I think the difficulty in these
kinds of things is usually geographical as we are a national based

20

scheme and it makes it difficult in balancing but it does not mean
that we cannot do it, as I referred earlier on, we had some
shareholding on some clinics and we are currently shareholding in
the Louis Pastel Hospital in Pretoria. We don’t ever find exactly a
good concentration of feed.

I would like to think; in my humble
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opinion that there is a step between before we get to that. And that
is as we as an industry not allow but encourage to use our res erves
as investments in the health care industry in this country as
opposed to investing it in the Johannesburg stock exchange in
bonds and equities. I am not saying that that is not good returns; I
am saying that if we want to persist with the NHI or cre ating the
necessary facilities that we need, I think that we should be allowed.
10

Our difficulty is that the current way that these regulations are
drafted I am strictly speaking am not allowed to buy shares that are
in health care because of the conflict t hat it may have in my
commercial relationship and I would like to see maybe that will
allow more than one scheme or schemes to come up with such
innovations

that

you

are

referring

to

which

is

a

bit

more

challenging if you are doing it on your own and you a re a national
20

footprint.
CHAIRPERSON I understand that you are anxious to complete your
presentation but there is a matter that I would like to mention
which relates to presenters that will be coming after you.

I just

want to find out from them whether or not they will be able to make
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it here this afternoon. Could you grant me the indulgence to speak
to them at the moment?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Yes, sure Mr Chairperson.
CHAIRPERSON Could I have the representative of the Chiropractic
Association of South Africa come forward? Can you be next to the
microphone please?
UNKNOWN VOICE Thank you Judge.
10

CHAIRPERSON Now, I was made to understand that you have a
flight that leaves at 6 o’clock this evening, is that right?
UNKNOWN VOICE That was right Mr Chairman but w e have made
tentative arrangements that we can leave at 10 o’clock tonight, I
hope that that suites you?
CHAIRPERSON Thank you for your generosity. I think that we may
have to take a lunch adjournment at this stage, if that is convenient

20

for you and when we come back my two colleagues will then
finalise their engagement with you.

Will that be convenient for

you?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Yes, sure Mr Chairperson.
CHAIRPERSON Thank you.
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[END OF RECORDED PROCEEDINGS2:05]
DR LUNGISWA NKONKI

Medscheme presented an o rganogram

um that hit on top of afro centric and then Medscheme, I think that
Professor Fonn has already asked about Bonnitas, I mean I am
interested in the relationship that you have with, um, pharmacy
direct, which also was shown in that organogram.
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, I may speak up in correction
10

but I think that that contract started in 2004, um; it is a contract
that was long put into place before the afro centric stable. I think
that it became, last year, part of the afro centric stable. It ’s one of
the chronic providers, well by the far the largest one that we use
for our members, um, and we have a dispensation that is in place
since 2004 which translates roughly to, um, the old ration of 20/20.
I don’t know if you recall that R26 or 26% d ispensing fee and, uh,

20

what we got from volumes and stuff is 20/20 and we haven’t got a
similar one as yet that is that competitive or aggressive.
DR LUNGISWA NKONKI Um, still on the relationship on, um,
managed

care,

so

you

have

a

relationship

with,

you

know,

Medscheme, do you then have other, what other manage care
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services are managed by Medscheme and do you contract with other
manage care companies that offer the same services as Medscheme?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Yes we do have other manage care.

For

example there is an entity called the Centre for Diabetes and
Chronology that manages our diabetic patients and also there is
another manage care organisation that we utilize in the scheme.
DR LUNGISWA NKONKI So the question that I am getting to is
10

would you switch from Medscheme to other competitors that offer
the same service?

If you do, how often do you review what they

provide to you, in terms of managed care services that are in the
market?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, maybe if I can respond that is
it an ongoing process that also provides part of our governance
process, and specifically with Medscheme I think that of the
20

acceptation of that one entity, which the Professor already asked
questions about, we have already read all the contracts and new
ones have been concluded, um, this one as I indicated earlier on
that it is also for us a problem and it has not as yet been finalised.
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DR LUNGISWA NKONKI Um, now I want to go back to the issue
of brokers.

During the presentation you mentioned that you have

brokers that are working with unions and in the mining industry, so
are these brokers dedicated to Bonnitas or do they sell other
medical schemes as well?

What sort of relationship do you have

with those brokers?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, they are what we r efer to as
10

network brokers.

They would render maybe two or three schemes

at the most in their product range in their basket.

Um, of which

Bonnitas is most prominently there in many cases.

If you will

allow me as part of as to articulate I think that the question that the
Professor asked earlier on is, we were recently involved in part of a
court case between these two network brokers where the union um,
claimed that they have appointed the broker, Broker A, let’s call
20

him that for the moment, and we had to honour that, and there was
a provisional judgement that we have to keep on paying this broker,
um, in the same case Broker B claimed that he renders the service
by appointment of the Employer, and not the union.

Um, and

eventually the provisional judge ment was rescind and Broker B got
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the business, and this is where we find that it is very difficult,
where the union sees themselves as a stadium for these employees
within the employer, but they have no specific say. We even had a
case fairly recently, a s I said up till recently it was upheld to pay
Broker A, the later judgment says pay Broker B and we as a scheme
sit in the middle because we don’t appoint brokers or, yeah, the
broker brings the member.
10

DR LUNGISWA NKONKI Um, in one of your responses to
Professor Fonn on how board members are elected you explained
that you even go to different provinces.

We have heard in, um,

other hearings that we have heard that the attendances in the annual
meetings are often poor. So I would like to know that if that is the
case for Bonnitas?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Yes we do also have those similar problems
20

that the other schemes have. I mean an example I would say is that
we spend close to R2.5 million on having an AGM and it is like we
are sort of using websites and all sorts of communications but
unfortunately we find that the attendance to these AGM’s is quite
poor. I can relate you to a problem that we had, we arranged on in
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the Free State and then we had to postpone it because we could not
form a quorum and then we h ad to resume the same process again
and do it a week later.

So it is still a challenge and we do try to

communicate as much as we can, updating the emails and cell
phones, but we still got that challenge of getting the members to
attend those AGM’s.
DR LUNGISWA NKONKI So then do you have any idea what is the
10

proportion of proxy votes that you have during your AGM’s? The
numbers of members that send proxies against that of the members
that is actually there?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, it is quite a high pe rcentage,
the proxies. I think if I have to guess, and again that information is
available, maybe I must just point out that whenever we have
elections we appoint an independent electoral, we have used PWC

20

for the past two elections and then as an oversig ht we appoint a set
of auditors that will oversee their work. So it is being part of the
gate keeping process and they will normally issue us with a report
and say that there were so many people present, so many were
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proxies, so many were spoilt ballots, a nd so on, so that is available,
but it is a high percentage.
DR LUNGISWA NKONKI So then do you, um, ever have, how
prevalent is it having brokers as proxy?

Are ever brokers

appointed as proxies?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, that would be very difficult
for us to determine if the question is, um, are there brokers that
10

carry proxies and go and vote on behalf of members, that I don’t
have but I am sure that we can obtain that.
experience that that is normally the case.

But it is not our
It normally is the

members that carry the proxies. Maybe I should also just point out
that we are looking at our rules at the moment, to find a way that
the members can vote directly.

Our rules at the moment say that

somebody can come and vote on your behalf, but there is a
20

possibility that in the near future we will revisit those rules so that
the member can vote for whoever he or she would want to.
DR LUNGISWA NKONKI But it is not part of your report that you
referred to now from PWC, it is not something that concerned yo u
in the past?
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MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS No it has not up to this point.
DR LUNGISWA NKONKI Um, my next set of questions are set
around P&B’s. You showed slides showing the increased claims on
P&B’s. Now during the first week we had Miss Angela Rusa come
to present her experience and we have had other members of
medical schemes who came to talk and, um, explained
difficulties that they had claiming for, um, P&B’s.
10

the

One of the

issues that was highlighted is, um, where the, how the P&B’s are
paid for.

So, are they paid for as a P&B or are they paid for by

other baskets.

So, I would have liked to have seen in your

presentation, um, an indication of where you are paying these
P&B’s, from what basket of funding? So can you talk to that?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA As part of the rules of the P&B’s in terms
of a P&B that is authentic and legitimate, we actually pay it out of
20

risk, and we don’t pay it out of savings.
DR LUNGISWA NKONKI Um, my final question is around, um, the
strong

network

you

have

with

General

Practit ioners.

You

mentioned on your slide that you have around 6 200 General
Practitioners and are you able to talk to how you established these
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networks? You talked about how you access their quality and that
you have reimbursement models that are based on pe rformance.
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Well, um, the network that we actually
created by interacting with the various IPA’s and go and explain
our strategies to them, why we actually require an IPA.

Like I

mentioned that we have an IPA foundation that we got that ac tually
represents all the doctors and it is at these various IPA’s that we
10

started recruiting the GP’s to sign the contract into the IPA’s and
we explained the advantages of being on them. On our GP network,
to be able to get onto our GP up skilling and t o be able to be
ingrained as a GP and to be able to have access to the protocols
that we offer. And those are some of the incentives that we give to
the GP’s and in that way we are able to give, to get them into our
network.

20

DR LUNGISWA NKONKI Um, thank you, I just remembered one
more question around PMB’s.
different options.

You have quite a number of

I couldn’t quite work out, you have an option

that is, um, P&B only?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS No we don’t.
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DR LUNGISWA NKONKI Um, do you, would you be in su pport of
such an option, there was a bank here on Tuesday or Wednesday
and, um, they have introduced one of those options and I would just
like to get your views about the P&B only option?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, doctor, I think that one of
those entiti es are worried that we can get confused. If you ask us if
we are in support of a low cost option that may not include all of
10

the P&B’s or in which case the level of care that is expected, most
definitely, we would like to see more people covered.

If the

question is do we believe that a P&B option is the right way for a
scheme just as an option, the answer would be no, because that
would go against preventative and primary health care to a large
degree and we don’t.

So we don’t want to be caught, we would

prefer to, if there is relaxation that we can bring in a low cost
20

option, we would definitely participate as a lot of our market
require that, or would like to have that and need it. Um, if it is just
to see if how best we can price it and therefore only cover P&B’s
we would be worried that there is no real preventative or primary
care in it to make it efficient at least.
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DR LUNGISWA NKONKI Um, just on the topic of options, how do
you compete with other open medical schemes?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, I think in my presentation I
tried to allude to it. I think the only real comparison is that of the
contribution levels that are all expensive, to be quite honest. Um,
but we try to provide options for everybody, and that is why the
standard and primary are for families.
10

Families with acute

incidents of broken arms, colds and this and that and that is why we
have extensive day to day benefits and it has by the far the biggest
benefits and it is still more a traditional scheme than those with a
savings account. We have three savings account options and some
of it is by corporate demand, I almost want to use the term, as we
go to a corporate and we can almost provide a good cover for 90 or
95% of their employees but you don’t provide for the top head of

20

these benefits and there are very comprehensive benefits and the
decision makers are a bit reluctant to include it in their baskets.
Um, and then we have a capitation option where we try and get as
much

value

for

as

little

as

possible

contribution

contribution is also income based as the Act allows.

and

that

So it goes
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without saying.

But the sad part is and we see it often in the

industry is that these very comprehensive, top heavy options are
often the ones that need subsidy from the other options because w e
still make losses because of pricing and that being the case, it is
absolute the opposite to what should happen so we actually
unintended subsidation for the people that can afford it as to
subsidise the low cost option.
10

DR LUNGISWA NKONKI Um, are your options subjected to
subscriber networks, or?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS They are but they are very limited
in the networks to which they are subjected. Like ICPS and things
like this but it is very limited to be very honest.
DR LUNGISWA NKONKI Thank you.
DRS CEES VAN GENT Good afternoon Gentleman.

20

I have to

speak into the speaker I hear, and I will try to do that. I would like
to talk to you about risk ensure and decapivation system.

I read

your written submission you were quite positive about these types
of contracts and I would like to know a little bit more about it.
First of all I want to read something as there is one phrase that I
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don’t understand.

“The purpose of risk transfer arrangement is to

limit or cap the exposure of the scheme to avoid runa way costs.
Arrangements of this nature allow costs to become somewhat
contained within a sector of the health care industry through the
creation of specialised networks. Be that as it may it the economic
benefits

and such arrangement must be weighed agai nst the

competitor structure.” Are you referring to the exclusive nature of
10

these networks, the anti competitive nature, sorry, ...

MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, I am not sure that I follow,
um, exactly doctor, what we try to demonstrate that over time that
increases have been quite significantly lower than what is being
referred to in this country as health care inflation, however, at the
same time a dentist in a particular instant will receive a higher
20

increase from this risk arrangement so we were able to contain that.
DRS CEES VAN GENT Included from your own submissions this
sentence; be that as it may the economic benefits must be weighted
against their potentially anti competitive structure.
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, I ...
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CHAIRPERSON Make mention of the specific page that you have
asked your question from.
DRS CEES VAN GENT It is paragraph 2.3 of your written
submission.
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS I think that there is a degree of
anti competitiveness that can keep in and that is what we are
alluded to there.
10

We are aware that it can include and exclude

some providers.
DRS CEES VAN GENT Right, let’s move on because that is not the
main point that I want to discuss with you. Um, so Bonnitas uses
capitational risk transfer contracts extensively, isn’t it? How many
of these contracts do you have?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS I can quickly think of at least
four.

20

DRS CEES VAN GENT Can you give an example?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, there’s optical which is with
a company called Izalizu. There is dental which is with a company
called Denis and there’s diabetics program that is with CDE and
then also the ambulance services which are with ER24.
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DRS CEES VAN GENT How would you um, define a risk transfer
contract? And how would you distinguish that from a reassurance
contract?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, I think that a risk transfer
agreement is where we agree on a service and a price to be
delivered and that is irrespective of which entity makes a loss or
profit or whatever, is part of that arrangement.
10

Where is a

reinsurance would only kick in at a point in time whether it is top
loss or whether it is a fuller reinsurance arrangement but where a
third party will attract the full loss or profit over a period of time.
DRS CEES VAN GENT So, so in my words, if you reass ure then
the other party bears the financial risk.

You don’t have any

financial risk anymore, you just agree on the price you pay and the
other party bears the financial risk. Whereas in a risk transfer you
20

potentially both still bear some risk, you just split the risk?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS That is correct.
DRS CEES VAN GENT Can we go to Denis?

You know that we

have been provided with some evidence on how Denis works from
the prospective of, uh, dentists provided the evidence to us. So you
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qualify the Denis contract between you Denis.

Denis is a manage

care organization, isn’t it?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS That is correct.
DRS CEES VAN GENT So you qualify the contact as a risk
transfer. What is the risk for Denis?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, we agree on a specific price
for the service deliver that is defined in our service structure for
10

our members and that um, in the case that it is below that they
would make a profit and in the case that it is above that, they will
take the risk, um, and they will make a loss in that specific period
of that contract.
DRS CEES VAN GENT So we were provided, and it is not
necessary to repeat the exact figures, as I am not sure that that is
exactly confidential but we were provided with submission where

20

let’s say that the contract between you and Denis was 100 plus
many scare fees 25% which is 125 and then further down the line
Denis contracts with individual dentists on a FIFA service basis,
lowers the tariffs of the dentist and we are talking about the DPA,
so this network of 400 predominantly black dentists working in
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townships and in rural areas, Soweto and other areas.

So that the

risk that Denis took upon it was transferred to the dentists
completely. Unless, you tell me of course that the performance of
the dentist and the service, because you say that it is for a
particular service, is monitored.

Is the service monitored and not

just in this contract?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS It is monitored in the sense of the
10

various operational factors as well as members compl aints are used
to determine the satisfaction of members at the end of the day.
Um, I cannot honestly speak to the content of um, the contract
between Denis and its dentists but what I can confirm for instance,
for us the contract between us and Denis is o ne that we, they are
not allowed to balance bill the members for serviced received under
that benefit.

20

DRS CEES VAN GENT No, that was not my question, the point
that I made and I am sure that you have seen the submission of the
DPA. The point that was made under question of the Judge you
know well was that, um, after the contract was finalised between
you and Denis and Denis had translated that contract into its terms
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and conditions for these dentists. The dentists were first of all in
no position to negot iate, leave it or take it.

It is Gems and its

Bonnitas and there is no other insurance for us that can sustain our
practices. So we just have to translate whatever tariffs we get into
service and if we get worse conditions we can’t accommodate it
ourselves and it will be translated into worse service and they
assure us that this is service on the question of the Judge. Can you
10

now still provide decent service to the people that you serve? And
the the answer was NO and in capital letters. They said that they
can’t provide service to the small children anymore and they can’t
do anything towards prevention.

We have to cut back on our

service levels, uh, and so they were quite desperate actually in their
answers. Can you comment on that?
MR GERHARD VAN IM MENIS I can’t really comment on the
20

contract between the dentist and Denis.

As I said at best I can

comment to the extent that we look at our members who are
satisfied with their dental benefits that they receive within the said
structure.
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DRS

CEES

VAN

GE NT

Aren’t

these

contracts

also

your

responsibility? These are your beneficiaries, aren’t they?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Well, I am not sure because,
would that imply for instance that we should have the inside
between the hospitals and the doctors, I am no t sure as I said we
test it with the members and if they are satisfied then we do
surveys on those basis.
10

DRS CEES VAN GENT So what you tell us is that you do service
also amongst the members of the DPA and you can provide us with
surveys and with evidence that the quality and service has not
deteriorated by way of this type of contract.
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS No, I did not say that with the
DPA specifically, whatever, what I am referring to is that we do
surveys on the member’s satisfaction and in general on the different

20

benefits and on that we come to some feedback on conclusions.
DRS CEES VAN GENT Would it be an idea because this topic has
been raised in public and I think that it has raised some concerns
with me, and I can speak for my colleagues and it has raised some
concerns. It is not about this isolated case it is about how do these
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types

of

contracts

get

monitored,

because

you

talked

about

empowering your patient and it sounds more like impoverishing the
patient, your beneficiary instead of empowe ring it. If this type of
contract is not monitored, uh, properly.
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS I can confirm that it definitely
concerns us, subsequent to becoming aware of that we have
engaged Denis and also with the DPA, we are actually waiting for
10

them to have a meeting and we are actually engaging as well to
have a much better understanding about what is the second layer of
this contract that we have.
CHAIRPERSON Are

you

suggesting

that

the

matter

is

being

investigated by yourself?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS It is receiving the attention Judge.
CHAIRPERSON Would you be prepared to share with us the results
20

of your investigation?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS We will do, certainly.
CHAIRPERSON Thank you.
DRS CEES VAN GENT Thank you. You are aware that we asked
the same question to CMS’s to see where there responsibility is
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with respect to the type of managed care contracts that are being
negotiated between schemes and manage care organizations.

Um,

in their answer to me in my question, if I can remember correctly,
is that we can find out if a manage care organization is, you know,
a proper organization that is, you know, that deserves a licence.
But that we cannot look into the specifics of the contract. Uh, we
just don’t’ have the staff, they commented.
10

Can you c omment on

that?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, I would be very much
surprised, I am quite familiar with the accreditation of any manage
care organization which has been obviously accredited with CMS
and there are very rigid ways of looking into it.

We have be en

approached as a client on other manage care organizations, um, to
check with us as the client, or the scheme representing the client
20

whether we are happy and are there reports deliver and are there
any evident of that and I would be quite surprised if t hat is the
case. But yeah, I think that there is definitely a failure here and we
will look into it.
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DRS CEES VAN GENT Thank you very much. Um, so a number of
your plans make extensive use of capitation systems or are all of
your plans capitation systems ?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS No, it is not all of our plans. It is
a number of them.
DRS CEES VAN GENT How do they do actually speaking, the
plans in which you use capitation systems and which you use the
10

transfer of risks, how do they do economically, do the y profit or
surplus or do they bleed money out of the scheme?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS In general, they bleed money, um,
but it is more the membership profile that often are a main cause
for this.
DRS CEES VAN GENT Aren’t these profiles covered in the type o f
contract that you chose, I mean if you close up a contract with the

20

manage care organization that is on the profile of the population,
isn’t it?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Yeah, what we unfortunately saw
in Bonnitas specifically and I am referring to one of our options is
that although we have a very low pension within Bonnitas, I think
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that it is below 7 or 8% of our population is pensioners. We do see
a higher rate of pensioners buying down into that option, um, and
we’ve extensively done income verificati on and income audits on
direct paying members in those options because we are of the belief
that it is people that should not be on those options if it is income
based and they do go there and their pay patters are much higher
for instance than a corporate .
10

DRS CEES VAN GENT So it has actually nothing to do with the
failure or success of the type of the capitation contract that the
specific plan is bleeding out of the scheme?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Doctor I can’t disclude it entirely
because that would be a n over simplication, but what I can tell you
is that in our actuarial analysis we can see that there is a high
concentration of pensioners that buy down because that is what

20

they can afford, it is difficult for us to verify their income and that
they have claimed three times more than any other member in that
option.
DRS CEES VAN GENT I can’t verify that from this play and that
either we have to speculate and I won’t do that. Is that also part of
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the explanation for part of your reserves going down from 45 to
25%?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, partly yes, because that
option is um, being making losses for the last three for four years
so it has made some impact there.

But as I also stated that we

deliberately priced our contributions at a level where we don’t
build up reserves and we bring down some reserves by passing it on
10

to members.
DRS CEES VAN GENT Thank you very much.
CHAIRPERSON Are there any concerns that you have concerning the
regulator framework that regulates medical schemes that you would
like to draw to our attention?

MR BOBBY RAMASIA Yes Chairperson. I think one of the major
20

ones that we have already pointed out before is with regard to the
P&B issues and then also I think in terms of the regulatory
impediment.

With regard to the young and un employed, not the

young and employed but do not have actually the ability to join a
health care scheme because you see in terms of those people the
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contribution is a great percent and we feel the abandonment of
having a low cost option or a low income medi cal scheme. It was
an opportunity that was lost and I think if it can be revisited it may
make a great difference in making a medical scheme sustainable.
CHAIRPERSON So, how would one address the issue of the young
and unemployed? From a medical scheme’s point of view?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA I believe that opportunity of introducing a
10

low cost option that would have attracted the young and employed
to start and join that group of people that are in a medical scheme
because I think that there was supposed to be a mandatory
requirements by the employers that their employees get cover from
one scheme in one way or another. I think that if it can be able to
employ that sort of regulatory requirement it will surely assist a
lot, but more than that I think also the q uestion of the lost

20

opportunity of getting the risk equalization fund to be implemented.
I think that that could actually have gone a long way in insuring
that we can balance because the medical scheme is more about
solidarity and that the young will be a ble to subsidize the older
people and then the ones that are healthy can subsidize.

Then as
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they push along to an advanced age then those ones that are joining
will make the funds able to be sustainable.
CHAIRPERSON The low cost option that you are talkin g about. How
would that operate?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Judge, I think what we envisage is
that we can provide affordable cover on a primary level at least.
Um, which in itself will improve the quality of life of a lot of
10

people and that it is also incom e based.

And what I mean by

income based is anybody that has an income from R500 to R700
and that we can then provide some primary benefits essential
primary benefits to the costs of R150 to R170 and often those
people cannot even afford it themselves but they are normally in a
support structure where they can afford the R170, or whatever the
case may be.
20

CHAIRPERSON What would be the sort of, uh, minimum premium?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS As I have indicated what our
actuarial cost indicated is that it could be around R150 for some
substantive primary benefits.
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CHAIRPERSON But this is of course on the assumption of an
unemployed person who has a R150 would prefer to pay for a
medical aid scheme rather than getting food?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Most certainly as I indicated
earlier that I don’t think that we are in a position to determine the
social priorities of the country this should happen elsewhere.

I

think that what we have done, or what we have tried to say is that
10

we have done some research on it to see what is feasible and what
can we provide.

But I can agree with you in that there are more

people that have more basic needs than to afford a R150.
CHAIRPERSON You have by far the largest black membership in
your scheme, is that right, about 62%?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS I think that it is 67 or 68% if I
recall correctly.
20

CHAIRPERSON In terms of the income, what is the income bracket
for these members?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, Judge, maybe I should have
eluded in my earlier presentation to that as well.

Um, when I

talked about the tax relief and I think that one of the things we
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would

like

to

see

is

those

low

income

people

get

more

encouragement from a tax relief, and I want to qualify again until
such a time as national health insurance NHI in place, be cause I
still believe that it won’t be sustainable for a long period in the
private practice.

The other thing that plays a dynamic is that our

members often as we have indicated falls into this M1 -5 but very
few of them participate in the LSM 1 -5, exactly because you
10

pointed out that there is other needs that they need.

But what we

do find, and I am referring to employers like Eskom and the local
authorities and stuff is that they still pay a subsidy, as much as a
housing

subsidy,

they

still

make

66%

and

sometimes

50%

contribution to someone’s medical aid and that encourage people to
take up the medical aid, as most of the pure private enterprises, um,
prefer to go onto the cost to company basis and this refers to where
20

the members are solely responsible t o decide on this disposable
income.
CHAIRPERSON Is there anything, oh, can I ask you this question.
Medical

schemes

invariably

set

aside

different

amounts

for
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different

things,

i.e.

dentist

R6000,

physiotherapy

R20 000,

accidental injury R1 million. Does Bonnitas do that as well?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Correct, yes, it is part of our benefit
structure which gives us the kind of demarcations on the facilities
that you get.
CHAIRPERSON If I do not use physiotherapy funds, can I have that
transferred to those that are exhausted?
10

MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, it depends on the specific
plan but if you refer to day to day benefits where we do risk cross
ups analysation the answer is no Sir.
CHAIRPERSON Well, let’s give you another example, let’s assume
for one moment th at I have exhausted my chronic medication as
early

as

July.

For

the

past

five

years

I

have

never

used

physiotherapy, why can’t I use that to subsidize my chronic illness
20

fund?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Chair the actuarial model that we
use to determine the pr ice of the contribution work on assumptions
that only a certain portion of the population will use that specific
benefit so it is not possible to transfer it across from one to another
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unless we are referring to a savings account option where the
savings account remains yours which is unused.
CHAIRPERSON I understand. We’ve been told, and I think that you
may be aware of this.

There are situations where a member for

example will exhaust his or her funding but still needs further
treatment but because the funds are exhausted the medical aid
stops.
10

And the effect of that if he happens to be at a private

facility he or she has to leave and go to a public institution for
further treatment. You are aware of that? You are?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA We are.
CHAIRPERSON Does it occur with your scheme?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Well in case of Bonnitas I know of some of
the cases that we have gone through you will find that those
circumstances when the funds are exhausted we then refer the

20

matter to the ex ratio fund whereby we can be able to deal with that
vulnerable person in that situation of need.
CHAIRPERSON Does it happen for example that you will have a
member who has been a member with you for 15 years or since you
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have been established and he has never used funds allocated for
stuff or certainly less, does it ever occur?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Judge, it would be very dangerous
to say that um, it does not occur. To my knowledge I am not aware
of such instances. I think what Dr Ramasis is trying to articulate is
that we deliberately have a budget for our ex gratia fund where
people would run out of benefits and we know that they need it
10

clinically they need those benefits and without compromising us
legally that we create a precedent for other people whatever, we are
allowed to make a grant to those people and we do.

So I am not

aware that I can say we’ve transferred people out of a hospital to a
public hospital or that we would in the logic of clinical treatment
deny benefits and we will in any event pick up downstream costs
because hospitalization is 95, 99% PMB’s and we have to pay it.
20

CHAIRPERSON You, as the member, don’t even get a bonus for that?
For unused funds.
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Unfortunately in terms of the schemes rules
it does not allow to give bonus to those kinds of members.
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CHAIRPERSON Additional points perhaps you could use for other
funds?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Well, if you referring, if the question is
referring to a loyalty program or something of that nature, currently
as Bonnitas is trying or going through an in teraction with a service
provider to introduce a loyalty program to address those kinds of
needs.
10

But those points will actually be confined to health care

related too so we can actually have a healthy member.
CHAIRPERSON I just want to make sure that I u nderstand Bonnitas
stand on the P&B’s. I understood you Dr Ramasia to say that there
is no objection to the P&B’s in principal the problem is how to
manage them. Did I understand you correctly?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Correct Chairperson.
CHAIRPERSON On the other hand, you seem to suggest that it just is

20

not sustainable, is that right?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Judge I was referring on a, um, on
a macro level that I don’t think that it is sustainable to treat two
million people in this country in the private hosp itals and there is a
lot to be desired out there that is not attended to.

So I am rather
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saying that I cannot see this industry on its current course be
sustainable going forward.
CHAIRPERSON You do not object to the principal of prescribed
minimal benefits?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS No I don’t, I believe that if the
services could be rendered at a lower price rather.
CHAIRPERSON What sort of improvements do you think ought to be
10

made to make it sustainable?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, Judge I need to give you my
personal view because I have not clarified this, but my personal
view is for a very good example is that I don’t understand why in
this country that we only have five star hospitals.

Why are there

not, what I would like to refer to as three star hospi tals or what the
specialists refer to as the minimum conditions. Why can’t we have
20

the minimum conditions that are required to treat a patient properly
and in a humane way as opposed to having a T.V. in a private room
and this and that? So I fail to unde rstand some of these things.
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CHAIRPERSON Gentlemen is there anything else that you would like
to add to the report that you have presented to us. Professor Fonn
has just one question to ask.
PROFESSOR

FONN

Um,

I

just

wanted

to

know

in

your

presentation yo u monitored to us your claims, but to what extent,
so you managed your claims, your claims are going down in
relation to things and your risk transfer, but to what extent are you
10

monitoring or do you know um, whether you have not transferred a
risk to the members, in terms of them having a greater out of
pocket experiences?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Um, I need to answer you in the
sense of, no, I think that in most of our risk transfer arrangements
requires that there can be no balance billing or co -payment by the
member at any stage so in that instance we protect the member.

20

PROFESSOR FONN But you also don’t know and then they are
rashed and they are making decision not to have care?
MR GERHARD VAN IMMENIS Correct, I don’t think there is a
way to scientificall y manage that but yeah I agree.
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CHAIRPERSON If you do not have anything else to add to what you
have presented today, is it right?
MR BOBBY RAMASIA Well I would just like to, from my side
from what we have said I would like to thank the Panel for having
given Bonnitas this opportunity which I think it will lead or trigger
to make the health care in this country to be sustainable and I hope
and wish that the Panel will be able to ensure or rather encourage
10

that the public and the private sector will be able to work together
so that they can actually benefit our most vulnerable people.
CHAIRPERSON Thank you gentlemen and thank you for your
generosity and for your willingness to stay longer than you were
willing to stay. Thank you.
End of session by Bonitas med ical fund
[END OF SESSION 55MINS]

20
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Session 3 Chiropractic Association of South Africa.
(56:45)
CHAIRPERSON Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen, welcome to
this last session of the public hearings and thank you for your
patience. We do understand that yo u have been waiting for a long
time and I also thank you for your willingness to reschedule your
flights so as to accommodate us. Now would you please indicate to
10

us who is going to lead the discussion and who the other members
of the team are?
ADVOCATE DE WET Thank you, Mr Chairman, may I reciprocate
and just by way of introduction, I am Ané de Wet, retired advocate
and retired Member of the Cape and Johannesburg Bar. I am
employed as a consultant by CASA, the Chiropractic Association of
South Africa. And on my right -hand side is the President of CASA,

20

Dr Simon Lawson. On my left -hand side is the Vice -President, Dr
Kendrah da Silva and next to the President is Dr Bridget Bromfield
who is the Secretary -General of CASA. Mr Chairman, I would like
just to enquire whether their one paragraph curriculum vitaes were
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made available to the panel.

We’ve been asked to send it and we

did send it. If not, it’s very brief, it was done a couple of days ago.
CHAIRPERSON I’m afraid not, the latest document that we ha ve
here which is dated the eighteenth of May, is from the Secretary General, Richard Brown of the World Federation of Chiropractors.
ADVOCATE DE WET Mr Chairman, this was actually sent a couple
of days prior to that. But then for the record, I have just said that
10

I’m a retired advocate and the President Dr Simon Lawson
graduated from the School of Chiropractic at the Technicon
Witwatersrand in 1999 with a Masters degree in Chiropractic.

He

completed a postgraduate MSC in Sports Medicine from Queens
Medical Centre, University of Nottingham, United Kingdom in
2005.

He’s currently serving his second term as President of the

Chiropractic Association of South Africa (CASA).
20

He is the

founding member and current Chair of ChiroSport SA and he is also
the Chair of the International Federation Commission on the
Executive Committee of the International Federation of Sports
Chiropractice (FICS). He has been in practice for seventeen years
and currently lives and works in Johannesburg.
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On my left, Dr Kendrah da Silva, the Vice-President, is a registered
chiropractor practising in Johannesburg since 1994.

She’s served

on the National Chiropractic Association of South Africa Council
since

2001

as

a

councillor,

president

and

vice -president.

Shelectures the senior c hiropractic students at the University of
Johannesburg and assists in the student clinic as a clinician. She
has been responsible for the coding structures – procedural and
10

diagnostic for the members of the association which has included
negotiations with multiple medical aids, including COID and
various other forums.
Dr

Bridget Bromfield,

the Secretary -General,

chiropractor from the Technicon Natal in 1996.
practice from 1996 until today.

graduated as

a

She is in private

She is past president and also

council member of the Chiropractic Association of South Africa.
20

She

served

on

the

Professional

Board

for

Chiropractic

and

Osteopathy at the Allied Health Professional Council. She’s a
chiropractic council member on the Allied Health Professions
Council of South Africa.

In 2016 she was appointed Secretary -
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General of the Chiropractic Association, as a matter of fact, since
the first of May, she has assumed this position.
Mr Chairman, I will just very briefly make an introductory
statement but then the main presentation will be done by the
president Dr Lawson.

And as we proceed and carry on whatever

cross questions may arise, with respect. in his discretion he may
refer it to his colleagues who are with us.
10

Mr Chairman, since we originally indicated to your Commission
that CASA as a stakeholder wanted to make written submissions
during the two years that have passed a few things have changed.
One of the most important ones being that CASA has in the
meantime accepted a new Constitution. A copy of which was also
duly filed and I don’t intend dealing with the entire Constitution
whatsoever.

20

May I ask whether that Constitution is part of the

record and has been filed?
With your permission Mr Chairman, I just wish to refer very briefly
to a few extracts from s ection 4 of the Constitution which deals
with

the

objectives

of

CASA.

The

main

objective

of

the

association is the establishment and control of a chiropractic
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professional association of health practitioners

as a separate

independent, jurisdic persona for the purposes of utilising, of
uniting members of the association as a legal entity and protecting
the integrity, nature, character and status of their profession,
promoting high ethical standards of practice, setting questions of
professional usage and co urtesy among members of CASA and the
profession. This is all referred to in the bylaws herein contained.
10

Encouraging

improved

academic

teaching

and

standards

of

chiropractic education and practice in order to provide the highest
quality of service to the community and patients, as well as
identifying appropriate educational outcomes to meet the changing
needs of chiropractic for the benefit of their patients. And then
there are some other objectives as well.
The purpose of highlighting this, Mr Chairman and members of the
20

panel, is as we will hopefully carry on with the presentation and the
submissions is to try and confirm the bona fides, the integrity, the
goodwill of these people as practitioners and what they’re trying to
achieve through chiropractic in South Africa for the benefit of the
consumers, the patients.

And indicate to your good selves those
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barriers that exist and obstacles and impediments to inhibit the
people of South Africa to benefit from the provisions of the
Consitution which speficia lly states in section 27(1a) ‘everyone has
the right to have access to healthcare services’.
Mr

Chairman,

may

I

ask

formally

for

approval

and

your

condonation of the addendum, which we served out of time but
which contained, which we thought, relevant fa cts and information
10

and it should be on file.

As was indicated on the covering page,

condonation is sought for submitting this addendum to the H12
Health Market Inquiry registration form dated 28 October 2014
attached hereto for the sake of convenience.

The addendum is

dated 31 s t March 2015.
CHAIRPERSON What does the document deal with?
ADVOCATE DE WET Mr Chairman, it is a six page document
20

dealing

with

comprehensive

practitioners,
conclusionary

with

patients,

paragraph,

and

and
for

then
the

a

more

sake

of

convenience and because such a long time had elapsed since the
submission of the original written submissions, a complete copy of
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the written submissions was also attached. May I proceed that it is
accepted? Thank you, Mr Chairman.
Mr Chairman, secondly , I wish to ask for condonation of a
submission of a very late document which you would have heard
just now being a letter from the Secretary -General of the World
Federation of Chiropractic with which, subject to your acceptance,
that it serves before the panel will be dealt with by the president.
10

Thank you.
Mr Chairman, CASA’s concerns are manifested extensively with
supporting relevant facts and documentation in the submissions
already referred to earlier on, falling with respect, mainly in the
barriers to entry and distortions in the practitioners’ market
segments of the investigation.

It is our submission that the facts

and submissions that will be put before the panel will indicate that
20

chiropractors

are

now

in

a

situation

where

they

should

be

recognised as part of the main stream in the medical healthcare
system.
The contradictory, regulatory framework inhibits provisions of
competitive healthcare services and distorts relationships between
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various markets, including practitioners, medical aid schem es,
hospitals and private clinics.

These distortions are outdated and

probably unconstitutional, with reference in particular to the
provisions of Chapter 2, which I have already referred to namely,
that everyone has the right to have access to healthcare services.
Finally, as by way of introduction Mr Chairman and members of the
panel, we wish to in limine say thank you that CASA was given this
10

opportunity despite the various postponement, changes in dates and
venues that we eventually have this opportu nity to be able to
address you. May I ask Dr Lawson to continue?
DR

LAWSON

Good

afternoon,

Mr

Chairperson,

honourable

members of the panel, guests, fellow colleagues it is certainly and
honour and a privilege to represent my profession here today as the
President of CASA and I thank you for this opportunity and hope
20

that we can live up to the adage of saving the best for last.
Just as a brief overview of my presentation to you today, it begins
with

our

current

council,

stakeholder

identity,

organisationa l

structure, brief mention of our constitution, who are chiropractors,
professional role of chiropractic, World Spince Care Project, our
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international academic education and training, I’ll then discuss the
main theories of [Hamm] and conclude with a reques t.
So without further ado our current Council constitution is placed
before you. We currently have an eight member Executive Council.
We also have seven regional branches which have quarterly
meetings which are minuted and are CPD accredited. The minute s
of all Executive Council meetings are recorded and placed on our
10

website for our members’ viewing.
Our stakeholder identity. The Chiropractic Association of SA is
registered

under

the

Companies

Act,

Nr

71

of

membership to the association is c ompletely voluntary.

2008.

Our

However,

of the seven hundred and one registered chiropractors in the
country six hundred and eight of those chiropractors are members
of the Chiropractic Association of SA.
20

So we represent eighty -

seven per cent of those registered c hiropractors. Those figures have
been updated from the figures that are placed before you. All
practices in chiropractic have to register with the Allied Health
Professions Council of SA in terms of the Allied Health Professions
Act, which is Act 63 of 198 2.

About seven hundred and one
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chiropractors are registered in South Africa which comprises
twenty-six per cent of all professionals registered with the Allied
Health Professions Council. Chiropractice in South Africa is
regarded as allied health professi ons and full membership to CASA
is open to all duly qualified chiropractors who are registered with
this council.
With CASA membership of six hundred and eight members, as I’ve
10

said, we represent eighty -seven per cent of registered chiropractors.
We are confident that more and more these practitioners will now
become members, particular as a result of interactions like CASA’s
submission to the National Health Inquiry.
CASA has an annually elected national council with a president,

20

vice-president

and

chairpersons.

The secretary -general is chief executive officer

assisted

by

a

administrative

regi onal

secretariat
management.

branches

who

is
As

with

responsible
I’ve

committees

for

mentioined

the

and

overal

previously,

regular minuted meetings are held.
A proper understanding of the chiropractic profession will, with
respect, assist and appreciate the ways in which competition in the
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private healthcare sector can be promoted by achieving its potential
to deliver its mandate of specialised, accessible quality , costeffective conservatie healthcare to more consumers, countrywide.
Just to briefly give you an overview of our organisational structure.
I’m not going to go into too much detail behind that.

On top of

that our company structure permits us to have three directors, the
president, the vice -president and the CEO, Secretary -General and
10

we also have the opportunity, if needed to incorporate the finance
chair into our director of our company structure. You will see that
we are registered as a non -profit company.
Our Constitution, as Advocate De Wet has alluded to already,
introduction of the new Constitution and bylaws were adopted and
confirmed at our annual general meeting of CASA members in
Johannesburg on the seventh of November 2015.

20

and

accepted

by

the

Commissioner

of

the

It is filed wi th

Compmanies

and

Intellectual Property Commission of South Africa and the Registrar
of the Allied Health Professions Council of SA. The objectives of
CASA are contained therein.
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The World Health Organisation, in i ts introduction states that
chiropractic is one of the most popularly used forms of manual
therapy.

It is now practised worldwide and regulated by law in

some fourteen national jurisdictions.
chiropractic

offers

a

conservative

As a healthcare service,
ma nagement

approach

and

although it requires skilled practitioners, does not always need
auxiliary staff and therefore generates minimal add -on costs.
10

Therefore, one of the beneifts of chiropractic may be that it offers
potential

cost-effective

management

of

neuromusculoskeletal

disorders.
In some countries, for example, the United States of America,
Canada and some European countries, chiropractic has been legally
recognised and formal university degrees have been established. In
some countries, primary he althcare workers specifically trained,
20

they also form the basis of introducing some chiropractic princples
of healthcare and therapeutic interventions into national health
systems, which will otherwise be unavailable for the management
of common musculoske letal conditions and the optimisation of
health.
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The World Health Organisatioin goes further to define chiropractic
as a healthcare profession concerned with the diagnosis, treatment
and prevention of disorders of the neuromusculoskeletal system and
the effects of these disorders on general health.

There is an

emphasis on manual techniques, including joint adjustment and/or
manipulation with a particular focus on sub -lactations. As a point
of clarity, sub-lactation in chiropractic terms is historically d efined
10

as a lesion or dysfunction in a joint or motion segment in which
alignment, movement, integrity and/or physiological function are
altered through contact between joint surface, sorry, I apologise,
are altered though contact between joint surfaces re mains intact. It
is

essentially

a

functional

entity

which

may

inference

by

mechanical and neuro integrity and should not be confused with
medical sub-lactation.
20

World Health Organisation further states,

although spinal manipulation dates back to Hippocra tes and the
ancient

Greek

phyisicians,

the

discovery

of

chiropractic

has

attributed to D. D. Palmer in 1895 with the first school for the
training of chiropractice commencing in the United States of
America in Davenport, Ohio in 1987. The term ‘chiropracti c’
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derived from Greek roots to mean ‘done by hand’ orginates with
Palmer and was coined by a patient the Reverend Samuel H. Reid.
The professional role of chiropractic.
CHAIRPERSON A patient-driven profession.
DR LAWSON Correct. The professional role

of chiropractic.

Chiropractic practice without the initial use of medicines, drugs
and surgery and has primary contact healthcare practtioners that
10

recognise the importance of professional referral and cooperation in
the best interest of the consumer and t he patient.
Chiropractic has risen to become the third most utilised primary
healthcare profession in the world after medicine and dentistry.
This is referenced in [Taganas and Holdman 2012] in evidence
based management of low backpain. Much research h as been done
to evaluate the effectiveness of chiropractic, which has shown that

20

eighty to ninety per cent of people will suffer from low backpain at
least once in their lifetime. And that is the second leading reason
why people visit a healthcare profess ional, second only to a
common cold. Low backpain is the most common reason for visits
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to orthopaedic surgeons, neurosurgeons and occupational medical
practitioners and the third most common stated reason for surgery.
Research done supports the chiroprac tic profession throughout the
world. I’ll touch on a couple of reports. The New Zealand Report
published in 1980 is a three hundred and seventy -seven page report
which supports chiropractors being able to act as primary contact
practitioners.
10

systems,

a

A

specialist

specialist

in

assessor
the

field

of
of

neuromusculoskeletal
spinal

and

extremity

manipulation and practitioners trained in the prevention of the
disease and the promotion of health within both the private and
public healthcare sectors of their country.

Chiropractic treatment

is found to be the most cost -effective, and efficace. There’s strong
evidence for the effectiveness of manipulation, back schools and
exercise therapy for chronic pain. The latter is seen as particularly
20

important in deve loping countries where these countries would
benefit

financially

from

reducing

the

burden.

Financial,

socioeconomic, production loss, absenteeism, and medical costs are
a few of these. The burden of musculoskeletal and neuromuscular
disorders,

they’re

asso ciated

with

both

the

workplace

and
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recreational activities.

In South Africa, the crisis of healthcare

delivery system currently includes, but is not limited to a shortage
of resources, the high cost of care, a lack of inter -professional
cooperation
treatment.

and

th e

under-utilisation

of

more

cost -effective

In the South African situation, manual labour and the

access to clinical and cost -effective healthcare in the public sector
is a major, major factor.
10

The [Beam Trial], which was published in the British Medical
Journal in November 2004, chiropractic treatment produces [two
pair

results]

in

terms

of

safety,

effectiveness

and

patient

satisfaction. Patients are shown to take few days sick leave, spend
less time incapacitated, use less medication for pain relief, smaller
probability of knee and back surgery and the problem becoming a
more chronic condition. Many patients also only seek chiropractic
20

care after they’ve seeked other traditional primary treatment,
including surgery has failed.

Often with cos tly consequences.

It

would be a remiss not to mention the [Mango Report] from the
Interior Ministery of Health of 1993 at this juncture, which was the
largest analysis of scientific literature on low back pain at the time.
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Apart from the report recommend ing that the management of low
back pain be moved from medical doctors to doctors of chiropractic
it found that the chiropractic spinal manipulation to be the most
cost-effective and efficace care for lower back pain. The report the
Canadian government st rongly recommended chiropractic access to
all tertiary hospitals and full integration into the healthcare sector.
The World Federation of Chiropractic formed in 1988 commenced
10

an official association with the World Health Organisation as a
non-governmenta l organisation or NGO in 1997. CASA, as a proud
voting member of the WFC and is represented internationally by
them. I would request at this point Mr Chairman that I move across
to the documents that have been supplied from the WFC, if you
would allow me t o sort of touch the salient points in the letter to
save you reading through it. Thank you.

20

The letter is addressed to [Mr Clint U].

With regards to

chiropractic in the private healthcare sector, the World Federation
of

Chiropractic

internationally.

represents

the

chiro practic

profession

Its voting members are eighty -eight national

associations of chiropractors and seven world regions.

It has a
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non-governmental association with the World Health Organisation
and

has

been

in

official

Organisation since 1997.
thousand

chiropractors

relationsh

with

the

World

Health

There’s estimated to be over a hundred
globally

and

chiropractic

is

legally

recognised in over fourty countries worldwide. In addition, to the
contents of this submission, the WFC submits the f ollowing: With
regards to education, there’s in excess of fourty -five educational
10

institutions throughout the world training chiropractors as primary
healthcare practitioners.

Recent years have seen a growth in

chiropractic education particularly, those that are affiliated with
mainstream universities. In addition to the above, chiropractors in
many jurisdictions around the world are required to complete
mandatory continual professional development.
The accreditation of chiropractic education in South Africa is
20

currently
Education.

overseen

by

the

European

Council

on

Chiropractic

The ECCE accredits chiropractic programmes both in

Durban and Johannesburg, measuring the quality of delivery of
education against recognised standards. The ECCE is a member of
the Council of Chiropractic Education International.
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With regards to research, the WFC endorses evidence based care
and

its

research

council

serves

to

promote

and

disseminate

scientific evidence, clinical trial outcomes, systematic reviews and
analysis is via a web -based onlilne resource. Research undertaken
by chiropractors are now regularly published in high quality
journals such as the New England Journal of Medicine, Spine, and
the British Medical Journal . Dr Brown makes mention of the
10

Veterans Administration which is obviously based in the USA and
is in order to give the panel an overview of our international
footprint.
The World Health Organisation on its own has stated in a CASA
document, the WFC has been a non -governmental organisation, and
had official relations with WHO since 1997. It is recognised as a
distinct and separate profession and the production of the 2005

20

Guidelines and Basic Training and Safety illustrates its status as a
recognised discipline.
The WFC is currently engaged in p rojects with the World Health
Organisation relating to disability and rehabilitation, integrated and
people-centred care, classifications and terminologies, functioning
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disability and health in the global health workforce. Their retention
of their NGO stat us for almost twenty years reflects the status of
chiropractic within the health community.
With regards to European standardisation, in 2012, chiropractic
became the first health profession to have a dedicated European
standard. The legal status, chiro practic is recognised in over fourty
jurisdictions around the world. Dedicated legislation, such as that
10

provided for in the United Kingdom, Switzerland, Hong Kong and
Australia confers protection of title and makes it a criminal offence
to use the title ‘chiropractor’ without being registered.

Legal

status protects patients and the public. The existence of codes of
practice and standards of proficiency as well as robust fitness to
practice procedure ensures that the profession is accountable. The
WFC strongly supports such an approach.
20

The global burden on spinal disorders. According to the Global
Burden of Disease Studies of 2011 and 2013, low back pain remains
the single largest cause of disability in the world. Neck pain ranks
fourth. It is widely a greed that eighty per cent of the adult
population will suffer from back pain at some point in their lives.
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Coupled

with

this,

the

rising

life

expectancy

without

a

corresponding increase in healthy life years is creating significant
direct and indirect bu rdens on health systems. Low back pain leads
to mobility issues, which in turn can lead to immobility, social
exclusion and comorbidities.
identified in the United States.

And [OP}… epidemic has been
A significant part of which is

attributed to taking p rescription pain killers for musculoskeletal
10

disorders.
surgical

As a conservative non -drug form of care for non spinal

disorders

chiropractic

treatment

can

impact

significantly on the health of communities and greatly assist in
reducing the impact of spi nal disorders, address issues relating to
physical inactivity and reduce risk and comorbidities to prescribe
pain killers and muscle relaxants and surgery.

As a skilled

component of a collaborative healthcare team chiropractors are able
20

to make a valued c ontribution using evidence based approaches to
treatments and rehabilitation.
The economic impact. The economic impact of spinal disorders
each year is enormous. Absenteeism, adverse productivity and sick
pay all contribute to millions of dollars of lost income to the
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economy in many countries around the world.

A study in Europe

found that in excess of a third pf European workforce suffer from
back pain with fourty -six per cent of women and forty -seven per
cent of men reporting back pain in the past twel ve months.

The

costs of back pain in the European Union are very considerable and
are estimated to exceed twelve billion euros. Over eighty per cent
of the cost are generated by ten per cent of those with chronic back
10

pain and disability. There’s no rea son to suppose why these figures
are not mirrored in other developed countries around the world.
The scale of cost caused by spinal disorders is enormous.
Chiropractic and public health facilities. Clearly governments will
have keen interests to preven t acute back pain from becoming
chronic. But where it is chronic new approaches to the management
of spinal disorders should be found. Chronicity is where the

20

significant costs to indivuals, societies and economies occur and
the implementation of strategie s to combat back pain is essential in
light of the current statistics. Chiropractors certainly do no claim
to have all of the answers but there’s no evidence to show where
chiropractors are utilised as part of a collaborative patient -centred
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model

outcomes

are

optimised.

It

is

therefore

respectfully

submitted that providing public access to chiropractic where
chiropractors are used spine experts in the healthcare system will
contribute to a reduction in chronic and spinal disorders, aid a more
prompt return to work and decrease the incidence of comorbidities.
Chiropractors, as a highly skilled, educated and professional
healthcare provider are recognised in many parts of the world as a
10

key component of the health system.

Any form of discrimination

against chiropractice is therefore likely to adversely impact on
health outcomes particularly, where their skills are subsequently
under-untilised. The World Federation of Chiropractic understands
that there’s a proposal currently that prohibits chiropractors as
registered health professionals sharing rooms with medical doctors.
There was a typing error.
20

It is that proposal currently prohibits

chiropractors is not under consideration. It respectfully submits
that to impose such rules would adversely impact on patient care,
hamper access to evidence base solutions to spinal disorders and
perpetuate the current economic burden caused by acute and
chronic back pain.

To discriminate against chiropractors in this
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way

also

seems

contradictory

to

the

current

position

where

chiropractors participate in postgraduate activity with medical
colleagues, jointly participates in reseach and publication and work
together in existing health facilities.
In conclusion, the World Federation of Chriopractic strongly
exhorts and [I NAUDIBLE]… to reconsider any proposal that may
be perceived to discriminate against the rights of chiropractors to
10

take their place as valued professionals within the health system in
South Africa. There’s considerable evidence globally to support the
position of chiropractic as a distinct within the health profession.
Furthermore, the scientific literature supports the effectiveness of
treatment provided by chiropractors and their skills and assessment
treatment and management of spinal disorders.

By de nying or

restricting public access to those suffering with such disorders the
20

World Federation of Chiropractic considers that the best interests
of society are not well served. Yours sincerely. Richard Brown.
Secretary-General, World Federation of Chiropr actic.
for your indulgence on that.

Thank you
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The World Federation of Chriopractic has been in part of the World
Health Organisation’s development of guidelines for governance on
minimum education standards for the regulations and safe practice
of

chiropractic

Guidelines

on

healthcare.
Basic

The

Training

World

and

Health

Safety

of

Organisation
Chiropractic.

Chiropractic services are now largely or fully integrated with
medical and other mainstream healthcare services in a number of
10

countries.

Through Ha rvard University healthcare network, in the

words of Wayne Jonas, a medical doctor and founding director of
the Office of Alternative Medicine, the US National Institute of
Health: ”a chiropractic profession is assuming its valuable and
appropriate role in the healthcare system in this country and around
the world. As this happens, the professions battles of the past will
fade and the patient at last will be the true winner”. In the nineteen
20

sixties and the nineteen seventies, the foundations were laid fo r
broader

mainstream

acceptance

of

the

profession:

improved

education and licencing standards, significant research texts and
scientific journals and legal recognition and regulation of all US
states

in

various

other

countries.

Research

demonstrates

the
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primary reason patients consult chiropractors is back pain. Other
musculoskeletal

pain

such

as

pain

in

the

neck,

shoulder,

extremeties and arthiritic pain, as well as headaches, including
migraines
chiropractic

inter -disciplinary
doctors,

physiotherapists,

and

practice

is

chiropractors,
others

working

as

now

common

medical
partners

with

doctors,
in

private

practices, occupational health, automobile accidents and other
10

rehabilitation centres as well as national sports medicine teams.
While most chiropractic se rvices are community based in private
offices, hospital based services are today available in many
countries.
Recent World Health Organisation Global Burden of Disease Report
which is published in the Lancet in 2012 by [Mariethal] points out
the following regarding spinal conditions: low back pain is the

20

leading cause of disability; neck pain is the fourth leading cause of
disability and low back pain and neck pain affect more than one
billion people worldwide, spinal pain contributes more to the global
burden of

disease,

including death and disability,

and HIV,

diabetes, malaria, stroke, Alzheimer’s disease, breast and lung
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cancer combined, traffic injuries and low resipiratory infections.
Over the course of one year as much as seventy -two per cent of the
population worldwide will have a bout of back pain. At any given
time the percentage of people with back pain has been identified as
high as fifty-nine per cent.

That was reported by Louw et al in

2007. The prevalence of spinal pain is four times higher in
developing
10

countries.

The

implications

of

which

could

be

particularly devastating for populations that depend on manual
labour for economic survival. [ICAS] reports that musculoskeletal
problems and back pain account for thirty to thirty -five per cent,
and is the reason why South Africa takes sick leave. A positive and
successful public based programme, being the World Spine Care
Programme is very much supported by CASA.

CASA plays a

significant role in the World Spine Care Programme.
20

It is driven

by chiropractors with the backing of the Botswana government
under the Global Alliance for Musculoskeletal Health and the
World Health Organisation. As stated it is estimated that about one
point seven billion people are currently affected by musuloskeleta l
disorders.

However, the World Spine Care Project looks at the
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traditional medical model of analgesics, imaging and time off work
that is not supported by the evidence.

The best current evidence

indicates that manual therapy, manipulation and mobilisati on,
patient education, exercise and mild analgesia when indicated is the
recommended treatment plan.

Low back pain

and neck pain

combined are only exceeded by cardiovascular disease in terms of
disability.
10

The burden of disease worldwide is now shifting f rom

communicable to non -communicable diseases. Musculoskeletal and
mental diseases combined being the greatest. If a consumer or a
patient has low back pain he or she has a fifty to sixty per cent
chance of having it again within five years. The socioecon omic
impact of low back pain is greater than any other singular disease.
The above applies much more to lower income groups, females, the
elderly and rural communities or areas.

20

One of the major reasons

why the World Spine Care Project was not brought to South Africa
is because our legislation does not allow the cooperation between
all service providers.

We do however, desperately need similar

cost-effective and efficient projects to be initiated here in South
Africa.

As a matter of interest, they are lo oking at initiating a
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World Spine Care Project in Namibia and in Ghana.

And CASA

has been invited to play a major role in both of these projects.
Current research which is being conducted in Botswana under the
World

Spine

Care

Project

is

looking

at

the

b urden

of

musculoskeletal disorders amongst villagers that is being conducted
out

of

the

Sydansk

University

of

Southern

Denmark.

The

implementation of biomedical care clinic as a World Spine Care
10

Project in Botswana, including a collaboration of traditiona l
healers, that’s being done out of the University of Ottawa and
thirdly a perception of stakeholders of the integration of the World
Spine Care Project into the healthcare system of Botswana and
that’s been conducted by the Durban University of Technology .
COID.

Chiropractic

care

has

been

covered

by

workman

compensation also known as COIDS for many years. Experience in
20

the US has shown that chiropractic care costs up to fifty per cent
less than comparable medical care and surgery and also requires
fifty

per

cent

less

sick

leave

before

returning

to

work.

Unfortunately, there is a lack of data in South Africa but based on
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the poor access to clinically relevant healthcare in South Africa,
these figures would more than likely be more alarming.
The State of Oregon in the USA produces healthy citizens rather
than

simply

financing

and

delivering

healthcare.

Officially

recommending spinal manipulation as the only drug -free treatment
for acute, sub-acute and chronic low back pain, the Governor, a
medical doctor proclaimed October 2014 to be Oregon Chiropractic
10

Health and Wellness Month.
Comparative international academic and training.

Chiropractors

can be trained virtually anywhere in the world. In South Africa,
chiropractic is offered at Durban University of Technology since
1989 or at the University of Johannesburg since 1994. Both these
academic programmes have full accreditation with the Council on
Higher Education, the SA Department of Education, as well as the
20

International Council on Chiropractic Educat ion.
Education and training in South Africa is spread over five years
after which a Masters degree in chiropractic is awarded. A year of
compulsory internship follows training prior to full registration as
a practitioner. The first two years include a so lid grounding in the
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general sciences after which time students are introduced into the
clinical orientated subjects. At the end of the fourth year and in the
fifth year, students are required to write and present a research
project and dissertation.

Inte rnship in community service is

incorporated in the sixth year and has been running for the past
twenty years.

It achieves what it needs to but denies the public

from access to care and denies the interns from invaluable learning
10

and

developmental

experien ce.

These

interns

have

been

consistently denied access to hospitals to even partake in simple
ward rounds.
chiropractic

With open access to the public health system the
internship

programmes

in

KwaZulu -Natal

and

in

Gauteng are ready for immediate impleme ntation.
Within

the

Allied

Health

Professions

Council

of

SA

only

chiropractors and homeopaths qualify with a Masters degree.
20

Regular meetings occur with the academic staff and CASA Council
discusses issues such as curricular and teaching standards.
aims

to

promote,

encourage

and

maintain

high

CAS A

standards

of

education, training, conduct and practice within the profession in
South Africa.

The qualifcations obtained by the South African
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graduates are highly regarded and recognised internationally. Our
new graduates are constantly being lured overseas with promises of
associate positions

in booming chiropractic

clincs

largely in

countries which support socialist healthcare systems, which the
governments subsidises up to seventy per cent of the treatment cost
to the public.
In a competitive private market in South Africa new graduates are
10

finding it difficult to establish a practice in this country. We are
subsequently losing a lot of homegrown expertise to overseas with
the promise of access to public care and busy practices. Continuing
professional development is a lawful requirement for the continued
registration with the Allied Health Professions Council giving
[INTERRUPTION]

Chiropractors

are

required

to

take

the

chiropractor’s oath in line with th e Hippocratic oath which is one
20

of the oldest binding documents in history and from which is
quoted: I will stand ready at all times to serve my fellow being
without distinction of race, sex, creed or colour.
I would now like to move on to discuss the mai n theories of
[Hamm] and look particularly at market power and distortions in
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relation to both healthcare facilities and practitioners, barriers to
entry and expansion at various levels of the healthcare value chain
and the regulatory legal framework.
Chiropractors in South Africa are limited to private practice and
may not legally associate with private or state hospitals and if
done, it happens on a tolerance basis with risks to the provider. Our
submission is that this discriminatory process disadvantag es the
10

patient or the consumer to the quality follow through of healthcare.
It is common knowledge in South Africa patients are not allowed to
be cared for by chiropractors in state or public hospitals and
clinics. This obviously, unfairly inhibits or res tricts competition.
It is submitted that there is no valid scientific reason why a South
Africa chiropractors should not be permitted to practice in public
hospitals or why such hospitals cannot facilitate training of interns.

20

This could possibly be attr ibuted to an ignorance of the nature and
scope of the profession or a professional jealousy which might well
be financially motivated.

This lack of competition, not only

prevents patients from being cared for in whatever facilities they
wish, probably mor e conveniently and at more lower cost but also
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as stated prevents chiropractic students from doing their internship
accordingly.
As for the market distortions, the South African scenario is even
worse because of the restrictions placed on the sharing of r ooms by
a practitioner. A practitioner shall not share his or her rooms with
a person or entity not registered in terms of the Act.

Yet Rule 9

section 2 of the same Ethical Professional Rules of the Health
10

Professions Council of SA provides that a practi tioner shall help or
support only a person registered under or the Allied Health
Professions Act of 1982, if the professional practice or conduct of
such person is legal and within the scope of his or her practice.
CHAIRPERSON Does the treatment at time s necessitate admission
to a hospital?
DR LAWSON It wouldn’t necessary result in admission to hospital.

20

These patients would be treated in an out -patients scenario.
CHAIRPERSON The concern here that you’ve expressed really
relates to those patients who are at a facility and that you can’t go
and treat them there, is that a concern?
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DR LAWSON The primary concern, that is a concern, but the
primary concern is actually access of the public to chiropractic
services.
CHAIRPERSON Yes, I understand that but y ou know what you say
here, it is a well -known and public knowledge that in South Africa
patients are not allowed to be cared for by chiropractors in
state/public hospitals and clinics. What about private hospitals?
10

DR LAWSON Because of the ruling under th e Health Professions
Council of SA, chiropractors are prohibited from functioning within
any hospital, whether that’s private or public.
CHAIRPERSON That second bit, I wonder if you could just go
back, I think it is about two slides back.

Yes, the second bullet

where it says it is well -known public knowledge that in South
Africa patients are not allowed to be cared for by chiropractors in
20

state/public hospitals and clinics. But what about private hospitals?
DR LAWSON This is the point, obviously, I need t o make very
clear.

According to the Health Professions Council of SA, they

prohibit any of their registered members from practising alongside
or with chiropractors due to that chiropractors are not admitted
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within any healthcare facility that would be con sidered part of the
Health Professions Council of SA.
CHAIRPERSON Say I am being treated at a private hospital. Is
there anything that prevents me from calling Dr Lawson to come
and check my back?
DR LAWSON According to the law, yes.
CHAIRPERSON Hospital. So you are not allowed anywhere where
10

there are other professionals?
DR LAWSON We’re not permitted into a healthcare facility that
would be considered to be run by a member of the Health
Professions Council of SA, private or public.
As previously stat ed, chiropractors may not register in terms of this
latter Act but have to register in terms of the Allied Health
Professions Act as opposed hereto the Allied Health Professions

20

Act has no similar progression about the sharing of rooms. On the
contrary, in Rule 49 of its regulations in terms of the Allied Health
Professions

Act

it

specifically

enables

partnerships

between

chiropractors and medical practitioners in terms of the Health
Professions Act referred to above.

Government Notice number
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R266 of 26/3/2001 issued to the Allied Health Professions Act
provides in section 54(5), a person who has registered under the
Act may not share a consulting room with a person not registered in
terms of any Act regarding health professions or have an entrance
through or a name place at entrance for such a person’s consulting
or waiting rooms or business, which speaks to the question you
were asking, Mr Chairman.
10

This contradictory regulatory legal framework inhibits healthcare
services from optimal functioning and dis turbs interrelationships
between

the

various

markets,

including

healthcare

financing,

medical aid schemes in particular. Any potential legal action
clearly faces uncertainty as the Court would have to rely on a
dubious interpretation, greatly disadvantagin g both parties.

The

position of the consumers as patients too is obviously, adversely
20

affected.

It is submitted that healthcare services in rural areas in

particular, will improve significantly if these stumbling blocks are
removed without delay, especia lly, when it is considered that
manual labour due to the socioeconomics of such areas would be
commonplace, and with this the incidence of musculoskeletal
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dysfunction and often debilitating mechanical low back pain. The
results show that almost a million p atients are treated annually by
chiropractors in South Africa with fifteen thousand new patients a
month.

According to the Allied Health Professions Council of

South Africa, only a hundred and nineteen million rand which
equates to point nine per cent, th e total private healthcare cost, was
spent on chiropractic care. The rural accessibility to consumers by
10

chiropractors is therefore becoming imperative.

We can attest to

this as the good results of the World Spine Care Project in
Botswana shows strong ev idence that the rural population is
benefiting from multi -disciplinary care of low back pain. The
distortions and discriminations submitted with regard to healthcare
facilities apply mutatis mitandis to pracititoners. A chiropractor is
presently perceived by the public and some medical aid schemes to
20

hold an inferior status in the medical and healthcare markets
because they may not, as a person, inter alia share rooms with
medical practitioners nor are they allowed to admit patients for
chiropractic care at state hospitals or clinics nor direct consumers
or patients properly along the healthcare pathway.
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These distortions are outdated and possibly unconstitutional in the
provisions of Chapter 2.

In the Bill of Rights, section 27(1a) of

our Constitution, wh ich says that everyone has the right to have
access to in this case, healthcare services, which are barriers
precluding the profession of chiropractic to fulfil its mandate to
provide accessible, quality, cost -effective, conservative healthcare
to the population of South Africa.
10

Medical schemes set their own tariffs and chiropractic is grouped
with allied services, which are given one allowance for all
professions in that category regardless of the level of education
required and the qualifications. Should the patient experience a
second or repeat episode of a certain condition the patient usually
has to pay for that treatment out of pocket.

Negotiations are

undertaken by CASA with individual medical schemes in the form
20

of protocol development.
successful.

These negot iations have not been very

The medical aids appear to pay lip service to the

meetings and negotiations that have been initiated by CASA.
Medical schemes determine their rates based on their own financial
models. The practioner and the patient profiles are not considered
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and neither is the patient able to have their situation assessed by a
multi-disciplinary panel.

Currently, chiropractors use an outdated

national reference price listing code as their procedural coding
system. A major barrier for effective competition in private health
care is the fact that chiropractors are prohibited from caring for
their

patients

in

state

hospitals

and

rural

clinics.

This

inaccessibility of adequate services in hospitals and rural clinics
10

has resulted in mu sculoskeletal conditions being neglected to a
greater

degree

than

necessary.

Comparative

costs

between

orthopaedic surgery and hospitalisation as opposed to treatment by
a chiropractor are in a region of conservatively, somewhere in a
region about one hund red and fifty thousand rands for orthopaedic
surgery and hospitalisation costs and if the patient was to be
treated privately as a chiropractor, fifteen thousand rands, which
20

would probably equate in the region of thirty to thirty -five
treatments. The res earch currently shows that most conditions that
are sought for chiropractic care are resolved within six treatments.
Chiropractic care is generally accessible only to those who can
afford private care or who are covered by a medical scheme, with
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no care available at primary contact level in state hospitals and
rural clinics.
CASA is integrally involved in community work. We have a Stand
Up Straight South Africa project which is directed at schools to
teach school children about posture and how to take care of their
spinal health. We also have an organisation called ChiroSport SA
which is a community based association which deals or interacts
10

with sporting communities, right from grassroots level all the way
up to the highest level of sport in this country. Those services are
offered gratis in the interest of developing spinal healthcare within
the community.
Chiropractic
internship.
needs

20

and

students

are

required

to

complete

a

period

of

These graduates could in this process fulfil the states
render

a

muc h

needed

healthcare

service.

The

chiropractic internship programme which has been running for over
twenty years in KwaZulu -Natal and Gauteng, these regions coincide
with institutions. The intership programme is divided into a
personal and professional grow th component with the bulk of the
programme being dedicated to community service. This is proving
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particularly difficult for our interns due to the restrictions placed
on chiropractic in the public healthcare space.

Interns end up

fulfilling their communi ty requirements by helping in soup kitches,
old age homes, orphanages, church groups, et cetera. They provide
a community service but not as chiropractors.

These internship

programmes are already in existence and are essentially geared for
access to public health centres when, and if, this avenue ever
10

becomes available.

An example that works effectively is the

Kimberley Hospital that supported the Department of Chiropractic
on an out-patient basis. This department was established and run
most successfull y for years. Indications are that it has been most
cost-effective and well -supported by the other departments in the

20

hospital.

A study by Meyer, researched the knowledge and

perception

of

medical

staff

of

chiropractic

hospital

at

the

Kimberley Hospital co mplex. It is summarised as follows: Doctors
and therapists had a high knowledge percentage score than nurses
or other healthcare professions. Seventy -five per cent believes that
chiropractors is common in the general management of patients but
they would still rather refer patients to physiotherapists and
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orthopaedic surgeons. A large proportion of the respondents believe
that chiropractic is not well promoted in South Africa and the
majority wants to learn more about the chiropractic profession
especially, pertaining to the scope and the treatment employed by
chiropractors.

Seventy -nine per cent believe that patients benefit

from chiropractic at Kimberly Hospital complex and that ninety five point four per cent felt that South African hospitals would
10

benefit from chiropractic care. Some medical schemes discriminate
against

payment

for

chiropractic

care

on

the

basis

that

chiropractors are registered with the Allied Health Professions
Council as opposed to the Health Professions Council. So too have
patients who require extended chiropractic care been prejudiced
and discriminated against as applications for extended benefit cover
is consistently rejected regardless of the cost savings.
20

Whilst

others who are not excluded from government healthcare systems
are not rejected. It is submitted that the value of chiropractic care
should not be prejudiced by being registered with the Allied Health
Professions Council of SA.

It should be acknowledged that the

discipline is more effective than for only a few predet ermined
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conditions.

It should be acknowledged that chiropractic treatment

is effective for many chronic neuromuscular and musculoskeletal
conditions.
CHAIRPERSON So it is not so much that you have to register with
the allied professionals, there is treat ment that you are accorded as
a professional, is that right?
DR LAWSON The issue is the preclusion of chiropractic services to
10

the greater public of South Africa.
CHAIRPERSON I understand that but I want to understand is that
your concern is not so much t hat you fall under the Allied
Professions Council, it doesn’t matter where you fall. What does
matter is how you are treated as a professional – that is what really
matters.
DR LAWSON Absolutely. Close interaction and multi -disciplinary

20

actions ought to b e encouraged between chiropractors and members
of the medical and supplementary professions, as is evidenced by
chiropractors in South Africa being welcomed into many medical
forums, for example, the Spine Society of South Africa and the
Private

Healthcare

Information

Services

Committee.

Some
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chiropractors who are, albeit illegally, already in practice with
other

registered

practitioners

health

and

practitioners,

related

for

practitioners

example,

general

like

dentists,

physiotherapists and biokineticists clearly indicate a distortion in
competiton and in the practitioner market, as well as the need for
the law to be amended accordingly. Many medical specialists and
general practitioners accept referrals from chiropractors and some
10

actually refer patients to chiropractors. Chiropractic interns have
been serving in out -patient ward at the Kimberley Hospital for
many years, the results of which have been very positive.
medical

specialists

have

participated

in

Masters

The

Research

dissertations with chiroprac tors and students. Chiropractic students
and qualified practioners provide lectures, tutorials and/or practical
education for medical students and these activities have been
20

achieved without formal agreements being established between the
relevant statutory or professional bodies.
there’s a bona fide need for it.
patients and the public.

Rather perhaps because

All parties benefit especially, the
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Chiropractors
outcome.
profession

have procedure

The
and

techniques
are

not

specific equipment to facilitate

and

equipment

duplicated

by

are

other

uniqu e

to

the

practitioners

of

independence

of

manipulative therapies.
The

professional

autonomy

and

discipline

chiropractice in their service in the private healthcare sector has
shown and has grown in a responsible manner throughout the world,
10

including South Africa and should be recognised and strengthened
more widely in the entire private healthcare system. It is deservesd
and such a status by providing objective evidence based facts and
results of controlled rese arch studies. CASA has committed itself
and its members to serve.
The practice of a healthcare professional is based on a relationship
of mutual trust between patients and healthcare practitioners.

20

According to a recent CASA market survey about ninety –five per
cent of patients being treated by chiropractors are from city, urban
or suburban communities.

That means that only five per cent is

from rural areas and probably less privileged communities. This is
a serious impediment for the private healthcare s ector to work
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effectively and it reflects the need that exists outside of the urban
or suburban environment for the expansion of chiropractic services
in a manner that is accessbile to patients.
Almost

a

million

patients

are

currently

being

treated

by

chiropractors in South Africa and they now care for about fifteen
thousand new patients a month.

As stated above, a mere five per

cent has access to chiropractors in the rural areas. This reflects the
10

demographic acces in related to the availability to pro vide services
where they are needed. The above -mentioned current probably
unconstitutional, probably unfair and unwarranted discriminatory
official rules and regulations cause undue financial hardships and
unnessary

lack

of

healthcare

because

patients

are

forced

to

discontinue chiropractic care. Some never ever get to start. These
unfortunately are not catered for by the private healthcare sector
20

and cannot be properly directed along the healthcare pathway.
It is also important to note the facts that the lack of public
facilities does not allow for prospective students without financial
werewithal to actually consider entering into the chiropractic
programmes and therefore, also developing the profession to more
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adequately address its own demographics and spread into the other
rural population groups.
Worldwide, chiropractic is one of the most popular used forms of
manual therapy as it does not use drugs or other consumable
medication and only limits auxiliary treatment modalities. It offers
great potential for cost-effect management for neuromuscular and
musculoskeletal disorders. Prevailing imperfect information in the
10

healthcare markets around chiropractic forms a barrier which
compromises decisions and processes of patients’ ability to choose
the most appropriate provider to deal with their condition.
The

regulatory

legal

framework

alluded

to

above

distorts

competition between general practitioners and chiropractors who
are wrongly precluded from treating their patients in state hospitals
and clinics.
20

Whilst medical aids discriminate against chiropractic

services ostensibly because they are not registered in terms of the
same regulatory framework as ordinary medical doctors.

These

barriers hinder professional competition.
In

conclusion,

there

are

three

main

deficiencies

within

the

healthcare sector which harms competition and negatively impact
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on the primary healthcare service which chiropractors should and
could deliver to the public and consumers. Firstly, chiropractors
have to register with the Allied Professions Council of SA and not
the Health Professions Council of SA. Secondly, as a main
consequence, chiropractors cannot provide primary healthcare to
the public and their patients in state hospitals and rural clinics
whilst medical schemes dis criminate against chiropactic patients
10

and their care.

Thirdly, medical practitioners are precluded from

sharing their consulting rooms with chiropractors in terms of their
governing Act whereas chiropractors are not so prohibited to share
rooms in terms of their governing Act and regulations.
CHAIRPERSON Has it occurred to your association that to the
extent

that

the

prohibition

is

directed

against

the

medical

practitioners, it is to protect that profession from ethical problems
20

that may arise through a ssociation with other professions?
DR LAWSON I would surmise historically, that’s where the law
was promulgated from. Certainly, times have changed significantly
and chiropractic has more than stepped up to the plate to produce
documented research on its efficacy and safety. In the field, there
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is not this perception of a discrimination towards chiropractors, and
a lot of Health Professions Council members refer readily to
chiropractors. According to law, that is illegal but it is happening
in the field which is why we put forward that these laws and rules
are revisted and to a large degree rescinded.
CHAIRPERSON Yes, I understand that, but the problem is not so
much about the efficacy of the practice of a chiropractor but the
10

association of medical impl ications and other professionals which
might give rise to certain problems, such as for example, if a
medical practitioner shares a room with a pharmacist one can
imagine the kind of ethical issues that may arise there. So that the
issue is not so much ab out the efficacy of the discipline of a
chiropractor but the protection of one profession from getting
entangled in some unethical conduct due to that kind of association.

20

DR LAWSON I think I understand your question. If I have to give
you a bit of histo ry behind where this developed from - when
chiropractic was introduced into South Africa at the time there
were no educational institutions running the programme. There
were a handful of chiropractors who had all studied in the States,
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South Africans who h ad gone to study in America and had come
back to bring the profession back to this country. When it was
proposed at the formation of the Health Professions Council and the
Allied Health Professions Council when the old Medical and Dental
Council disbanded, a vote was taken as to whether chiropractic
would fall under the Health Professions Council or under Allied
Health Professions Council.
10

We were denied access by one vote

and then obviously, subsequently, landed on the side of the Allied
Health Profession s Council.
With regards to ethical considerations, I don’t believe that there
would be anymore ethical concern than there would be with a
medical

doctor

practising

alongside

a

physiotherapist

or

a

biokineticist or anybody who would be engaged in manual t herapy
in any way.
20

CHAIRPERSON Maybe let me put the question differently.

What

is it that is so important for your profession to practice from the
same rooms that medical practitioners are practising from?
DR LAWSON Within the private setting that is no t an issue at all.
Our issue is access to the public or the public’s access to
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chiropractic.

At this point in time chiropractic is solely a private

healthcare facility. You can approach chiropractors all over the
country but in their private capacity. Th e general member in the
public has no access to chiropractic whatsoever. We’ve sort of
delineated the extent of the pandemic of back pain and the effect
that it has

on

the population

globally and

the impact that

chiropractic can have on that. In South Afr ica, we deal with a very
10

labour-intensive population and it goes without saying that low
back pain is a major issue within that population.

They are not

getting effective and efficient care offered to them in the public
sector. They don’t have access to t hat within the public sector. And
that really is our concern. We are very happy within the private
sector but there is no growth or development of our profession
where we know we can be of benefit to the greater healthcare
20

system in this country.
CHAIRPERSON But how is being allowed to practice from the
same rooms as the medical practitioner going to allow you access in
the public sector? Because it does seem to me that there has to be a
distinction.

If your concern is that you have no access to those
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patients who might require your services whilst at a public
institution, that is the narrow concern that should be addressed. But
one doesn’t address that concern, it seems to me, by allowing you
to practice from the same room as the pharmacist, the medical
practitioner and the rest of … it is a much more nuanced, if you
will, concern.

We want to have access.

You make the point that

everyone in terms of section 27(1a) of the Constitution, everyone
10

has a right of access to health services.

You provide healt h

services. Patients in a public facility have no access to you – that is
what you are looking for. Is that right?
DR LAWSON Sorry, that’s a hundred per cent correct. Working
within the same offices as a medical practitioner, physiotherapist,
biokineticist,

psychologist,

whoever

that

professional may be

constitutes part of a multi -disciplinary team and certainly, most of
20

the research promotes and encourages multi -discipline approaches
to a lot of these neurmousculoskeletal conditions.

To be able to

work alongside these individuals obviously, creates a free flow of
referral and a better communication basis when dealing with these
patients.
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CHAIRPERSON I think that’s where the problem may well be, the
problem of referral. How does one control that? You go to a
medical practitioner and because there happens to be the rooms of a
chiropractor next door, the medical … oh, by the way, you can go
there and get further treatments.

How does one monitor that?

Those are some of the concerns. I’m just surmising that that may be
one of the concerns. Because once you talk about referral, how does
10

one police this?

When it is one thing to complain about lack of

access to patients who are at these public facilities. Because what
you are saying is that it is not so much you that are being denied
access but it is the patient whose been denied access to healthcare
services.
DR LAWSON That’s correct. That’s correct . And it is not just in
the public sector as we mentioned from a medical aid perspective as
20

well because of ou r registration with the Allied Health Professions
Council we are perceived as being inferior in the services that
we’re offering and perhaps in the skills set that we’re offering, and
that

certainly

is

ont

the

case

considering

our

educational

programmes and considering our acknowledgement across the world
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as a profession and our growth, of our profession across the world.
There’s a discourse in this country between as we’ve spoke about
access to the public chiropractic but also the freedom of choice to
the public to the healthcare services and then within the healthcare
services, the freedom of mobility of referral.
CHAIRPERSON In so far as the medical aid, one of the concerns, I
think it was raised by the physiotherapist, is that they fall under the
10

allied professions, as I understand it and they have to share a fund
which is allocated to these other professions, and it becomes a
first-come first-serve basis.

If you come late, by the time you’re

coming funds are exhausted it is just too bad. Is that what happens?
DR LAWSON Sir, we need to draw a distinction between the Allied
Health Professions Council which has its registered members and
then what the medical aid calls allied therapies.
20

Those allied

therapies include physiotherapy, biokinetics, psycholo gy, speech
therapy, chiropractic, there’s a whole list. That is considered to be
the patient’s medical savings account. So they have x amount that
they can tap into and they can use it for whichever those allied
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professions they choose to. Once that savi ngs account is exhausted
that is the end of the funding.
Now typically what happens is that the patient would then submit a
claim for further treatment and depending on what they ICD -10
code is that would reference to a list that medical aid has and they
would say that you would be entitled to a further five, six, ten,
twelve treatments.
10

Now that works effectively and efficiently for

the physiotherapist and to a degree the biokineticist.
But

that

is

where

we

are

being

discriminated

against

as

chiropract ors. They have limited the number of conditions that we
can claim extended benefits for and based on that they’ve even
limited the amount of follow -up treatments on that. So our problem
comes in say for example, this medical aid savings fund is
exhausted by June/July in the year and somebody has sprained their
20

ankle for argument’s sake in February.

They’ve made a full

recovery and heaven forbid they roll over on the same ankle in
November, because they’ve used up their medical aid fund out of
their savings account, and they’re resubmitting for the same injury,
the medical aid will deny them access to that.
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CHAIRPERSON I understand.
DR LAWSON So on that same case, if you were to stay within that
chiropractic paradigm when you went for treatment for your
sprained ankle in February and again in November, you would be
denied.

However,

because

ankle

sprains

are

listed

under

physiotherapy, if they went to a physiotherapist they would get the
extended benefit for that ankle sprain in November, if they went to
10

a physiotherapist. So that is where we’re being discriminated
against.
CHAIRPERSON Yes, I understand.
DR LAWSON Moving on then the regulatory framework in which
the

chiropractic

profession

has

to

function

is

by

and

large

satisfactory. Hence its remarkable success. Relatively good growth,
public acceptance with trust and respect from the consumer that it
20

has earned.

The main deficiencies and barriers which harm are

caused by the conflicting provisions and the two governing pieces
of legislation with regulat ions and not by practitioners. This
request for and on behalf of the Chiropractic Association of SA is
that both the Allied Health Professions Act, with its regulations,
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and the Health Professions Act with its regulations be suitably
amended to allow for f ull and unrestricted autonomous professional
practice and cooperation between registrered chiropractors and
other appropriately registered practitioners as defined in terms of
this

inquiry

statement

of

issues.

Perhaps

even

an

updated

consolidated Healthca re Act should cater for all practitioners. That
brings to an end my structured presentation. Obviously, the panel
10

would be very happy to field any question that you may have.
CHAIRPERSON You made reference to the rural community which
is prone to well, t o the labour-intensive work in the rural areas and
that those individuals living there they are therefore more likely to
have lower backache. What about individuals who sit at their desk
for a long time?
DR LAWSON Absolutely, that is probably certainly wi thin the city

20

structure, those are probably one of our most common patients.
CHAIRPERSON Perhaps it is appropriate that we take a break at
this stage to stretch our backs. [LAUGHTER]
DR LAWSON I think that will be highly recommended.
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CHAIRPERSON Well, I know from a professional standpoint that
you wouldn’t recommend that.

Would it be convenient to take a

break now perhaps? Let’s take a five -minute break? Thank you.
DR LAWSON We’re happy with that.
CHAIRPERSON Thank you.
[BREAK]
BEGINNING OF TRANSCRPTION LAST SESSION
10
CHAIRPERSON: A colleague is going to put questions that they might have you
know on the issues that you have raised. Doctor Bhengu?
DR BHENGU: Thank you. Now I just want to understand, I think when I started
reading I thought the main issue is; okay there is that but that there are no
opportunities to work with other professionals in the health industry. But I think the
questions from the Judge clarified a lot. That it is more on the patient side. But in
20

your view, where does the responsibility lie, to promote your profession to the
members of the public 1st and to the medical scheme and what is CASA doing about
it?
DR SIMON LAWSON: So, the crux of the matter is we are exclusively private.
Which means only 5% of this population has access to chiropractic. That is the
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population the can afford private health care and the population can afford to pay out
of their pockets to see chiropractors. There is 95% of the population who cannot get
access to chiropractic for no other reason than it is not available to them. They do not
have the choice to access chiropractic in any other form other than the private form.
So if they can afford it, that is great, if they can’t they do not get access to
chiropractic.
Within the private scenario CASA works extensively on the promotion of
10

chiropractic with regards to education seminars, lectures, workshops, advertising.
Our sort of interaction with our patients is very privileged but then again it is 5% of
the population. It is a very small percentage and again it is the private sector.
DR BHENGU: Now there is a reference of 190 million being spent in private health
care on chiro-practitioners. I couldn’t tell, I can’t remember if this was out of pocket
or what portion of this was through medical schemes?
DR SIMON LAWSON: So the actual figure is unclear on whether it was 190 million

20

paid out of medical savings accounts. I would surmise it was and we do not tend to
get extensive cover as chiropractors. I would assume a figure of 190 million is the
total amount that was paid even out of savings account of chiropractors that year.
DR BHENGU: Sorry, the Kimberley hospital you referred to in... Do you know how
it has been received within the department of health with plans to sort of expand the
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footprint of where services can be accessed even though it will be on an out-patient
basis in the public sector?
DR SIMON LAWSON: So how Kimberley Hospital came about, nobody is quite
certain how we managed to set that department up and how it managed to run as long
as it did. It is currently suspended, that facility is not available to us any longer and I
think it was largely suspended when they changed the superintendent at the hospital.
The reason for suspension again falls under Rule 92 of the Health Professions
10

Council of South Africa.
DR BHENGU: No, thank you. I do not have any more questions.
DR LAWSON: Mr. Chairman can I speak. It was probably also because it was illegal.
PROFESSOR FONN: I just wanted to understand the ruling about doing community
service. Where is the genesis of that ruling?
DR SIMON LAWSON: So that is a statutory requirement from the Allied Health
Professions Council of South Africa. We get a lot of questions from the students

20

regarding our internship program and the necessity for them to do it. And as I said it
is a statutory requirement from the Allied Health Professions Council. So even
though it doesn’t actually fulfil the role that it is supposed to, we still run the
program. So as I say, the minute the opportunity actually arrives for us to actually put
our interns within the public health sector and actually contribute in a meaningful
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way towards the community service, for now they do general community service.
Nothing that pertains to the profession of chiropractic.
PROFESSOR FONN: It seems to me that in line with all the professions, the avenue
then is through the Department of Health. And so in relation to that issue, this is
something that has to be pursued by the Department of Health. We have similar
issues with other professionals. The clinical associates, one really has to argue with
the Department of Health to create the post, sign them. The pharmacy, all of these
10

have these same issues, they are not unique perhaps they are failing in the public
health system. There isn’t an avenue to resolve it as far as I understand in our terms
of reference. So this is a particular issue in relation to the private health care sector.
And so have you been in contact with the Department of Health in this regard
because that is the avenue through which that is resolved? And then to follow up on
that, in relation to the private health care sector, in relation to the degree to which; are
there specific impediments within that scenario in relation to group practices that you

20

want to draw our attention to?
DR SIMON LAWSON: Thank you for your question. The essence of all of this is
that Rule 92, we have engaged with the Department of Health. They were actually
very receptive and we are very aware that there is a lot of work that needs to be done
with the Chiropractic Association and the Department of Health in order to get these
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facilities up and running and allow access to the public to our services. The problem
keeps coming to Rule 92 which precludes chiropractors from working in the same
space as Allied Health Professions Council workers and that with due respect is
really our biggest concern here. And this is why we have approached the Inquiry, the
Competition Commission. It is that we feel that, that precludes us from being able to
offer our services on a level plain field. We find it anti-competitive and obviously
discriminatory towards the professional chiropractic. I think the opportunities are
10

definitely there engaging with the Department of Health, engaging with other
Healthcare professionals. They do not have an issue with dealing with chiropractors
or working alongside chiropractors. But as the law as it states at the moment
precludes us from doing that.
DR LAWSON: Mr. Chairman through you, may I as the President has just said; it is
illegal. Until the law has changed we time and again ... finds that it hits a brick wall.
And the perception is that because ... is not part of chiropractors, are not part of the

20

mainstream you are going to go in circles and my instructions are that CASA has
spoken to the Department and then when this Competition Commission Inquiry came
to light; it was decided rather to take this avenue.
PROFESSOR FONN: Certainly, I need to refresh my memory. In fact, in the public
sector there is no such injunction. People do work in the same premises by definition.
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Work alongside physios, work alongside Doctors. Are you telling me in Rule 92
there is a special sub clause excluding you?
DR SIMON LAWSON: It excludes all members of the Allied Health Professions
Council of South Africa. So that is the issue here. Nurses, physios, biophysicists;
they are all registered under the Health Professions Council of South Africa.
Chiropractic, homeopathy all register under the Allied Health Professions Council of
South Africa and that is where the discrimination comes in.
10

DR NKONKI: I do not have any questions, I just want to thank you for a very clear
and detailed presentation.
DR CEES VAN GENT: That was faster than I anticipated. But also for me it is very
clear which you want I am quite familiar. I have got a, as I explained to... I injure my
back quite a bit so I am quite familiar with the profession and it is quite clear I think.
So if you, am I correct to say that actually the core of what you would like to put
before us; so if you could hold our hands in writing a recommendation report; is this

20

captured in your four last bullets isn’t it. That is the core. Thank you very much,
understood. Thank you.
DR SIMON LAWSON: Absolutely, we honestly believe that with the removal of that
law from the Health Professions Council statute that opens all the doors and levels
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the playing field and that puts us alongside all the professions that we work with in a
private capacity but in a public sector.
CHAIRPERSON: Is your profession for example an alternative to orthopedic
surgeons.
DR SIMON LAWSON: Sir, the old terminology used to refer to chiropractic as an
alternative therapy. That terminology has long since disappeared. We are now all
grouped under what they call allied therapies and that would include your physios,
10

your biochemists, your chiropractors, psychologists, speech and hearing therapists.
All of those professions that would sort of align alongside medical Doctors are
considered allied professions. So chiropractic is a specialist field which concentrates
on the manipulation of the spine to elicit responses on the neurologist-muscular
skeletal system. It is a conservative drug free hands on profession. So on a
comparison with the orthopedics, orthopedic is obviously very invasive and
surgically oriented. We are non-surgical, non-drugs, hands on conservative

20

profession.
CHAIRPERSON: A patient has a choice. Either he goes to you or he goes to the
hospital for surgery. Is that how it works?
DR SIMON LAWSON: Ideally it should be how it should work but again the way
the playing field has unfolded; those choices are not readily available to the average
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member of the public. If you are the lucky 5%, you can afford private health care and
you have been exposed to chiropractic and you know about it you would possibly
choose going the conservative route before going to see an orthopedic surgeon or a
neurosurgeon. What is happening more frequently is that orthopedic surgeons and
neurosurgeons have to refer those patients to the chiropractor for conservative care
before they reconsider if the surgical option is viable or not.
CHAIRPERSON: Say for example there is a patient who is in hospital and has just
10

undergone surgery you know for his or her back ache. Would you be able to work
side by side with an orthopedic surgeon?
DR SIMON LAWSON: Ideally we should see the patient before the operation. There
are circumstances were unfortunately surgery is probably the only option for that
patient in which case the surgery will be done. Our role will come in as part of
rehabilitation and restoration of that patient back to health once they recover from the
surgery. So something structural that needed to be amended, the orthopedic surgeon

20

will deal with that. We would hold their hands during the caring phase and our job
will really kick in with the rehabilitation and the reconditioning of that patient back
to health.
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CHAIRPERSON: And of course before you, I mean if surgery was the 1 st thing that
occurred you would have to wait until the patient is completely healed before you can
come in to manipulate the bones as you do. Is that right?
DR SIMON LAWSON: Sir there are things that we can do to speed up the healing
process. But our greatest effect will come in once the acute phase of healing has
completed and we can start restoring function. What is quite interesting both coming
through from the research and what is coming through with regards to the expenses
10

of malpractice insurance is that more and more orthopedic surgeons and
neurosurgeons deflecting and the surgical done as late as possible. And are referring
patients back to conservative care to an exhaustive entity before they entertain
surgery again. So our greatest role really is the prevention for sending these people
for surgery. So the cost implications that come with surgical intervention, the
recovery, the time of work, all of those knock on effects chiropractic’s greatest role is
to intercept those issues before they get to that perspective or to that point.

20

CHAIRPERSON: Once they get to hospital it is just too late for you?
DR SIMON LAWSON: With regards to that condition it would be relatively too late
for us to have an impact on that but then again we will come in as part of the rehab.
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CHAIRPERSON: You will have to wait until they come out of hospital and then you
can intervene again. Isn’t that probably the reason why you may not work in hospital
side by side with an orthopedic surgeon maybe.
DR SIMON LAWSON: I don’t believe so. Spinal surgery and our involvement in the
surgical aspect of the spine and it is miniscule and it is a very small percentage. And
certainly if we are unsuccessful in our treatment protocols, our referral process is to
the ortho part of the neurosurgeon. They will kind of be the next referral process in
10

the line.
CHAIRPERSON: It is in hospital, I am talking about the patient who is now in
hospital under the care of an orthopedic surgeon. Again there is an issue of who takes
responsibility if anything goes wrong?
DR SIMON LAWSON: So again chiropractic would word on an out-patient setting.
We are not dealing; it is not our modus operandi to deal with surgical patients. That
for us is the end of the line. We have tried everything conservative and then they end

20

up with surgery. I do not believe that, that would preclude us from hospital. We
would play a major role in the out-patient scenario rather than the in-patient surgical
side of things.
CHAIRPERSON: Is there anything else that you would like to add to what you have
told us today:
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ADVOCATE ANE B DE WET: Chairman yes, our vice President do wish to make a
comment.
DR KENDRA DA SILVA: Thank you, I would just like to add; even though you talk
about us treating patients in hospital without surgery. Because of Rule 92, we are not
even allowed in the consulting rooms of the hospital. So the patients do not even
have access to chiropractors in that set up. We are not particularly concerned with
being in the ward where the patient is receiving treatment. But we are not allowed to
10

be in that facility, in the consulting rooms, in the medical clinic. For example,
MediClinic or something like that. We are not allowed to be there. The patient
doesn’t have access to us in those facilities. So once they get into the ward and they
have the surgery, we do not need to be there, we do not want to be there. It’s been in
the same realm as the rest of the health care providers.
CHAIRPERSON: I understand. One thing that I was trying to understand is if a
patient is in hospital under the care of the orthopedic surgeon; what will be your role

20

at the same time the patient is under the care of an orthopedic surgeon?
DR KENDRA DA SILVA: As Doctor Lawson alluded to, preferably we would like
the patient to be able to consult the chiropractor before the surgery. We work in
cooperation with a lot of orthopedic surgeons who do send the patients out of those
medical clinic facilities to a chiropractor to receive conservative care before the
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surgery. So we work in cooperation with them but it would have been a whole lot
easier if it were accessible in a clinical set up. Not in a ward but in your private
rooms attached to a hospital in a clinic.
CHAIRPERSON: Thank you so much for coming here to share with us how your
operation operates in particular some of the challenges that you face in the course of
your practice. This is probably one of the engagements that we would have with you.
It may be necessary in future to recall you to probe some of these issues much more
10

further once we have the necessary information in relation to some of the concerns
that you have raised with us. And thank you so much for your willingness to stay
until it is very late. Thank you.
ADVOCATE ANE B DE WET: So Mr. President. We eh, I think the President wants
to say thank you because we know it is the last session and we wish you well in your
deliberations in this very important task. And from the chiropractic’s point view we
feel that the time is there now for the Chiropractic profession not to be nice to have

20

but a need to have. I thank you, I don’t know whether the President wants to address
anything.
DR SIMON LAWSON: Just to echo that, thank you very much for this opportunity
and thank you for your time in listening to our grievances. We look forward to your
report. But thank you very much.
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CHAIRPERSON: To the rest of the members of the public present here, we have
now come to the end of these proceedings, thank you.

END OF TRANSCRIPTION LAST SESSION
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